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Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
Environmental Review Officer 
#1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
Room#244 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

June 11, 2018 
Via Hand Delivery 

RE: Central SoMa Plan - Appeal of the 5/10/18 Planning Commission Decisions 

Dear Clerk of the Board and the Members of the Board of Supervisors: 

The South of Market Community Action Network (SOMCAN) appeals the following 
decisions concerning the Central SoMa Plan ("the Plan"). The Plan Area is bounded by Second 
Street on the east, Sixth Street on the west, Townsend Street on the south, and an irregular border 
that goes along Folsom, Howard, and Stevenson Streets to the north. 

1) Certification of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and Adoption of Findings 
and Evaluation of Mitigation Measures and Alternatives and a Statement of 
Overriding Considerations 

The final resolutions for the relevant appeals are attached as Exhibit A. Evidence in 
support of the appeals is attached as Exhibits A-D. 

I. Citizens appeal the decisions made by the Planning Commission to certify the 
Environmental Impact Report (Effi) and adopt Findings and Evaluation of Mitigation 
Measures and Alternatives and a Statement of Overriding Considerations, State 
Clearinghouse No. 2013042070 (Exhibit A, Resolutions) 

The appeals related to CEQA are filed on the following bases. 
• The EIR is inadequate, incomplete, and deficient 
• Inadequate and incomplete analysis of and failure to disclose the severity of the 

level of impact for the following environmental impacts: 
o Creation of a Second Financial District 
o Existing Youth and Family Special Use District 
o Transportation and Ride Hailing Companies 
o State Density Bonus Laws 
o Economic Impacts from Displacement and Increase in Vehicle Miles 

Travelled 
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o Residential Units Not Being Used as Traditional Housing 
o The 5M Project 
o New Office Space and Lack of Local Hiring Requirements 
o Consideration of Continued PDR Uses 
o Lack of Affordability of Housing Incentivized by the Plan and 

Socioeconomic Makeup of New Residents 
o Open Space 
o Stabilization of Non-Profit Organizations 
o Health Impacts 
o Density of Workers Based on Square Footage of Office Space and 

Auxiliary Jobs is Under Calculated 
• Failure to adopt all feasible mitigations and alternatives 
• Strong disagreement with Responses to Comments on the Draft Environmental 

Impact Report 
• Inadequate and incomplete Findings, Evaluation of Mitigation Measures and 

Alternatives, and Statement of Overriding Considerations 

II. Exhibits (Attached) 

Exhibit A: Resolutions 
20182 EIR Certification 
20183 CEQAFindings 

Exhibit B: Letters (including comments submitted on the Plan EIR during the EIR comment 
period) 
Exhibit C: Links to videos of hearings in which testimony was given on the Central SoMa Plan 
Exhibit D: Transcript Planning Commission Hearing, May 10, 2018 on the Central SoMa Plan 

Thank you, 

,1 
( 

Angelica Cabande 
Organizational Director, South of Market Community Action Network 
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Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 

Environmental Review Officer 

#1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

Room #244 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

File# 2011.1356E 

I authorize Angelica Cabande, the Organizational Director of the South of Market Community Action 
Network, to file the appeal of the Central SoMa Plan Final Environmental Impact Report on behalf of the 
South of Market Community Action Network. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Smooke 
Board Chair 
South of Market Community Action Network, SOMCAN 



Exhibit A: 
Resolutions 



CaseNo:: 
·. f>rofecf 444r~s$r 
Zot#ng: 
. J3lpckllot: 
·. Project Sp6nsor: · 

Vari()us · 
Vadous 

. ~:V!\Ve;~~=t~~i:~~f ::~6~;re~t 
~t~v~:~!ilrth~itil~fgQ¥.Qtg 
e1tz~beth Whit~ (~15.> s7:s~6$ia 
!UW?~w1te@)sf~~v;~r3 · · 

\JO , .. J\ 
S./ 1 .• I ·.· I . 

Faii . . 
41$.558~6409 

Plailolriii 
.1nforrnat100:. 
415.$$~;6377 

AOOP.t1N<3~ FlNDIN~S.· REt.Ar~p: ro·r11e :c.ERTIF:ICATION :OF .A. FINA~ . ENYJRONMaNTALJMPACt A.EPORT·.· FOR ti-fa PRQPOS~li¢e!ittt\ksoMAP1..AN· · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · ·· 

... MOVEP~ tha~ th~ Sill'\ Fran ii seq, Pi}lnn\n.g·.C(ltnmission (h¢x~inaft~r ,;C;:oil:\mi$l;\it1ti'')h~J:epy C~RllFl:&s; t:l1e · 
· final E1wironmental tmp~ct l{eport Jctendfied. as :C~se t\Jo •. 2Qrt.1$56E; thff · '1Central StiM~ Pliu11

' 

(pe.ietn!lft~r ';J.?t.~Jeft!'), based 11,pori the f.Olh~win~fin4ht~s: · 

l. the City i.md C6urity of San. Fr~dsqcr; acting fhroi~gh th~ Planning 0¢pattrrient (heri:ilriaftet 
i'IJ~pattm.¢nr~1 fuifill~d ail ·· prote:duial i:eqvJrefrieit~S. :of the .ca.tifor1ua. J;}nvfronn1eritf.il Qu~Hty J\ct 
(C.aL Pub;· R~s. · co(i¢ section 21000 it11eq,, h~r~ittaft¢f //CEQA.'1), Jhe St~.t~ ·GEQA GuideHnes. (Cat 
A~rilin, Cpd¢ 'ritJe 14~ section15QOO ~t8¢q,i (hereinlitter i'CEQA (1ulcleiii:\e$i) and Chapter qi ~f the 
SM: Fr<inqisco A<:fm{nisb:atlve Cod~ (het!;ifnaftel,' ~'Chapte1; .3f'), · · · · · 

. . 

A• . T.~e Pepatttn~nt (.\etermihaj. t}1at un Epvitomntm:tal lmpMt .ne.p()rt (he~einafte~ ''EIR") w~~· 
r~qµired and :provided pui:llk notice of that d¢t~i.'roi11ati~fi tiy publkaHori in 11 tieW$papei of 
~(;lri~ral drci:ll~tion:ort Apr~l2i!i2613, · 

:a~ Th~ D.~partmerjtJie14 a pµblit scoping trle¢trng PnM11y 15~<2013 Jn 0.rdet t:o solfoit public ~tJmrnei1t 
()Il th,e stop¢ uf the P.roj~cf:s envircinn:u~rttalrevieo/· · · 

c .. Ort D.ecie$het r4;. 2016t the · t>epattm¢i1t pu~lisheci th~ 'Draft · Erwbonmentat JmpMt Rep()rt 
.(here1naftet '(DEIW'} AJ1i;l p.r<:rvJdeq p4blk rtotic~ in a .newsp~per o(g¢rt.eral clrcUfatfon of. th~ . 
. ~v~Hauf~i:ty of t,he DUI.Rf or p.µhltcr~:View an4 cp~wen~ t:tn4 ~fth¢ d~te ~n:(l tint¢ oftlw Pl~lug . 
· ¢omt1tissi~!'l pribii:c hearl~g 9n the bJ!lR; t.hts t'\oti(ie w".s mailed °t() the :Oep(lrttt1enfs )1st o:f 
Ji¢rsoh$ ~equ¢$tirt~ sti¢h. noti~e: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

p, On 1.)¢ccmbet 1_4, ~016,. copies of thePlUJ.twetE? ~ile4 or oth:~rwtse .d¢Hv~re4 tq ~H~t :ofp¢rs0.11s 
· i'.equesting;h, to thos~.noted on the ·distribatton Jtst rn. the 6tUR, •· and ·:to goverrtment~ge~(Jies1 th~ 
· iatt~r b.9th ditectlyjrrid tlll'.otJgh. the $t~tt!¢leaf.inghoµse~ 



Motton No. 20182 
May 10; 201a 

CAS~ N(). ~Q11,1~.56~ ..... 
Central So Ma Plan···· 

K Notice of Completion was filed with the State Secretary of Resources vht the State Cfoadnghouse 
on December 14, 201(). 

. . . . . . 

2, The C()mmission helda. ·duly advettised pubtk ·hearing qn satcfDEIR o~ January 26, 2017 at. which 
ppportttnity for public comment was given, and public comrne11t was recE1iVed oll the DEIR.. !he 
period fpr acceptance of Wtitten comment$ ended ()n F ebruaty 1~,. 2017,. 

3. 'The Department prepared responses fo commertts on envirot\nnmt~lissues received at the public 
heating an9. (rt writing. du:ring t,he (jO~da.y pµblfo review perip(.i, prepiu•ecf r~,wfalons t() the text of the 
DEIR in. responses to· comments received or based. on additional information that became available 
during. the public review perfod; and cortccted errorsin the DEIR. This material was presentedlnthe · 
·Responsesto Corntnentsdoct.irneot,·pubtlshedq11March 2a, ~01&, dfotri):>uted to theComnussfc>n <).rtd. 
llll parties Who tornrnettt¢4 on ~he PE* and macle . available t() others upon req1Jest at the 
Department. 

4i A Final .• Environmental. frnpact .. Repott (n¢reirtaftet ''FEtR") .• hM.•been·pr~pated.hy t}te .Ptipa.ttrn¢rtt; 
cc:msisting of the PEl'R, any ce>nsultt\tlot\~ a11d. c::omments. re~¢ivecl during the i·eview Pl'OCess; any 
additional·.· inforrtfation. that became avaUable1 and · tht1 Responses to Comments docume!\t a11 as 
requ,ited l>ylaW. · 

5. Project EIR files have· been made available for review by the Commission and the public; These files 
ate a:v1;ti1abte for publk review anhe Department at 16SOMissionStre¢t, Suite400, llnd ate partqfth~· 
record befote the Cororolssion. 

6.. ()rt May 10, 2018, the Cornmissfon reviewed and considered the information contained in the· FEIR 
al\d hereby does Jmd that the' contents ohaid r¢port and the procedures thr<ll.lgh which the fEil{was 
prepared, puhlidzed,. and. reviewed comply with the provisions ofCEQA; the cEQA GuidelinM, anci 
Oiapter 31 of the San FrandscoAdrnirti.strative Code. 

7. The projectiiponsor has· ~ndicated that the pr¢$enJly preferred alterriatJve is theCe1it:rnl$0Ma Plan. 

8, · Tue Planning• C()l)ltl\fosiOn. hereby do¢s ·find that the FEtR ·cortcetning File No,· 2Q1t135J5E: Central 
$oMa PIM refleqs the independentjudgen;tept and analysis of the City and County~9f$an Francisco; 
ia. adequate, accurate and o\,jective, and that the Response$ to Coxriments document ®cl.~ ~ttam 
dated ~W~~attd.JililJ(.2~ 2Qi8.,contahis no Si15hifkan.trevisiortS to·the DEIR that would require 
rech'ci.tl~ti9n of tlfo document pittstiat'l.t to CEQA Ou~Q.elitie $e¢tfoI\ 1$0i%S; ~rtcl. hetel:>y i,:1012~ 
CERTIFY THE COMPLETION of said FEIR ih compliance with CEQAi the CEQA Guidelines and 

·. Chaptet 31 off he San FrandscoAdm.inistrative Code. 

9,. The Commissfon; 1rt certifying the ~ofripletlon of said J1Ent hereby dbias £inct that the pr()jed 
described.•in.the·EnvironmentallrrtpactReport:.· 

A <Will result in the following s)gnificant and unavo;dable pl'oject.:.spedfk envfronmentalirnpacts, 
whkh cart.not be mi.tiga.ted<to alevd ofinslgnifi.cance; · 



M()tlon Nq. 20182 
May•10r201a 

CASE N0.2o11.1356S·. 
· Ceiittat S(;ll\lla Plan 

a, Central So:Ma Plan development} including proposed opert spa<:e. tmprovemtJrtts and · 
street netwo1<k cha.nges1 would conflict with an applkable land use plan, pollqtj bt 

i·egulatiort of a11 agei1cy with jurisdktiort over the pt<>jec:t adopted fot th¢ pµrpose cif 
avoiding o:r mitigating <md etWironmental effect. Specific:aily; the Plan could result in 
h'a£fic noise along Howard Street (under the two;;WC\Y option for HoWiitd ancfFolsorrt 
streets) th~t exc;eeqs the .nt:li$e stand~xds ~ri the GellE!ral Plat.:'s Eriyitpnmental Protecttcm 
Element 

b. CenP:aiSo:Ma :Plart deyefopment W()\Jld r~sulf in tile cfornolition or supstantial alterat~on 
oflndividuaUy i.denti£ied hisfotk archit¢dural resources and/or contrifrutors to a hiStoric 
distdct or conservation distdct; foch.t<iing as~yet lll'tidentiffed tes9urces1 a su~stantial 
adv~ts.e change in the sigrtitican¢e of a historical resource as defined in CEQA Guideline$ 
sectio!l1S064.5. 

c; Central SoNia Pfon development, induding the pt<>}'Qsed open space tmprov~.ments and • 
street n¢~wotk chartge$, would result fo a sub$tantial. focr~se iii transmit clmn~tnd tllat 
woulcf not be accommoti<.tted by lo~l transit capadtyi and woul<i .c~use a substantial 
increase bi..<:lelayst,:;sultin~ ht adverse impacts on foe:aland regional transit routes; 

d. Centraf$olyfa Plal'\ c{eve1oprn1mt, in.ch.td,ing the proposed open space improvements and 
street .t\etwt>rk c.:hanges, would result ih crosswalk overcrowding at the following 
intctsectfon$; 

· i. Third/Mission 

ti. F.ourth/Missiort 

e. Central So:Ma I>la:n developme11t would resµU in an increas.ed dentand f~>r pn•street 
com.merdal and passenger .loading and a<reductionirt on.,.sfreet foadtngsupply such that: 
the loading .demand during the peal< h®l'. ·of 10ading activities would· not be· 
acc(nnfo,odateq Within on.-stteet Joac:Hng supply, would impact existing p~ssertger: 
loading/unloading zones, and may create hazardous conditions or significant delay that 
may affocttra,nsit; otMt.vehides; blcydes, or pedestr:ians; · · 

f. Constl'Uctlon activities associated with Central SoMa Plarr developrnerttt incfodini the 
ptbposec;l open space improvements and str~t netwt>rk chanMs, wt.1tdd re~nilt in 
substantial frtterference. with pedesb:iart; bicyde1 or vehicle drculation and ~ccessibility to: 
aqjoinint; areas, <lndwould tesulthi po:tenUa.lly hazardous tonclitions:. 

g; C¢11b.'al SoMa Plan development; iltcludmg the proposed street network e:hange5; woukt 
generate noH1e that would result in ex1to$Ure of persoris to noiseJevels it} excess of 
stand<.1rds it\ the Bait F:rtn~cisco GeneraJ .Platt or N9ise Ordin.ance {Article 29 of the Pol[ce 
Code); qnd Woitld. .result in a. substantial perrri.anentJncte11se in ambient noise above 
existing levels. 
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Motion No. 201a1 
May1Q. 201.8 

·cA$J:.N(). 2oH.1~G6E. 
Central S()IVla Plan 

h~ Central . SoMa Plan· development, in:duclirig the proposed street rtetWork change~• and. 
open space h:nprovements, wouh:t result fo co11stl't;lction act~vities in the Pfon Area that 
could. expose person~ to su~stantlal temporary or pedodk increase in noise> levels 
substantially in excess of ambientlevels. 

i. · Tht! operatfon of sul:isequent fodividual <leveloprrnmt projects in the Centr<tLSoMt:t .· Phm 
Area and the proposed street network chan$es (but not the proposed open space 
iroprovemttntS) would<Vk1lafo (lrt afr qµ<llify standard,. co.ntribut:e to art existing or 
projected air qualify yiolatimv and/or <re$ult in a cumulatively considerable riet increase 
of criteria p<>Uutants for wnkhthe projectregion is irt nonatt;:ti.nment under·an applicable 
fE!derk'.tl()t stat¢ ambient ait q4ality $t~n.daid; 

. . . 

Central•.SoMa.Pfon .deVelopm¢nt1 including the.·proposed•.street network changes, would· 
result in bperati<)nal emfasions of ffoe particulate matt¢r. (Plvfas) and toxic air 
c;:onta,nlrt;tn~s that woold.re$u1t in exposure pf sen$itive•tec:epto~ to. sui>sta.Jiti(ll p¢illtiJartt· 
concentrati<mi:k · 

. ~- . . . 

k; Subsequent fUl:llre devetoptnent under the Plan could alter wind fo a manrtet thaf 
sl.ll:lstantiatly · aff¢cts pµJ;>lic areas; 

B~ Will contribute considerably to the following cumulative environmental impactst whkh cannot be 
mitigated to il leve)qf insigttificartce: 

a; Central SoMa Plan development, including the proposed open space improvements and 
street rtet.Work•ch~nges,. Would contribute cortsiderably to significantcuinulativefortd use. 
·impact. Spedficatly, one".way and. two.-way optionsfoi:Polsonrand ffoward Streets could 
tnake .a considerable contribution to ciitnulative traffic noise• levels,· whidr would exceed. 
th¢ noJse standards in the General Eian1s EnVironmental Ptotecticin Eletiient. · · 

h. Central SoMa Plan. develbpmtintwot.i1d contl'ibute consklerab1y to significant c:uroufolive· 
·hisforkaLtesources impacts becausathe P1an could result in demolition a!'ld/ot· alteration·. 
()f historical r¢S()tii(!¢S, 

t; Central SoM<;l.Plan developtnent; including the propdsed open spaceJinprovernet'\ts artQ: 
$tteet. network ch11nges; would c:onttibute considerably to signi£foant cumulative tran$it. 
impacts on focatandtegionat·transitprC>viders .. 

d. Central SoMa Plan development~ irtduding: the proposed open space impr()vemenfa artd .·• 
street ttetW9tk changes; woµld. ¢()ntribute cQrt$1<leral;lly t() sjgnifkant ¢utnuiative 
pedestrian impacts •. 

e c~rttral SoM~ Platt developrt:iertt,. including th~ proposed open $p~ce impi;ovemet'lts and . 
street network cllang¢S, would contribute consfrletably to significant cumulative loading 
impacts. 



. 
IVlotion No. ~0182 
May 1 (), 2018 

CASE Nd. 2011A35GE 
bentl'~I So Ma Plait 

.f. C¢nfral SqMa dev¢loprnent, iridtiding the proposed· street network cllan~¢s .and op¢n 
spaceitnprovewentsj W9uld result irtcumufotive noisefoipads, 

g. Cenfral SoMa developrnent~Jnth.tding the .pn:>pc>tied stteetrteMot'l< than go$;. bµt not open 
space improvei:nents1. would cnntribute com•ider~bly to cdteda ait pollutant impacts 
ptider cumtdatiye Z.040 condltlpn$; · · 

h~ Central SoMa ,Plan clevelopmertt,. induding the proposed street network chal'.lges but not 
open spacE) fotpt'overn.ents;.Would resultlfi. exposure ofs¢nsitiVereceptqr$ t6$i.!l:>stanJial 
l(!v~l~ <?ffln~pllrtfcuJate matter O,M~.s}i:m4 toxic air .¢ont;;ilnlnaritsun{:{eti040cµrntil<l.tive 
· condfti.;>ns: 

I hereby certify that the for¢going M()Hqn was Al)QPTEO 1,iy the Pla1mlng Comrnisslon at its r~$1.1lat .. 
rn¢e#ng ofMay lOi 201$. 

.AYES:·· 

NQES; 

ABSENT: 

ADOPTED: 

Moote, Koppel, Johnson,· Richards, .. 1'1Ulls1 1vtelgar~ ~nd Fong 

Nori~ 

Nont:! 

M~y 10, .2018 



SAN FRANCISCO 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Projert Nanlf!.:. 
Record Na.:. 
Staff Comact: 

Pltinning Con1rnission 
Resolution No. 20183 

. HEARING DATE MAY10, 2018 

Cenh'alSbMa Phtri:;..CEQAFindings 
2011~1;356!WTZU .. 

·~-----..... -~~~,.;...,..;-~;.;.,;... 

Steve Wertheim,Ptindpal Planner, Citywide Phl11nh1g 
(4lS)5S$-6612;,~~.wert!~~.oi~ · 

A.t>QI'TlNG ENV1ItONMtN1)\L FINPINGS PJ.JRSl.JANT TO THE CAlJFORNIA 
l~NVtRdNMENTAt QllALJT)' Act, lNCLUUlNC FlNDlNGS . ()l' FACT} FlNPIN(;S. 
R.acAioxNG ··s1cN1JlrcANt tMrA.crs ·ANo· s1cNtit1CANT A.No ··•tJNAVotb:AatJ!· 
11\1PA.CT$, EVALtJATION ()F l'vtlTIGA.'IlON ME.t\S\JRES A~JJ ALTltRNATJVES, AND A 

~~~·~~i~:L0:o~X:~i~~;K~f ~:iij~~~~~iJ~%~l~~:~1~ii~~fVAL$·.· ... fo·~ . 
. ·.·. . . . . .. . .. . : . . .· ......... , . .·· .... ; . ; . . . . . . ..... . 

The Sa11Fl'.indsco Ffanhing Department, th~ Lea4Agency responsibl(;J for• the hnpleroerttatiori ()f · 
the California Bnvitontt\ent'll . Quality Aqt .· (ffCEQA"), has undertal<en . <l · }Jlal1ning ancl ·. 
eri,vironrnental··review ptocess•fotthe.prop.os.ed Cunttal.SoMa Pltin andt.elated appxovalactit>ns: 
(~'Pr()ject'"J and provided appropriate public hearil'\gs before· the .Plan;ningCo:Q'tni$Skm, 

The· desire fbr ti Central So Ma Plan. t>egart during the Eastatn N~Ighborhood~r pi~noihg process .. 
fri 2008 the <Jity adqptedthe EasternNeighbothoodsPlanr indµding rtew l<tnd us~ contrQlsJutQ·· 
propos~d community·impi·ovements.fot the.eastern .part.of the South ofMarketm:ighborhood 
(Sol\!la), as welt t\~ the • C~ntral Waterfront, Misslon, a11~ Showplace Square/P6trero Hill 
neighborhoods. At . that time, ·the City· determined •that ·the development poh~ntiµJ ··of the 
ifltlustriaUy zol)ed part of. East S0Mt11 coupl~d With the. improved transit to be provided by th~ 
Cenb:af Sul:>wily,·~ecess~tateci ·~ ... sµl)13eq(lent1·ft>cl.lsed pfatttting process that.t{)okfoto accoµnt the 
dty's gtowth, needs and City and regfonal erwito1'\.rnen.tal gq~ls. 'Die Cenfral$oMa Plan is the 
.testiltofthat subsequen tprocess. · 

The Westetn SoM~ Area Plan, ad Opted in 20Hh also exptkit)y recognized the n¢ed k> Jttcte~se 
developtnent·capadty·.·near transit in Qhjective.LS, whkhstates thµtthe City shol.llrt ;'St.tppotf• 
cot1th1ued. evaluation ()f laridt1sE1s n~ar major transit inft'1:1strvct4teinrecogrjf~lon. of dtywid~ and· 
regl('IMlsusta:ina.l:ifo growth.tteed$." 1he expla;nat<>ry text in Ol:>J~ctive.1.$ t¢nch.tde$ tl\~t "the. 
City trtu(3tcontlrtue evaluatirtg how it can best me~t citywid~ and regio11~l obj¢ctivesto direct 
gt:bwth to transit~orfonfod lqcati6h$ a.lid ·wMth~t cutrent .• controls 11re fue~tlrtg ·.identified iwe<\~.;, 

1650 Mi~slon St 
··su1t~100 

san r:r~nclsco; 
.• CA 941 o:;;.:z41~ 

R~ceptiiin: 
415;ssa.&31a 

Fax: 
• 415.558.;6409 

Plam\tng 
toformlitlom 

·. 415.568.6371 



Resqlution No. 201~3 
M~y1012.01s . 

Re~()rd Nµl)'l~er ·~OJ1,1~66slVITZU• 
. . . . . QEQAFIOdinga 

The bbjedive's implementlt\g PoU<ty 1,5,1 stateS>th~t the City shoulcl ucontin.u¢ tQ .. explo~e and 
rtrexamineJand use controls east of 6th Street, including as part of any. future evaluation along 
the 4th Street totrklQr." The Central SoMa Plan jsjntell.ded to fulfill the Western SoMa Plan's 
bl;ijective t!5 and Policy l.SJ. 

. ... · ... · . . 

'l'he process ofcreating the Central SoMa:Ptan began in 2011. 'lh!ou~hout the process, the Central 
S<;>Ma Plan ha$ been qevefoped based on>tobtist pliblkitipttt, lndit<iir\gten pUblfo opef\ l\oUi>es; · 
ten public hearings at the Planning Comroission; two publk ht?arings at the J3oat'd of $Qperv:i.Sor's 
Land Use & Transportation Committee; additiqnal heat.ings at lhe Historic Preservation 
Commission, .Arts. Commfosiort; and Youth ComtfiiSsion; i.l "techt\kal ad\risory c()mmitte# 
cof:lsisting of ll:ltdtiple City· and regfonal . ageficles; a "storefrdrt.t • ¢harre~e'1 (dtttirtg wf'!l¢1) •the• 
Planning.· Department.set up shop· i.n .. a· ret<\il ·spact01 .. 1n the·Mighborhoqd fo $61idt•c9n\tntiriity 
iript,tl on. the ·formulation of the plan); two walking tours, led by community members; two 
CotnrriU.ttity sµrveys; art. ortllh¢ cli$CU$si(lrt board; n\eetings. With ()Vet 30 tieighpodiot><l& gl'ol.tp$ 
and other corom11mty stakeholders; and thousands of h:igtvidual 11\(;?eUng$,. phon¢ <!alls,· and. 
emails with stakeholders. 

the Centr~ St>Ma Pl<u:i. Area tu,ns•from 2nd.Stl'E:!et ·to 6thStr¢¢trM.arketStreettot6wnsendS~eet,·. 
extlusive. of thoseareaifthat.·areparf oHhe DowntownPl<UX that comprise much of the ~ea north· .. 
of Folsom Street. The vision ofthe>C:entralSoMa Pl~n is fo .create a sust¥tinable .neighborhood by 
2040, whE?re the needs ()f the present are met withguf compromisinS: the ability of fitttire 
generations to meet their own needs. The Central SoMil :Plan seeks· to achi~ve sustairtabillly m 
each of its aspects- soda!, economic, and .• envfrorunental. The Plan's philosophy is ·to keep. what 
is alteadY $ucce$s(W ~pout the> neighborhood, andJntprove what is not tJtilf21ihg the Planls 
philosophy toachi¢v¢ .the Plan;s vjsiO~Will reql!ire implementing the.·foltowJng thte¢ $trategi¢~~. 

• Accommodate growtl\; 
•· Ptcrvide public; l?enefitsr~nd 
· • •Respect and enhance .neighborhood. ch.a.ra,cfor. 

. . 

ImpleltieJiting fue .l!lan'.$ strat¢giE?s will requite addressing ;iii the fac¢ts. of a sustain~bie . 
neighborhood, 1\> db s<'.» the Plan $¢el<s to achiev¢. eight .Goal$; 

.. . 

l, Accommodate.aSubi;tarttiafAmo1.mtofJobs andHoU$irtg 
2. Maintain th~ DiversifyqfE¢sicients · · · 
. 3. Facllitate.anEconomicallyDiversifieci and. •Live1yJobs·C:enteir . 
.4. Provide Safe and Convenient Trartsportatiort that Ptfodtfaes Walking, Bk:ydi:ng, at1d 

tr;:ttislt 
15. Offer an Abundance of P~u:k~ and MC!reatioMl Opppttu,njti¢$ 
6. Cre~(e anEnvfronntenta)ly ~µstalnabl~ and R~silfont Neighlwrhoocl. 
7, P.r~s¢tveartd Celebrate the Neighborhood's Cultural Heritage ... 
8~ Ens'4re that New Btdldings ~:nhance the Qtaraeter of .th.e Neighbm:h(jo<J .nncl 
~~ . . 

. . 

The Pl<\nwoutd implement its vision, philqsophy1and goals byr 
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• Accommodating d~v~lopmentcapadty for up to 33;000 jobs and 8,300 housing units by . 
xemovlng n-iuch of the area1s industrially-protective zonirtg ancUncrea.sing height limits 
on many ()f the area's parcel$; 

• Ma.intainmg·the.diversity of residents by requiring that ewer 33% .of newhou,sing units 
are af£otd<lble to low- and moder~t¢4ncome households and tegufring that these new 
units ate puilt it'l SoMa; . 

• Facilitating all econ9ntically diversified and lively jobs center by requfring most large 
sites to be jobs-oriented, by requirin.g pr9c!uctiop, distributi()n, and .repE\4' .UMs ln many 
projects,and by allowing retail, h¢tels, attcl entertainment uses ht much of the Plan .Atea; 

• Providing safe atid .coJ\vm1lent ti:a11sportation l:>Y funding c~p#alptojects that Woukt 
improve coru:titions for people walkingtbicyding, and. tak{ng trani:Ht; 

• Offering an abuntfan¢e of patks . and recteational opportunities by funding the 
<:ort:;fruction and irnprovemJ.~rttof park!; and recteati()n <centers in the area a.net reqttirµtg 
·large non'."resid.enti~1 projects to ptovide pul:>)ioly·~cces1:1ible open space; · 

• CJ:eating art envirC>nmentally sustairial:>le and resiUenl neighborhood hy requiring green 
roofs and use 0£. non~gteenhouse gas energy sburcesi while funding· projects •to improve 
alt quality, pi:ovide biodiversity, and help manage ::;tormwateti . 

it Preserving and Gelebrating the ll~ighborhood's cultur~l hedtage. by helping fund the 
rehablHtation and. trtaintenanC:li! of hi$torkbuildings and funding a-Octal programs fot th~ 
neighborhood1s existing 1'esidef\t$ and organizations; and · 

.• .t:nsurirtg that new buildings enhance the chatacte1~ of the neighborhood and 
the city l:>y implementing d~sign cottttols that would generally help prbtect U1e 
neighbotho(ld's rnid;.:rise charac:t~r and street (abri¢; create a sti·ong street walli and 
facilitate innovative yefcontextu(ll architectµre. 

'fhe~e core polici¢S and s1.,lpporting discµssion have be~. incorporated into the C~ntral Sotvfa 
Plart, which is ptopoi~ed to be aclded as ati Area J?lanin the Gener~ll'lan. Tl;te C::entralSol,Vfal?lan 
and cortforming amendments to the General Plan; togetl\et with proposed Planning Coctej 
A.drninistl'~tive Code;.Md Zontng?v1ap Amendments E1nd a1'\ Jmplem¢ntatt911 Pocurn~rit, provide 
a comprehensive set ofpolkies artdlmplententation :progran:11ning to realize the vision o(the 
Plan. The lmpleme~tation Docttment desct'ibes how the Phm;!:r p()lides Wlll be impfomented1 
outUnes publk impi·overnents1 fundfu.g<mer.hani1m1$, and interag<mcy <:ool'dinaHon.t(lafthe City 
must putsl.le to irnplen:1ertt the Plan; and provides c<>nttols fot key ~evefopment .sites and key 
streets and design guidance .for. new development. 

Sinc.:e the Ceriti:al SoM~ Plan process beg<lrtirl20Hj the 'Planl.'lirtg Oepartmerithas undertaken the •. 
environm¢ntal review process required l>Y CEQA. Pwsi.rn.nJ tel and Jn accord::mce With th¢ 
requirements of Section 21083;9 of the Pu1'lk Resources Code and Section 15082 of th~ CEQA. 
Guidelines, the Departrnenti a~Jead aget'lcy, published and drcufated a Notice of Preparation 
('iNOP"} oJ:t April 24, 201;3, which notice solicited comments regarding the scope of the 
envirot1met)tal impact report ("EIR'i} for the proposed proJed .. The NOP and its ·so~duy public 
review comment petipd w¢re (ldv¢rtised it1 a new$papel' of g¢tiera1 cir.culaUon in $an Frandsco 
and mailed to governmt;!ntal agencies; organizations and persons fnterestecl in the potential 

3. 
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impacts of the proposed project; 'the l)epartment held a public scoping meeting> on May 15, 2013 . 
at'i'he MendelsortHm.tse, Jocatedat737 FolsorttStreet, San Frandsco1CA94107. · · 

. . 

During the approximately SO~da.y public scoping perlod th"lt ended> on May i4, 20t$/ the 
Oepattment accepted cmrtments front agencies and iriterested parties that identified 
envfronrrtentafisst,tes that should be ad4t¢ss¢d in the J!Ilt Comment$ r~ceived dud:rij;fthe 
scoping process were c;onsidered In preparation ofthfD:raft·BIR, · 

Pursuant to $ectlort15063 of the CEQA Guidelines, the Departn\entpublished artJnitialStudy on 
February 12~ 2014 in order to foci.ts the scope of the. EtR The Department made. the InitialSttt4Y 
avaifabl¢ for a so~<iay p:uhlfo reviewperioct 'beginni:ng' on February 12, 2014 and. ei1ding Ort March 
14; 2014. The Oepartmentconsklered thecorrtments received on the lnitialStudy whtm ptepadng. 
theDrt!ft EUt 

The Department prepared .·the Draft·. EJRr whi.ch .· describes the Draft EIR Project· and• the 
en'\tlronmen.tal $Ee1tfit:\8i analyzes potential impacts, idehtifies mitigation measures for b:rtpact8 
found .to b~ signifkant or. potentially sigrtlfi¢a,rtt; and: t;":Vah.t,tttes altemativ~s to. the Qraft · EIR 
Project. the Oraf t BIR assesses the potential c()nstructiort and <>Perational bnpacts of the Draft 
E1R Project on the enVir()nment; artd the potential cumulative impacts associated with the Draft 
ElRi'l'oject J.n t::opil;>irtati()tt with other pastrptesent/ ttnd ft.th.ire actions wfth potential for Jmpacts 
on th~. same resources.· The artaiysis ofp()tenthtl envh'onmerttal itrtpact;Sfn the Draft EIR utilizes 
significance criteria that are· based on the guidance prepared by Department's Environmental· 
Planttlng Pivisio~. re~tding the envfronmerttar effects to be considered significant. The 
ErtVirol11X\ental Plalltlih~ Pivisfottit; guidance iS, itt turn; based. tin CrtQA Gt.tH.:feliMs Appendix c;,. 
with some modlfications. 

the- Pepartment tlt.tl:>lishect a Draft UlR <.u:t Peceml>er 14, 2016; a:11d citculatelf the Draft EI1l fo 
focal, state,· an.d federal .. agendes ancl ·to interestecl organizatkms and indivld,ua(s Jo~ . pt.tblk 
1·evfow; .OnDecQmber.1412016f.theDepartmenta:lsodistributed.notices·of availabi1.ity of the Draft· 
EIR; pnbllshect nQtiffol.\tlon of. its avfiilapility · in a. rtewspaper• of general . circulation ·in . Sari .. 
Frandsco; posted the notice (Jf a:vaifopitity at the $an 'Franci.scu <:'.9\lnty Oetk/s oftite; and p<>stlild 
notices at locations within the project area/the Commission held a pubiichearirtg <mJanuary 26, 
2017, to solicitfestimortyonthe DraftEIRdtttirtg the pubUcttWfoW period. A .c<>urt reporter, 
present· at the p:ublk hearing, transcribed the oral cq@nents · Vetbathn,. a~\d ptepare.d Written 
transc~ipts .. The Department also receivett :Writti:!J:l c<:>rruri.ents o.n the Prak ElR, w hi.ch Were $t;":rtt 
through mail~ fax,. hand delivery, or email. 'The Department accepted public comment on the 
Draft E.IR untH Feb1\1arjl 13; 2017. · 

The.Department then prepared the Comm¢11ts IDJ,d· Response,s.to CQrrtlt\ents ol:l Praft Ent. 
documentt'RTC''). ··The R'rCdocument was published.· on.March 28,201.8, and indudes: copies. of 
all> of the comments teceivec.L on the .Draft EIR. and Written te$pOMe$ to each comment. lit 
addition to describing and.analyzing the phyaic~h enVitol.ll'rtent~Limpacts>ofthi:i rev.i~i{)ns tQ the. 
Projeet; .the RTC · document provided additional; updated Information, darffkatfon; and 
rrtodifkatioi1s pn issues. raised by cornmenfors, as well as Plan:nirtg Department staff,-iniHated text 
changes to the Draft EIR. 

$/.N .. fl!AHCl~CO .................. -.-. Pl.ANNINQ op...,,..,,.. .. ,· 
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The }?inal Env.lronmental Impact Report ("Final EiR"); which irti::ludes the Dn1ft EI.R.1 the R.TC 
document; the errata dated May 3, 2018, the Apperidkes to the Draft EIR. and R.TC document1 
and all of the supporting- iliforjnatlo.tv has been re'V.ie\Ved at'ld co~idereµ, th.e.R.TC documents 
c'II\d appendices and. all supportingJnfonnation do not actd significant new informatjon to· the 
Draft EIR that would ind.Mdually or collectively constin1te signHlcant new information within 
the rtlE'laning of Public :Resources Code Section 21092.1 or CEQA Guideline$ Section 15088;5 so as 
to require tecil'qtlation 0£ the Fiµal EIR (or arty portion. thereof) urtdet CEQA. The R.T(: 
documents and appendices a:nd all supporting information contain noinfortrtatfon ~evealing (1) 
<iny ti¢W signif(~ant erlViron.menfol lrnpad that would result. fr()m the Prc)}ect or fr~n1a new 
mitigation measure proposed to be frnplemented1 (2) any substantial it\erease in the severity ofa 
previously identified· environrnerttal i111pac~,. ($)arty feasible project altemative .. pr mitigation 
!Masur~< ron~fderal>ly ciiff~rent fr()m <:>th¢rs ·.previously ani;ilyzed that would clearly le$sen the 
e:nvirortmental impacts of .the Project; liut thatvvas l'ejec.ted by the project spcmsor~ or(4) that.the· 
Draft EIR was so fundamentally and ba$ka1ly inadequate and conclusory Jrt n+ltµi;e that 
:m.eaningfulpublii:l review and <;ommertt werepreduded. · · 

(Jn May 10, 2018; by MotiOn No. 2011321 the· Commission· reviewed and considerecl the: Firial Era 
f()r the Project and found the contents of said teportand the procedu1·e$ tlil'.ough which· the Firtal 
EIR was prepared; publicized, and r¢vievve4 c9mplied with CEQJ\, th~ CEQA Guit;felines, ~md · 
Chap.ter 31 c>Hhe San Francisco Adrnii'1istr~ttve C~de .. 

On Mily 101 201a, by MotiqnNP• 2018Ztthe Commission foun(l>thL'it the Final ElR wasad.equate, 
accurate, and opjective; .t11at it reflected the independent analysis and Judgfi1ent of the 
Depattn:tentand the Plaruiing Commtssfo:n, and tha.t the summary of c()mmetl.ts and. responses 
contained no significant r~visiotis to the Draft EH{, and certified the completion otthe Ffoal E!R 
for the Project incort\p1iat\Ce with CEQA, theCEQA Guidelines, and. Chapter 31 .. 

The Piarming Department prepared proposed. Findings~· as· required by. CEQA, tegatcl.ing the 
alt~rnatfve$; mitigatfon measures; ~nd $ignifkant impC\cts an~lyzed .in the. Flrtal Ell{, and 
o''erridihg cons1cl~tatio11s ·for (lf)ptoving the Projectanq ·a proposed tn:itigatiort monitp~irtg ahd 
teportihg prograrn f'MMRP1

')1 attached as Exhibit B, Which material Was made available tb. ·the 
publk and this Planning Cotnmission for the Planriirtg Commisslc)n's rwiew,. cotts~cforation, ajld 
;,'lctions. 

1'he Comi,nission; in certifying th~ Finalf.\lR, found. thafthe Projec;t descdhed in the Final EIR: 

A. Will result in the following significant and unavoidable proje<;t:.specific enV:ironrt1¢ntal · 
· i111pacts, which cannot be u-i.itigated: fo a level of ii'lsigniflcance: 

a. Cc;intral SoM:a Plan development, incluc{it1g piopos¢d open space b:npr<>vefuen.ui 
and street network changes, would c;onflktwith an applicable fand use plan, 
poficy, . or regi.daUort of an agency with jurisdktlon over the project adopted for 
the purpose. of avoiding or mHigath1g and envit()nment<tl effo12t' $pedfkatly1 the 
Plan could result: In ttaffk noise alortg How()Jd Street (1Jnderthe fWp .. way option 
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for Howard and Folsom streets). th.atexceeds. the noise standards in ·theCfoneral 
Plan's.Rnvironmental Protection Element. 

l;i. Central S<:>M!l. Plart d~we1opment would. re$ultin the. demolit:iotx ot substantia.l 
alteration of individually .idtmtified historic ar~hitectural resources and/or 
contributors fo·ahisfork district or Con$ervation.distrkt.·locatedinthePlan.area, 
irtch.tding as-yet u11id¢nti£ied reS()µtces~ a, substa11tial adverse chl:lnge il'\ the 
si~nifkan~ of a historical resourc¢ .as defined Jn CEQA Cuid~1lnes sectfon 
15064;5; 

ci Centt~F S(!Ma ... J?~at\ dev~lqpment; ·1n¢1.µ.ding the pt(")posed . <?pen spac~· 

improvementsarni st~eetnetw:or~ changest wouldresUlt.ht a substantialfo<.:rease 
in ttatuimil detl1and that. would notbe accommodated· by locaf transit capacity, 
and wouldcaµse. a s1.ibstantfal increasein delays re$Ulting in a4vel'.se .. hnpads on 
locl\l and tegfonal tr~'1'll~ittout¢s •. 

d. Cenfral SoMa Plan development; irt¢ludin$ the prpposed open . spitce 
imprt>V(,!Jli~ts aµd street .Mtwqtk chartges~ would resl;llt itt crossWalK 
overctowdmg at thef olfowtng il1.tetsectiprt$~· 

J.. Third/Missfort 

iii. Fourth/'l'ownsend 

· e, Central SoMa Plan development W()l.tkf resultJn .<ID increased demand· for on~ 
street: conn:nerdal and passenger loading and a reduction ill on~street loading. 
sµpply•13µchJh.~t·tl\~·1oadir\g .de:mMd•c{uring.fhepeakhour ofloadingac;tiv~ties 
would not be accotrt.triodaten Within Ort;;stteet loading sl.ipply, · Wtiuld ·impact · 
existing . passenger loading/unloading· .. zoMs,. and may · create hi;izm:dous 
conditions .o~· significant delay th~t may affect transit, other vehicles, hky¢1es, or ·. 
ped,esttiatis• · 

f. Construction activl.ties· ·associated with Central SoMa Plan developt:rtent; 
· l.nclttdirtg the proposed. ()ptirt spac¢ itri.ptovem®ts ~nd $treet hetwotk ch.anges, 
would . result in sut:n1tl;lntiaL intetference with. pedestrian, bfoyd~, . or vehide 
circulation and ·accessibility lo adjoining areas~ and would result in potentially 
hazardous conditloM· · · · · · · · · · · 

.. g; · CentJ:al SpM.l Pian development~Jnchtding the proposed strsetnetW()rkt;hru:tgE!S, 
would. generate noise that wouktresu1tln exposure of per$6n$ to noise levels in 
ex.cess 9f standards in· the Sa1t Fr1mciSco General Plan •ot Noise Ordfri:artce •(Attide• 
29 of the ·Po lie¢ CQde), • 1100. would l'.esult tn •a . su~stanii~l permanent incl'.ease hi• 
<unbi¢ntrtoise above ~xj5tingJ¢v~ls; · · · · · · 
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h. Central SoMa Plan development, inclu!iirtgthe prop9sed streef network dtanges 
anq open l:lpac:e bnprpvementsi would result .ihi,;ortstru<rtfon activities in the Plan 
A.tea tbat could expose p~.t$()I\$ to substantial ternp<trary or pel·lodk intreas¢ in 
noise levels substantially in ejccess ofrunbie11tlwels. 

t The operation of sub~eque.t't individual devefopment projec:t$ in the C<'.rtfral 
$oMa Plan Area and the proposed sueet ne~work changes (butnot the pr0posed 
6pen space: improvements) woukl vfolate an air quality standard, co.nttibute to 
·art e><lstin.g or prC>jectEid alt quality vit:>Iation, anc,i/Qr result in. a c:u1tlulatlv¢ly 
considerable riet • inc~a$e Qf criteria. pollutants for whkh the project regfon)s bi 
nonattainmenrunder an applicable federalor state ambi\'lnt afr q'IJalify sta11darct 

;. . <:;erttral.Sol\fa Plan devefopment,indudirtg t:he proposed streethetwork changes, 
would· result irt operaticmal. ¢missions.()£ fine partiCu1ate matter· (l'M.:i.s) .and toxic·. 
air contaminants that would result in exposure of sensitive receptors .to 
substantiafpolluhmt c()rtcentrations. · · 

k. Subsequent futute develop111enrunder the Plan could alter wind in a mrumer · · 
that substantially affect$ publk ar¢as. · 

a. WiU contrH.mte considerably to< the following cuJiiulative environmental impacts, which . 
cannot be mitigated to aJevelofinslgnifkance~ · 

a. Central S()Ma Plan d.evefopine11t; including the proposed open spac;e 
improv~mer1ts arid stre¢t netWork tharrges;··would contribute considerably to a. 
significat\t ~1.trnuh1..Hve land us¢ Impai::t~ $pe¢ifically, one~way all<i t:wo:.way 
options for Folsom and Howard Streets could make a.considerable contribution 
to cumulative traffic ttoise levels, which would exceed th¢ Mise standru:ds in the 
Oef1erat Plfill's Bnvfr(,)rtmental Pr(}tt~ctionf!lement. 

b. Central SoMa Plan developmenl Would. contribµte cot:tsi(ietatily to sigrtifkant 
~mutative hfotprical resource:'l Jmpai::ts tiecaµse the Pl~n cqu.lci result i1-i 
demolition and/or ajteration of historical resources. 

c. Central SciMa Plan; development/ including the proposed open space 
imptQvementl3 and stteet network changesi would contribute com~id:erably to 
significant. t:U,mutative translt.jmpact~·onfocal anci re$ional transit providers. 

d! .Central SoMa Plan devefopmerit; induqirtg the prbposecl open space 
improvements . and street netwprk ch~nges1 would contd1'\lte c<>nsiderably to 
significant cumt1lative pedestrian irilpa,cts. · 

e. Central .SoMa Pfart development, including the proposed open space 
improvements and street network changes, would contribute considerably tq 
irignilica1wtumulative loading impacts; 

7 
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J. Central SoMa development~ JndudihgJhe proposed street 11etw()rkdmng¢s< ahd 
op~n spac~~ i.tnproverrie11ts1 woµld result in cumulative noh;e impacts, 

g, Central SoMa c.ievelopiru,~nti Jnduding the propose9 street t\etw<:lrl< changes1 ibuf 
not open 13pace imptciVementS; would contdbtlt¢ c<>nsfrforably to cdterfa. air 
· polfotan.tJmpacts undt?r turnglative 2040 conditions, · 

h; Cer1tral S\:lhli;t Pfo11develo.pmet1~t indudins the propQ$ed$treet tt:etwork cha11ges · 
but pot open sp<li;e improvebwnt$; woul<.i re$tjlt in exposµte of sens1tive 
receptors to substantialJev:els of fine partioilate matter (PM2:5) and toxic air· 
cohtatnirlants t.trtder2040.cutrmlatiVe<cqnditiorts, 

The Planning Commission ·secretary·.Js ·the custodtan ·of xecords·for tlH~ '.Planningbepatttnent 
111aterials"Jocated htthe File for Case No. ~Ol1;13,56EMTZU, at 165Q Mls$ion•?freet, Fourth Floor, 
Sioln.l?tfJhcis~c,;·califurnfa; 9'11.()p. 

Ort Mily 101 20.Hl/ th¢ Comrnissicm c:onducfod J:l duly· .noticed . public: .h¢aring .at a . .t:egula.rly · 
schecltiled meeting on Ca$e N<.h 20H.1$56EMTZU to cortsicter thevatfous approvals l1e<essaryt9 
fo'rpl¢ment .· th.;a • l'roj~l';'.t; ihchtdhig approvals of Getieral.t>Jatv Pl~t'!tiirtg C9d~, A<:tm1f!i$tratj_ve . 
Code; and Zoning Map Amendments, and approval of the Impfomentalion Program. The 
Cotturtlssioh has hea.rd and considered fhe testimcH1y presented· to it at the public hearing and 
ha$furth<:?r consldere<i. written .111at¢ri<tls· <ltid ()ral. testft11qny prese11t<~d on t>ehalf of the Pi«>Je¢t; 
th~ l?larmhig Oepartmimt staff, e~pertcqnsultat\ts; and o~her irtt¢1'el3ted patties, 

MOVBP, th(lt·.th¢.Plat111irtg.Commlssion··has·reviewed arid constdeted the .Ffoal ·E1R and the 
eritil'e l'ecord. qf. this· pi:oceedif\g; ln¢lu;dtng the c;Qmroerits and submissions n1~c:ie to the< 
Commission and the Department's responses tQ those <:omments and submissions, and/based on 
substantial evidence, heteby·.ad()pts these Ertvitonrr\entat· Finqin~$ tequ.ired.•by CEQAattach~d 
hereto as Exhil?it' Ai. it'iClud:tng · a .. Sh1teriienf of Overt'id~rig ·• ·. Coi"tside:tatfons ati.d reje<:ting 
£1hematives i,\s infeasmt~ an4 adopts the MlvfRP,. included as Exhf!JitD1 .. a$ a cond.itio);l ofztpptova:J. 
for each and all!)f the appto'1~f actfohS described abov~. . . . . 

AYESi Hillis, Mel$ar1 f'M~, JohMot\J<()pp¢Il Moore, Rhiliiltd$ . 

NOES: .Nohe 

ABSEN'f: None 

ADQP'fEDi May 10, 20'11l. 

~·· 
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May 10, 2018 

Rich Hillis 
President 
San Francisco Planning Commission 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103-2479 

Delivered via email: richhillissf@gmail.com 

Dear Commission President Hillis, 

The seventeen organizations listed below are writing to express significant concerns 
about the impact that the Central SoMa Plan as currently written will have on housing, 
displacement and employment creation for SoMa residents and working class 
communities city-wide. Our recommendations outlined below are critical steps to 
address our concerns and protect these communities, and we urge all of the Planning 
Commissioners to adopt them into the Central SoMa Plan before you approve it. 

Central SoMa is a Plan for Developers, Not the SoMa Community 
The proposed rezoning under the Central SoMa Plan represents a plan created by and 
for developers, not the existing community. As it stands, the plan is a recipe for 
gentrification and displacement in the South of Market and the rest of San Francisco. By 
upzoning and allowing office and luxury housing uses where they were previously 
banned, the City is effectively raising the value of land and inviting rampant speculation. 
These changes will also mean increased rents for both residential and commercial 
tenants (including vulnerable nonprofit organizations) as new developments create a 
new and higher com parable value for the area. More needs to be done to ensure that 
existing community members are able to stay living in the area, access the benefits of 
employment creation, and thrive as the plan is implemented. 

Huge Jobs/Housing Imbalance will Impact the Entire City 
The plan proposes adding roughly 35,000 new jobs and 8,300 new housing units (with 
the majority of those units being luxury market rate units). With most of the new jobs 
being in the tech sector and majority new market-rate housing, the Plan will benefit 
wealthier, more highly educated non-residents at the expense of existing low-income 
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and working-class communities and communities of color in the South of Market and the 
rest of the City. These proposed changes under the Central SoMa Plan will fuel 
evictions and displacement across San Francisco, and promote further homogenization 
of San Francisco in terms of race and class. 

While the Planning Department itself has admitted the city-wide impacts of the Plan, it 
continues to promote false solutions by asserting that the housing needs created by the 
Plan will be met by new development in other areas of the City such as Treasure Island 
and Parkmerced. These proposed developments, however, are not yet built and so are 
not available to address near-term displacement caused by the plan. Furthermore, they 
have been designed to meet only current housing needs, not the significant increased 
demand for housing--an estimated approximately 30,000 new housing units-- that 
Central SoMa would create. There is simply no data to support the assertion that those 
developments will offset the gentrification and displacement impacts to San Francisco 
caused by the Central SoMa Plan. 

No Existing Protections in the Plan 
The Central SoMa plan lacks any strategy to address displacement impacts on existing 
residents, non-profits, and community serving businesses both in the South of Market 
and the rest of San Francisco. With the passage of the Central SoMa Plan, the existing 
pattern of displacement will only intensify. Instead of looking to market-based solutions 
to address the gentrification and displacement crisis, the City needs to start prioritizing 
interventions and regulations that can actually keep people in place while development 
in SoMa continues even without a new plan. In order to combat the negative impacts of 
the Central SoMa Plan on the existing community and the city at large, emergency 
controls need to be put in place and serious changes must be made to the Plan, as 
outlined below. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Establish Immediate, Interim Emergency Controls in SoMa until the Central 
SoMa Plan is Implemented to Prevent Speculation, Gentrification and 
Displacement: 

1) Aggressive acquisition of existing rent-controlled buildings; 
2) Aggressive acquisition of new development sites for 100% affordable 

housing; 
3) Right of First Refusal for residential renters and/or nonprofits and 

commercial renters; and a 
4) Moratorium on the sale of existing rent-controlled buildings, the sale of 

public land for private or for-profit development, and on new market-rate 
housing construction for projects not included in the existing Central SoMa 
Plan. 
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B. Adopt strong measures in the Central SoMa Plan to increase affordable 
housing: 

1) Require at least 50% affordable housing for any new market rate housing 
development. This percentage of affordable housing is consistent with San 
Francisco's Housing Balance Policy passed in 2015; 

2) Mandatory land dedication of sites for affordable housing for any 
development that is 1 acre or larger 

C. Adopt strong measures in the Central So Ma Plan to support job creation 
for local residents. For development under the Central SoMa Plan to be 
accountable and equitable, SoMa residents must be employed with living wages 
and fair working conditions. Specifically, the Commission should adopt the 
following as part of the Central SoMa Plan: 

1) For all residential development more than 1 O units and all commercial 
development over 25,000 square feet, require the developer to provide a 
Community Good Jobs Employment Plan for public review and comment 
prior to consideration of project approval by the Planning Department that 
details the goals for all the permanent jobs within the future development 
for hiring South of Market and Central City residents, especially 
disadvantaged persons, at good living wages with benefits, and that 
details how those goals will be addressed through the future project's 
employers through engagement with concerned community, civic, and 
labor organizations. 

2) Unless the following community accountability targets are met, hotels 
should be excluded from the Central SoMa Plan: 

a) Targeted Hiring for End Use Jobs: Employers commit to hiring 
targets for vulnerable residents of Central Soma and the region; 

b) Retention and Promotion: Employers commit to retention and 
promotion targets; 

c) Workforce Development: Developer fees will fund workforce 
development programs; 

d) Monitoring and Compliance: Employers shall provide monthly 
hiring and retention data to the SF Office of Economic & Workforce 
Development (OEWD) and Central SoMa groups; 

e) Living Wages, Stable Schedules & Fair Working Conditions: 
Employers shall pay living wages, provide fair work schedules and 
respect employees' right to form a union by signing a card check 
neutrality agreement with the respective unions. 

The Planning Commission has a responsibility to residents of SoMa and San Francisco 
overall to ensure that development is accountable to residents and community 
members. Adopting the above recommendations is a minimum necessary step towards 
stabilizing and protecting the existing community in the South of Market, especially 
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those who are most vulnerable to displacement. As such, we urge you to adopt these 
recommendations before your final approval of the plan. 

Sincerely, 

Angelica Cabande 
Director, South of Market Community Action Network 

Gordon Mar 
Director, Jobs with Justice San Francisco 

Susan Solomon 
Executive Vice President, United Educators of San Francisco 

Sheila R. Tully 
Lecturer Vice-President, California Faculty Association - SF State University Chapter 

Kim Tavaglione 
Director, Community and Political Organizing, National Union of Healthcare Workers 

James Tracy 
Director, Community Organizing & Resident Engagement, Community Housing 
Partnership 

Sarah "Fred" Sherburn-Zimmer 
Executive Director, Housing Rights Committee of San Francisco 

Shaw San Liu 
Organizing Director, Chinese Progressive Association 

Antonio Diaz 
Organizational Director, People Organized to Demand Environmental and Economic 
Rights 

Jessica Lehman, 
Executive Director, Senior and Disability Action 

Hong Mei Pang 
Director of Advocacy, Chinese for Affirmative Action 

Tony Robles 
Board President, Manilatown Heritage Foundation 

Carlos Gutierrez 
Co-Founder, Homies Organizing the Mission to Empower Youth (HOMEY) 
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Shanti Singh 
Steering Committee Member, Yes to Affordable Housing (YAH!) 

Erina Alejo 
Site Coordinator, Galing Bata Bilingual Program 

Jen Snyder 
Coordinator, Neighbors United 

Spike Kahn 
Founder, Pacific Felt Factory 
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May 3, 2018 

San Francisco Planning Commission 
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

Re: Central SoMa Plan 

Dear Planning Commissioners, 

The public is just hearing about the creation of a Housing Sustainability District. If this is 
going to be incorporated into and implemented within the Central SoMa Plan, the 
Central SoMa Plan cannot be adopted by the Planning Commission next week and no 
action should be taken yet by the Planning Commission on the plan. The public needs 
time to actually assess this new component of the plan, this is the first time that we are 
hearing about it. There was no public outreach or notification regarding this 
informational hearing on AB73 that I was aware of. Regarding the plan as a whole, we 
are very concerned that the public still needs more time for input and conversation on 
this plan that will impact not just the South of Market but the entire city - this new 
Housing Sustainability District just adds to the need for more time and discussion. 

While the Central SoMa Plan focuses on maximizing profits for developers by upzoning 
and streamlining the development process, the plan does not create any new policies 
aimed at addressing eviction, displacement, and gentrification pressures that will come 
as a result of the plan. SOMCAN has outlined the following emergency steps for the 
Central SoMa Plan in order to address the built in components of gentrification and 
displacement and to stabilize the existing community now before the plan is 
implemented: 

Before the plan is passed there must be: 
1. Aggressive acquisition of rent-controlled buildings 
2. Aggressive site acquisition for new 100% affordable housing 
3. Right of First Refusal for residential renters, commercial renters, and nonprofits " 
4. Moratorium on the sale of existing rent-controlled buildings, the sale of public 

land for private or for-profit development, and on new market-rate housing 
construction for projects not included in the existing Central SoMa Plan 
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Additionally, the following changes must also be made to the Central SoMa Plan before 
the plan is implemented: 

1. 50% affordable housing for any new market rate housing development, with an 
AMI range of 30%-90% for new affordable units 
a) This percentage of affordable housing is consistent with San Francisco's 

Housing Balance Policy passed in 2015 
2. Mandatory land dedication of sites for affordable housing for any development 

that is 1 acre or larger 

The public needs more time for conversation, input, and discussion on this plan that will 
impact the entire city, not jUstthe South bf Market. We look forward to the opportunity to 
work with you to address these issues. 

Sincerely, 

David Woo 
SOM CAN 
Com ·ty Developm t Coordinator 
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April 12, 2018 

San Francisco Planning Commission 
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 

Re: Central SoMa Plan 

Dear Planning Commissioners, 

We are very concerned that the public still needs more time for input and conversation on 
this plan that will impact not just the South of Market but the entire city. On March 28th the 
response to comments to the Central SoMa Plan BIR was released, with the adoption hearing 
scheduled for just two weeks later on April 12th. Even though numerous hearings have been held 
on the plan, the plan cannot and should not be rushed because of the serious impact it will have 
on the South of Market and the rest of San Francisco. 

The plan is nowhere near where it needs to be for it to take into account and seriously 
address gentrification and displacement that will come with the plan. The gentrification and 
displacement that will occur will not just be in the South of Market, but across the entire city. 
The planning department itself admits that the plan will have a citywide impact, they have 
repeatedly said that the housing needs produced by the plan will be met by new development 
across the rest of the city citing developments such as Treasure Island and Park Merced. 
However, these are just proposed developments, they are not yet built. This plan simply lacks a 
detailed strategy of addressing displacement impacts on existing residents both in the South of 
Market and the rest of the city. 

Further, the Planning Department and the city are already operating as though the plan 
has been passed and certified when no vote has yet been taken. Planning Department public 
hearing notices are already including the Central SoMa Plan as an existing area plan that new 
developments are subject to, while the reality is that the plan has not even passed. Further, 
notices are also citing developments as being in conformance with the Central SoMa Plan before 
the plan has passed. This is extremely problematic and further shows how the city and the 
Planning Department are promoting a predefined plan that was and is created for private 
development interests at the expense of the existing community in the South of Market. There 
seems to be more interest in getting the plan approved as soon as possible to satisfy development 
needs rather than take the time to seriously address the gentrification and displacement aspects of 
the plan in a neighborhood and citywide context. 
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SOMCAN outlines the following emergency steps for the Central SoMa Plan in order to address 
gentrification and displacement: 

In order to minimize displacement now, the following actions must be ta:ken before the plan is 
passed: 

1. Aggressive acquisition of rent-controlled buildings 
2. Aggressive site acquisition for new 100% affordable housing 
3. Institute a Right of First Refusal for residential and commercial renters 
4. Institute a moratorium on the sale of existing rent-controlled buildings, the sale of public 

land for private or for-profit development, and on new market-rate housing constrnction 
for projects not included in the existing Central SoMa Plan 

Additionally, the following changes must be made to the Central SoMa Plan before the plan is 
implemented: 

1. 50% affordable housing for any new market rate housing development, with an AMI 
range of 30%-90% for new affordable units 

a. This percentage of affordable housing is consistent with San Francisco's Housing 
Balance Policy passed in 2015 

2. Mandatory land dedication of sites for affordable housing for any development that is 1 · 
acre or larger 

We look forward to the opportunity for the department to address these issues. 

Sincerely, 

David Woo 
SOM CAN 
Community Development Coordinator 
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February 13, 2017 

Lisa M. Gibson 
Acting Environmental Review Officer 
1650 Mi.ssion Street 
Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
and via e-mail Lisa.Gibson@sfgov.org 

Re: Planning Department Case 2011.1356E 
State Clearinghouse No. 2013042070 

Dear Ms. Gibson: 

The South of Market Community Action Network ("SOMCAN") is a multi-racial, community 
organization that educates, organizes, and mobilizes immigrant and low-income South of 
Market ("SoMa") residents to fight for improvements to their quality of life by engaging in the 
decision making processes that affect their neighborhood and greater San Francisco. Our 
mission is to build and support a strong, organized community that takes collective action to 
achieve equity, and social and economic justice. SOMCAN works to address gentrification and 
displacement issues in SoMa and San Francisco. 

We respectfully submit this comment letter on the Central SoMa Plan Draft Environmental 
Impact Report (the "DEIR"), which encompasses the area of South of Market bounded by 2nd 
Street (east); 6th Street (west); Townsend Street (south); and an irregular border jogging 
between Folsom, Howard and Stevenson Streets (north). 

Comment Period Extension Period Should Have Been Granted 

Firstly, we object again on the grounds that there has been insufficient time for the public to 
review this nearly 700 page long technical document. We, along with other community 
members, submitted a letter dated February 3, 2017 requesting for an extension of the 
comment period, which Planning denied. 
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Since 2000, SOMCAN has worked to educate and organize the community particularly around 
land use issues. With only 60 days from the release of the DEIR to the closing of the comment 
period, and the fact that the DEIR was released on December 14, 2016 just prior to the 
holidays, there has not been enough time for our organization to complete a thorough review, 
technical and otherwise, of the DEIR, as well as present the contents to community members, 
and compile their feedback. This a fatal flaw and fundamental deficiency of this DEi R that it has 
not sufficiently been available to the public for review and comment. 

A More Extensive and Thorough Public Review Needed of DEIR Given Relaxing of Project 
Level Reviews 

This is not a project level EIR. This is a Plan Area EIR that comes to us in the new era of "by
right" development encouraged at the State level (there is once again legislation pending at the 
State level to allow development "by-right" without any project level environmental review or 
public hearings) and at our local level, with this Central SoMa Plan proposing a radical relaxing 
of development controls. 

In the past, Area Plans have been written with the presumption that more detailed 
environmental review will be done as projects are proposed by developers during the 
implementation of the Area Plans. This will almost certainly not be the case here, yet the public 
has not been allowed a reasonable time to review this DEi R and provide comment; and 
Planning has ignored the fact that the City is reducing the public's ability to comment on 
implementation of the Central SoMa Plan going forward. 

The following are SOMCAN's comments to the DEIR as we have best been able to compile 
them given the insufficient time Planning has afforded our organization to engage residents of 
SoMa in a thorough review and understanding of the contents of this DEIR. 

SOMCAN's areas of concern are: 
1. The Central SoMa Plan Creates a Second Financial District at the Expense of 

Families, Youth and Seniors Living, Working and Going to School in SoMa. 
2. The Central SoMa Plan Disregards the SoMa Youth and Family Special Use 

District 
3. The Inadequate Transportation Infrastructure and Impact of Ride Hailing 

Companies Within and Adjacent to the Plan Area of the DEIR are Not Fully 
Considered 

4. The Proposed Intensity of Development and Relaxing of Development Controls 
Have Not Been Evaluated With Respect to State Density Bonus Laws in the DEIR 

5. The Economic Impacts From Displacement Were Not Analyzed in the DEIR 
6. The DEIR Omits Analyses of the Current Trend of Residential Units Not Being 

Used as Traditional Housing 
7. The SM Project Must be Included in the DEIR Analysis 
8. The Impacts of New Office Space and Lack of Local Hiring Requirements are Not 

Properly Presented or Studied in the DEIR 
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9. Consideration of Continued PDR Uses in Central SoMa is Inadequate 
10. The DEIR Does Not Address the Lack of Affordability of Housing lncentivized By 

the Plan and the Socioeconomic Makeup of New Residents That Will Result 
11. The Plan Continues to Provide an Inadequate Amount of Open Space in SoMa By 

Relying on POPOS 
12. The Plan Does Not Address the Stabilization of SoMa based Non-Profit 

Organizations 
13. The DEIR Does Not Adequately Study the Health Impacts from Increased Noise, 

Degraded Air Quality, Pedestrian Safety Hazards, and Increased Wind Speeds 

EXPLANATION OF CONCERNS: 

1. The Central SoMa Plan Creates a Second Financial District at the Expense of 
Families, Youth and Seniors Living, Working and Going to School in SoMa 

The area defined as the Central SoMa Plan Area is a neighborhood. While we are not opposed 
to further growth, we are opposed to Planning's proposed transformation of this neighborhood 
into a new Financial District. The scale of development and the mix of commercial, office and 
high end luxury development described in the Plan are not conducive to a healthy 
neighborhood. 

There are many established aspects to what constitutes a healthy neighborhood that the DEi R 
should be studied against. We demand that this DEIR be studied against the City's Healthy 
Development Measurement Tool (HDMT), which was developed by Planning in partnership with 
the Department of Public Health and community organizations during the Eastern 
Neighborhoods rezoning1. Please refer to the Eastern Neighborhoods Community Health Impact 
Assessment (ENCHIA)2•3 

Youth, families and seniors in SoMa demand a family-friendly neighborhood, human scale, 
safety for pedestrians of all ages and abilities, with access to light and air, and neighborhood 
services close by. The Plan as proposed is completely out of character with the goal of 
sustaining Central SoMa as a neighborhood and a dynamic employment center co-existing in a 
mutually supportive way. Instead of building towards the long-established community and City 
goal of creating a family-friendly neighborhood in Central SoMa, the DEIR proposes a second 
Financial District, which will harm the health of existing and future populations. 

2. The Central SoMa Plan Disregards the SoMa Youth and Family Special Use 
District 

1 http://www.who.int/hia/conference/poster_bhatia_2.pdf 
2 http://www. pewtrusts .org/en/m u ltimedia/data-visua lizations/2015/h ia-map/state/calif orn ia/eastern
neig h bo rho ods-commu n ity 
3 http://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2007/09/hiareportenchia.pdf?la=en 
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The Central SoMa Plan incorporates areas that are covered under the SoMa Youth and Family 
Special Use District4 was adopted by the Board of Supervisors in January 2009. The SoMa 
Youth and Family Special Use Districf s purpose is to expand the stock of affordable housing, as 
well as protect and enhance the health and environment of youth and families in SoMa. The 
Central SoMa Plan does not adequately take into account the SoMa Youth and Family Special 
Use District and instead of strengthening its controls, the DEIR undermines its goals. 

We demand that as part of the Central SoMa Plan, projects within the SoMa Youth and Family 
Special Use District are required to undergo review and approval by resident groups and 
community organizations before they are considered by the Planning Department. We are 
demanding that this community approval process function similarly to other Special Use Districts 
in the City such as the Bernal Heights Special Use District. 5 

Planning has abused the SoMa Youth and Family Special Use District since it was established 
during the Eastern Neighborhood rezoning. These abuses including the re-mapping of the 
SoMa Youth and Family Special Use District by the Hearst and Forest City's 5M development, 
which covers five city blocks near 5th and Mission Streets. The 5M project gained approval in 
December 2015 for a large office tower by re-mapping the boundaries of the SoMa Youth and 
Family Special Use District with justifications by the Planning Department that this Special Use 
District does not have strong controls. SOMCAN, along with several other community-based 
organizations, have been demanding strong controls since before 2009 for the SoMa Youth and 
Family Special Use District so we can protect youth, families and seniors in the neighborhood. 
Planning has ignored our calls to strengthen this SoMa Youth and Family Special Use District 
through the Central SoMa rezoning process. The Central SoMa Plan must be revised to 
address this deficiency. 

The environmental impact of displacement is clear and further criticized in our point #5 below. 
As long as Planning continues to promote the displacement of youth, families and seniors from 
Central SoMa in favor of large scale office and luxury housing developments, there will be an 
increasing and compounding environmental impact which has not been studied or reported in 
the DEIR. We demand that Planning revises the Central SoMa Plan in partnership with the 
community to strengthen the controls of the SoMa Youth and Family Special Use District in 
order to stabilize and grow our economically and racially diverse community. 

3. The Inadequate Transportation Infrastructure and Impact of Ride Hailing 
Companies Within and Adjacent to the Plan Area of the DEIR are Not Fully 
Considered 

The transportation infrastructure within and adjacent to the plan area of the Central SoMa DEIR 
lags far behind the infrastructure needs of both past and current growth. This is true, even if you 
factor in the transportation improvements that are underway, such as the Central Subway. 

4 http://sf-planning.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/14 79-SoMa_ YFZ_ SUD _Leg is lat ion. pdf 
5 http://masonkirby.com/wpb/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/nwbhdrb_infopacket.pdf 
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The Central SoMa Plan is predicated on the construction of the Central Subway that connects 
Central SoMa with Chinatown. The Central Subway addresses a transit need that is long 
overdue as public transit for SoMa has been inadequate for decades. Because of years of lack 
of infrastructure improvements, the Central Subway is addressing a past need, not a present or 
future need. As State Senator Scott Wiener has said, "San Francisco's unfunded transportation 
needs are billions and billions of dollars" because "MT A has a long history of not moving quickly 
enough on important capital projects"'6 Thus, even with the new Central Subway, the 
transportation infrastructure will continue to be inadequate. 

There is also mention of the construction of the new Transbay Terminal just to the east of the 
Central SoMa Plan Area. However, Transbay Terminal won't be completed for some time, and it 
is unclear whether it will connect with CalTrain. Also, proximity to BART should not factor into 
the Central SoMa Plan because it runs down Market Street which is two to three long blocks 
north of the Central SoMa Plan Area. BART is not only far from the Plan Area, it has its own 
issues with capital obsolescence, and is hardly in conditiontoaccommodate dramatic growth. 

The DEIR is also negligent in assessing the new impacts of ride-hailing/ Transportation Network 
Company (TNC) services like Uber and Lyft. The references in the DEIR on pages IV.D-65 and 
IV.D-76 are completely inadequate. Their impact can in no way be equated with bicycles in 
terms of traffic or environmental impact. Their vehicles circle endlessly as they aim to be 
proximate to the next person who orders their services such as rides and food deliveries. As 
more office space and more residences are built in the Plan Area, the volume and impacts from 
these services will increase dramatically. The DEIR completely ignores this environmental 
impact. 

The increase in ride-hailing/ TNC traffic not only increases "Vehicle Miles Traveled" (the new 
CEQA standard in assessing traffic impacts) it will also impact the "Level of Service" (the CEQA 
previous standard) at many intersections. It will also impact pedestrian safety in ways that have 
not been studied. All of these omissions-- inadequately evaluating the transportation 
infrastructure needs of the current and increased future population and the lack of proper 
analysis of ride-sharing traffic-- make the DEIR dangerously deficient. 

4. The Proposed Intensity of Development and Relaxing of Development Controls 
Have Not Been Evaluated With Respect to State Density Bonus Laws in the DEIR 

In 2016, the City passed the "Density Done Right" legislation allowing 100% affordable housing 
developments to apply for a significant increase in height and number of units without any 
rezoning. Also during 2016, legislation passed at the State level to enable developers 
throughout California to more easily take advantage of State Density Bonus incentives. 

The DEi R references these laws on p. 11-22 but only in reference to increased heights. It's 
unclear how the State Density Bonus will or will not be applied to heights and to unit counts for 

6 http://www.sfexaminer.com/wiener-proposes-major-fundraising-legislation-for-transportation-agencies
statewide/ 
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market rate developments, especially in light of Planning's approval of the project at 333 12th 
Street, the first housing development in San Francisco to be approved with applying the State 
Density Bonus. The DEIR also references the Density Bonus for affordable housing projects on 
p. Vl-2 but says that the increased number of units has not been considered for the DEIR. The 
DEIR is incomplete if it does not completely study the impacts of increased heights and 
increased number of units for both affordable and market rate housing. 

The DEi R must also completely disclose to the public where developers are eligible to use 
either the State Density Bonus Program, or the San Francisco "Density Done Right" program. 
The DEIR must clearly indicate on maps where those sites are located, and must compare the 
new proposed zoning and its resulting intensity of use with the potential intensity of use if 
developers take either the State or Local density bonus. The DEi R must compare the relative 
impacts of these two scenarios on the environment. Without these analyses for each project 
within the plan area, as well as the overall impacts, the DEi R is inadequate. 

5. The Economic Impacts From Displacement Were Not Analyzed in the DEIR 

Regardless of the assertions in the DEIR, there are environmental impacts due to displacement 
of residents from their homes or small businesses in SoMa, especially when considering the 
huge increase in "Vehicle Miles Traveled" that will result with this proposed Central SoMa Plan. 

There are several ways that the Central SoMa Plan encourages displacement in an area 
already suffering from increased no-fault evictions and skyrocketing rents. A UC Berkeley study 
in collaboration with UCLA shows that SoMa is undergoing "advanced gentrification."7 

Gentrification happens when more affluent people replace less wealthy people. The DEi R 
encourages luxury, high end housing in SoMa, which in turn encourages the price of other 
housing to increase. Landlords of adjacent properties begin to charge more rent to cash in on 
the new populations in the nearby luxury condos or new high-end shops. 

The DEIR upzones large swaths of Central SoMa. Upzoning of property increases the values of 
the underlying land, which leads to increased costs for residential and commercial tenancies 
and increased sale prices. Therefore existing residents or small businesses that are paying less 
than the new market rate will be forced out. Upzoning incentivizes tearing down existing housing 
and existing small businesses so that developers can maximize the new build-out potential of 
that property. Coupled with the relaxing of local controls and push to have less local approval 
hearings, there will be less incentive for developers to provide "right to return" or provide 
increased levels of affordability to existing residents or businesses that will be forced out when 
the buildings are torn down. 

There are no new protections being implemented by the DEIR for existing tenants and 
community serving institutions and businesses. Other than the push to preserve certain historic 
areas and buildings, there are no new protections in place to prevent displacement that the City 

7 http://www.urbandisplacement.org/map/sf 
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knows will occur due to the new development that will be incentivized by this Central SoMa Plan 
(as exhibited in Plan Bay Area "Communities of Concern"). As shown in a University of 
California Berkeley report on transit oriented development and gentrification89, areas in the Bay 
Area that have convenient access to transit are areas most likely to suffer gentrification and 
displacement, including SoMa. 10 The Central SoMa Plan talks about increasing land values as a 
primary reason for the underlying elements of the Central SoMa Plan, yet it does not adequately 
take into account the fact that increased land values cause speculation and displacement. The 
increased land values presented in the Central SoMa Plan's various "menu" options is a recipe 
for massive displacement of existing residents and small businesses. 

Large-scale displacement creates a significant environmental impact when considering CEQA's 
"Vehicle Miles Travelled" standard. Working class and lower income households get displaced 
outside San Francisco and their commutes increase, increasing their "Vehicle Miles Travelled." 
When people who work in SoMa are displaced, they will often retain their employment in SoMa, 
therefore their "Vehicle Miles Travelled" will increase. Many existing residents in SoMa can not· 
afford the luxury homes that are and will be built in SoMa and access to affordable housing is 
extremely limited, so if for any reason they need to move out, it's highly unlikely they will move 
be able to stay in the neighborhood. 

Furthermore, much of the luxury housing that gets built doesn't provide housing even though it's 
approved by Planning to be residential housing units. When these units are used as "pied-a
terres" or "short term rentals" or "corporate rentals" or "student housing", they are not helping to 
alleviate any housing shortage, because although they are approved by Planning as residential 
use, they are not in fact used for residential purposes. Therefore people are being displaced 
and commuting farther for work, meanwhile the new housing units aren't necessarily supporting 
residents being able to live in homes close to their work. 

Replacing low income residents with higher income residents replaces a population with lower 
car ownership with a population that has a higher rate of car ownership. 11 12 More affluent 
people are also more likely to use ride-hailing/ TNC services than public transit. They have 
access to the smartphone-based apps and can pay more for a ride than public transit riders. 
This puts more single vehicles on the road that are idling and circling in their competition for 
fare-paying customers; There are also tech shuttles that service SoMa residents to take them to 
their offices on the Peninsula. The impacts of the increased "Vehicle Miles Travelled" caused by 
the new, more affluent populations which is encouraged in the DEi R is not considered in the 
document. 

8 http://ucconnect.berkeley.edu/transit-oriented-development-and-commercial-gentrification-exploring
linkages 
9 http://www.urbandisplacement.org/map/sf 
10 http://communityinnovation.berkeley.edu/reports/Gentrification-Report.pdf 
11 http://socrates.berkeley.edu/-raphael/BerubeDeakenRaphael.pdf 
12 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0965856400000185 
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This means that gentrification has a "quadruple" environmental impact by lengthening the 
commute times of people working in SoMa from their new place of residence outside of San 
Francisco; replacing these people with a population more likely to own and use automobiles; 
increasing the number of people living in SoMa as a "bedroom" community for their commute on 
a shuttle to the Peninsula; and increasing use of ride-hailing/ TNC services whose vehicles 
constantly idle and circle in competition for rides. None of these impacts of gentrification on the 
environment have been studied, which a significant flaw in the DEi R. 

6. The DEIR Omits Analyses of the Current Trend of Residential Units Not Being 
Used as Traditional Housing 

Cities across the US and even Canada are learning that developers are not producing housing 
units to be used for housing people. Many cities are now fully realizing the negative impacts of 
the push to "build, build, build", an ideology fully embraced by this Central SoMa Plan. 
Footnoted ·here are examples of Vancouver13 and New York City14 that show that in world where 
real estate is solely developed as a commodity and home-sharing is corporatized, often new 
condos are not being occupied by local residents, or any people at all. Also footnoted is a map 
of vacant units in San Francisco indicating that many of our City's vacant units are in SoMa.15 

We are not opposed to building new housing, but we feel that it is environmentally important to 
ask the question, who are we building new housing for? Without adequate controls and 
enforcement in place: 

• SRO's in SoMa will not continue to be used as open and accessible affordable housing 
options; 

• new condos will be affordable only as high end luxury housing or sitting vacant because 
they are owned by investors who have no intention of living in these units; 

• new condos will be used as commercial "short term rentals" instead of as residential use; 
• new condos will be used as "corporate rentals" instead of as residential use; and 
• other buildings will be used as "student housing" instead of residential use. 

The inadequacy of the DEIR is that it studies the impacts of residential development as though it 
will be used for residences. The environmental impacts of corporate rentals, short term rentals 
and other commercial uses are different from residential uses. Without sufficient controls and 
enforcement, there is no way to ensure that new housing that is incentivized to be built under 
this new land use Plan will be used as housing. 

7. The 5M Project Must be Included in the DEIR Analysis 

13 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/real-estate/vancouver/dark-windows-illuminate-problems-in
vancouvers-real-estate-market/article31822833/ 
14 https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/08/nyregion/stream-of-foreign-wealth-flows-to-time-warner
condos.html 
15 http://www.antievictionmappingproject.net/vacant.html 
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The DEIR has moved 5M from being "Plan-induced growth to cumulative growth" per footnote 
on p. IV-5. The problem is that 5M is the largest single development within the boundaries of the 
Central SoMa Plan Area. It created new rules for development (its own Special Use District) that 
were based on recommendations from a draft version of the Central SoMa Plan. 

Furthermore, new development in the Central SoMa Plan Area is being proposed in this Plan at 
a scale that is conversely driven by the scale of development that Planning pushed to approve 
for 5M. With 5M being the largest single development in Central SoMa, they must be considered 
together in the Central SoMa Plan. They have linked, not dissociated as separate, cumulative 
impacts. 5M is not built and its construction timeline is not clear. 5M should be studied as a 
principal contributor to the environmental impacts of the Central SoMa Plan. The omission of 
any analyses of the impacts of the 5M project in the DEIR is a critical flaw of the DEIR 

8. The Impacts of New Office Space and Lack of Local Hiring Requirements are Not 
Properly Presented or Studied in the DEIR · 

The DEIR is inadequate on the grounds that it does not incorporate all the City's policies with 
respect to office space development controls. Page 111-19 of the DEIR details the City's pipeline 
of office developments with respect to Planning Code Section 321, which caps large office 
construction at 950,000 square feet per year. The way that this section 111.C.2 is presented is 
unclear since there is additional office space development that is not subject to this cap 
because the cap only applies to "large office." Furthermore, this section of the DEIR fails to 
incorporate the voter approved Proposition 0 passed in November of 2016, which significantly 
increased the large office cap to include an increased amount of office space at the Shipyard. 
The Plan is focused on constructing a massive amount of new office space and essentially 
makes SoMa a second Financial District (this is true for all the Project Alternatives as well). The 
DEIR's lack of clarity on how it will comply with Prop M requirements, especially in light of the 
passage of Proposition 0, is a critical flaw. 

Given the intensity of new high-end office space that is being proposed, the fact that "local hiring 
and training goals" are still in the section of the DEIR called "Areas of Controversy and Issues to 
be Resolved" (p. S-79) is not only offensive to the community, but is potentially very damaging 
environmentally. With this approach, Planning is saying that new jobs in SoMa will be for people 
who are not current residents which indicates an in-migration of new people. Planning is also 
saying that current residents of SoMa will have to move somewhere else to find work. What are 
the environmental impacts of all this forced migration? This is not analyzed in the DEIR. Also, as 
new, more affluent people move into SoMa displacing current residents who live and work in 
SoMa, how much farther will those displaced workers have to travel and what is the resulting 
environmental impact? Again this is not analyzed in the DEi R. 

9. Consideration of Continued PDR Uses in Central SoMa is Inadequate 
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Page S-4 of the DEIR clearly indicates that Planning has not created an actual plan for 
Production, Distribution and Repair (PDR) uses in its vision for Central SoMa. This has 
historically been one of San Francisco's most important areas for PDR uses, which ensured a 
diversification of the economic base of the city and job opportunities for people with trade 
credentials, not just advanced university degrees. 

The DEIR indicates that it is removing "protective zoning" for PDR, but there is no complete 
report of how much PDR has been lost since the implementation of the Eastern SoMa Plan, 
which was in part intended to protect against the loss of PDR. Creating "incentives to fund, 
build, and protect PDR uses" is problematic since features that appear to be incentives today 
will quickly not be incentives tomorrow depending on land use, financial, and capitalization 
macro conditions that are driving the development market at any particular time. 

There are many innovative mixed-use building types, but the prospect of "require(ing) PDR 
space as part of large commercial developments" seems to be a limited application~ It would be · 
important to understand what precedent there is for such a mix of uses in new developments 
and how likely it would be to have PDR on the ground level of a large commercial tower. What 
kind of PDR would it be? Who would be employed? 

For all PDR, we are concerned that there be increasing job opportunities for SoMa residents 
and diversification of San Francisco's economy. This will protect San Francisco against "boom 
and bust" cycles; it will ensure that there is less regional impact on the environment that comes 
when sectors of the economy are segregated geographically; and will therefore result in less 
"Vehicle Miles Traveled." 

The Plan calls for adding technology jobs to SoMa, yet these jobs are largely inaccessible to 
existing community residents. SoMa needs a diversity of job types in the neighborhood that are 
not only accessible to community residents but provide a living wage that can support workers 
to stay in the neighborhood. This is highlighted especially in the types of jobs provided by 
production, distribution, and repair businesses that provide jobs for working class residents and 
are jobs that cannot afford to be lost. PDR businesses also provide essential support to other 
industries and sectors so should be proximate to those other functions for them to be viable and 
effective. More consideration of continued PDR use is required in the DEIR. 

10. There is No Proof that the Plan will Accomplish its Goal of Alleviating Housing 
Prices or Maintaining a Diversity of Residents 

The Plan states as one of its main goals accommodating housing demand and addressing such 
demand to alleviate housing prices. The Plan, however, does not provide any studies or figures 
that support the claim that new development will drive down housing costs. As a result, the goal 
of the Plan of maintaining the diversity of residents, here in terms of socioeconomic makeup, 
appears empty. The Plan would cause a greater increase in the number of people living and 
working in the area than would be seen without the Plan, as shown in the DEIR. As the DEIR 
states on page V-10, "what effect development under the Plan would have on housing 
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affordability is a matter of considerable controversy," and that "the influx of real estate 
investment and higher income, residents may increase gentrification of a neighborhood, with 
displacement of households being a negative outcome." 

Further study must be done regarding what effects new housing development will have on 
housing prices if the Plan is serious about its commitment to maintaining a diversity of residents 
in the area. If new housing development under the Plan-- the majority of which is market-rate-
cannot be proven to bring down housing prices, the Plan will then only work to exacerbate the 
gentrification and displacement crisis in the area. Studies must be done to address these facts if 
the Plan is to move forward in meeting its core goals, especially as they relate to affordability 
and maintaining a diversity of residents. 

11. The Plan Continues to Provide an Inadequate Amount of Open Space in SoMa By 
Relying on POPOS 

The SoMa is the most open space deficient neighborhood in San Francisco16, along with the 
neighboring Tenderloin. Instead of providing sufficient, green and publicly accessible open 
space, Planning has been defaulting to providing new open space for SoMa through Privately 
Owned Public Open Spaces (POPOS)17. POPOS have a negative impact on the community for 
many reasons: 

• These spaces aren't truly open to the public, activity is discouraged and hours are 
limited; 

• POPOS are not protected by the Proposition K Shadow Ordinance because they are not 
open spaces owned by the City's Rec and Park Department; 

• Because there's no Prop K protection, it's difficult to establish a standard of shadow 
protection for these open spaces because CEQA is not specific on this matter; 

• These spaces do not represent the type of open space that is public and accessible for 
use by youth, families, and seniors (like a public park); and 

• POPOS overly regulate the types of activities allowed and have restrictive hours that 
limit access; 

SoMa has such a lack of places for public recreation and truly accessible open spaces that 
there must be a clear plan for creating new public open spaces that are owned and managed by 
Rec and Park. 

12. The Plan Does Not Address the Stabilization of SoMa based Non-Profit 
Organizations 

The Central SoMa Plan has no provision for stabilizing nonprofit organizations in the 
neighborhood. As studied by Supervisor Kim, MOHCD, and the Northern California Community 

16 http://default.sfplanning.org/publications_reports/library_of_cartography/OpenSpaceMap.pdf 
17 http://sf-planning.org/privately-owned-public-open-space-and-public-art-popos 
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Loan Fund, the escalation in property values, and the lack of commercial rent control has put 
nonprofit organizations at imminent risk of displacement.1819 

By encouraging the construction of a second financial district, commercial rents will become 
increasingly more expensive placing nonprofit organizations even more at risk. Low income and 
immigrant communities in SoMa rely on many of these nonprofit organizations for basic services 
and to be able to survive in the community. Without these organizations, SoMa residents will be 
further at risk for displacement. 

As noted elsewhere in this letter, displacement does result in environmental impacts. Therefore, 
the DEIR is deficient in that it does not recommend strategies for stabilizing nonprofit 
organizations in SoMa. 

13. The DEIR Does Not Adequately Study the Health Impacts from Increased Noise, 
Degraded Air Quality, Pedestrian Safety Hazards, and Increased Wind Speeds 

On page V-3, section V. 8.6 "Wind" it says that "Subsequent future development anticipated 
under the Plan could alter wind in a manner that substantially affects public areas." 
Organizations that work with seniors and people with disabilities in SoMa are concerned that 
any increase in wind speeds caused by the heights and bulk of the proposed buildings in 
Central SoMa will cause a hardship and injury to seniors and people with disabilities at both 
public open spaces and in the public rights of way. 

Noise in SoMa is already the worst in the City.20 Any increase in noise levels from construction 
incentivized by the Central SoMa Plan (p. Vl-44 says it would be "significant" and that Mitigation 
Measure M-N0-2a "would be insufficient to reduce the construction-related noise impacts to a 
less than significant level" on p Vl-45). Noise levels especially from construction activity have 
not been studied in the DEIR. Also after construction, the degraded air quality from increased 
traffic, increased idling from vehicles stuck in traffic or increased ride-hailing vehicles, or from 
increased truck traffic will all have detrimental impacts. 

We are also concerned about the vulnerability of seniors and people with disabilities while 
walking in the neighborhood to injury from vehicle collisions. Providing sidewalk extensions may 
help in some areas, but the extent of increase in automobile traffic is under-reported in the 
DEIR, and the potential incidents of pedestrian injuries from automobiles is also under
estimated. These environmental impacts are not sufficiently studied in the DEIR. 

Conclusion: Preparation of the DEIR Did Not Sufficiently Allow for Public Input 

18 https://www.ncclf.org/npdmitigation/ 
19 https://sfgov.legistar. comNiew .ashx?M=F&I D=2730532&GU I D=77CFFOCE-7 AC6-4569-ACEE
D2568711018F 
20 http://default.sfplanning.org/publications_reports/library_of_cartography/Noise.pdf 
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The Central SoMa Plan DEi R is inadequate and should be revised with the additional suggested 
studies and recirculated to address the critical flaws we outlined above. Going forward, a 
version of the Central SoMa Plan that creates a family-friendly neighborhood would be 
SOMCAN's preferred alternative. We are recommending that Planning study a new alternative 
that supports growth of SoMa in a way that supports the needs of current and future youth, 
families and seniors. None of the alternatives currently outlined in the plan supports this vision 
or these needs, and instead will reshape SoMa to be San Francisco's second Financial District 
with little regard to the protection of the environment of existing residents, small businesses, 
non-profits and PDR spaces. 

The preparation of this DEIR did not adequately allow for incorporation of community input. For 
example, the boundaries of the Central SoMa Plan changed significantly during 2016, and the 
public was not sufficiently noticed. Despite SOMCAN's history in engaging with a diverse and 
large constituency in SoMa, SOMCAN was not provided an opportunity to participate in 
TODCO's "community alternative", and therefore we can not endorse this alternative. While the 
Mid-Rise Alternative has intriguing elements, it does not come close to being a vision that we 
can embrace. The changes in boundaries, the brief public comment on the published DEIR all 
make it impossible for the SOMCAN, its members and the larger SoMa community to 
adequately assess the Plan or any of its proposed alternatives. 

As a public disclosure document, the Central SoMa DEi R is wholly insufficient and a new 
alternative should be studied that fully supports families and seniors in SoMa, and the DEIR 
should be recirculated for public input and review. 

Sincerely, 

Angelica Cabande 
SOMCAN 
Organizational Director 

Joseph Smooke 
SOM CAN 
Board Chair 
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1110 Howard Street I SF, CA 94103 I phone (415) 255-7693 I www.somcan.org 

August 11, 2016 

San Francisco Planning Commission 
City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Dear Planning Commissioners, 

The South of Market Community Action Network ("SOMCAN") is a multi-racial, 
community organization that educates, organizes, and mobilizes immigrant and low
income South of Market ("SoMa") residents to fight for improvements to their quality of 
life by engaging in the decision making process that affects their neighborhood and 
greater San Francisco. Our mission is to build and support a strong, organized 
community that takes collective action to achieve social and economic justice and 
equity. SOMCAN works to address gentrification and displacement issues in SoMa and 
San Francisco. 

We respectfully submit this comment letter on the Central SoMa Plan (the "Plan") that 
encompasses the area of South of Market bounded by Market Street, Townsend Street, 
Second Street, and Sixth Street. 

After reviewing the Plan, we are raising serious concerns about several sections of the 
Plan (as presented in the 2013 "Central Corridor Plan Draft for Public Review"): 

1. The Central SoMa Plan Does Not Adequately Address and Take Into Account 
the SoMa Youth and Family Special Use District 

The Central SoMa Plan incorporates areas that are covered under the Youth and 
Family Special Use District. The Youth and Family Special Use District's purpose is to 
expand the stock of affordable housing as well as protect and enhance the health and 
environment of youth and families in SoMa. The Central SoMa Plan does not 
adequately take into account the Youth and Family Special Use District. We demand 
that as part of the Central SoMa Plan, projects within the Youth and Family Special Use 
District are required to undergo review and approval by resident groups and community 
organizations before they are considered by the Planning Department. This process we 
demand would function similarly to other Special Use Districts in the City such as the 
Bernal Heights Special Use District. 
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2. The Central SoMa Plan Does Not Adequately Address Displacement 

There are no new protections being implemented by the Plan for existing tenants and 
community serving institutions and businesses. Other than the push to preserve certain 
historic areas and buildings, there are no new protections in place to prevent 
displacement that the city knows will occur due to the new development that will be 
incentivized by this Central SoMa Plan (as exhibited in Plan Bay Area "Communities of 
Concern"). Further, as shown in a University of California Berkeley report on transit 
oriented development and gentrification, areas in the Bay Area that have convenient 
access to transit are areas most likely to suffer gentrification and displacement, 
including SoMa. The Plan cites increased land values as a core driver for the Plan, yet 
does not adequately take into account the fact that increased land values cause 
speculation and displacement. 

3. The Central SoMa Plan Does Not Provide A Fair Balance of Housing Types 

The Plan states the goal of providing a variety of housing types, yet the overwhelming 
majority of new housing will be market-rate housing. This is unaffordable and out of 
reach to the people who live and work in the South of Market. While the Plan states the 
goal of increasing the number of below market-rate units required in new developments, 
this is still inadequate and below market-rate units are not necessarily affordable to 
working class people. Further, the 2009 Palmer ruling led to changes in San Francisco's 
lnclusionary Affordable Housing Program (Section 415 of the Planning Code) that 
prevent the City from requiring on-site below market-rate rental units in new 
developments. This allows developers to pay a fee instead that goes towards below
market rate units that get built outside of SoMa. 

The new housing development proposals under the Plan do not reach the target of 
accommodating different levels of housing types as described in the Regional Housing 
Need Allocation which calls for a higher percentage of affordable housing than is 
currently being discussed under the Plan. The Regional Housing Need Allocation calls 
for only 42% of new housing to be market-rate or "Above Moderate" (above 120% AMI): 
Additionally, as shown in the most recent Housing Balance Report, San Francisco is 
losing affordable housing at the same time it is being created. Without controls in the 
Central SoMa Plan to prevent the loss of affordable housing, measures to create 
affordable housing will be ineffectual. Further, the Plan calls for removing density 
controls to allow taller buildings; however these density controls are needed and 
necessary in order to maintain current heights in SoMa that respect youth, families and 
seniors; moderate environmental impacts including traffic, pedestrian safety, wind and 
shadow; and ensure that SoMa grows as a livable community for all. 

4. The Central SoMa Plan Lacks a Diversity of Job Types 

The Plan calls for adding technology jobs to SoMa, yet these jobs are largely 
inaccessible to existing community residents. SoMa needs a diversity of job types in the 
neighborhood that are not only accessible to community residents but provide a living 
wage that can support workers to stay in the neighborhood. This is highlighted 
especially in the types of jobs provided by production, distribution, and repair 
businesses that provide jobs for working class residents and are jobs that cannot afford 
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to be lost. PDR businesses also provide essential support to other industries and 
sectors so should be proximate to those other functions for them to be viable and 
effective. 

5. The Central SoMa Plan Does Not Provide Truly Public Open Space and the Plan 
Allows for Shading From New Development 

There needs to be concrete proposals for truly public open space. Much of the new 
open space is reliant on private development to directly produce this "open space." For 
example, Privately Owned Public Open Spaces (POPOS) are presented as a form of 
Open Space, yet these spaces do not represent the type of open space that is public 
and accessible for use by youth, families, and seniors (like a public park). POPOS 
overly regulate the types of activities allowed, have restrictive hours that limit access, 
and do not have the same shadow protections under the City's shadow ordinance due 
to the fact that the ordinance only protects open space that is owned by the Recreation 
and Parks Department. 

It is unclear what specific areas will receive new shading from development as the Plan 
says that "modest shading" should be allowed to accommodate new development. 

6. The Central SoMa Plan Lacks Specifics on Safety and Street Improvements 

There are many proposals in the Plan to make streets safer and to improve the quality 
of street life. However, it is unclear which areas will receive priority in these 
improvements. The Plan needs to clearly state which areas are to receive priority in 
safety and street improvements. For example, which streets will receive priority in 
widening sidewalks? 

7. The Central SoMa Plan Treats SoMa As a Place to Pass Through, Not as a 
Neighborhood 

New plans for transit (new bike paths, new dedicated transit lanes) work to create SoMa 
as an area to rapidly pass through. This does not take into account pedestrian safety 
and the pedestrian experience. More focus needs to be given to current residents of 
SoMa and the pedestrian experience especially in terms of safety. SoMa is a 
neighborhood of residents and contains youth, families, and seniors who live and work 
in the area. This needs to be taken into account as SoMa is a neighborhood and not a 
simply a thoroughfare. 

8. Parts of the Central SoMa Plan as Presented in the "Central Corridor Plan Draft 
for Public Review" Are Confusing and Not Clear 

Many of the maps are confusing and are not clear. For example, in the Plan, maps that 
show current and proposed zoning (pages 18-19 in the 2013 "Central Corridor Plan 
Draft for Public Review"), maps that show existing and proposed height limits (pages 
40-42 in the 2013 "Central Corridor Plan Draft for Public Review"), and maps in the 
appendix (pages 118-119 in the 2013 "Central Corridor Plan Draft for Public Review") 
are nearly impossible to understand without a clear description of abbreviations (for 
examples zoning abbreviations). In order for the public to better understand the Plan, 
abbreviations need to be explained and defined either in the map itself or in a glossary. 
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The Plan highlights areas on various maps that are supposed to take on new growth 
(largely through new zoning and increased height limits), yet specific site projects and 
proposals are not discussed. Specific site projects and proposals need to be clearly 
identified (either as they exist now or as they develop) so that the public can be made 
aware of such proposals. 

Conclusion 

As Discussed above, the Central SoMa Plan is inadequate and lacking in several areas: 
it does not adequately take into account the SoMa Youth and Family Special Use 
District, it does not present new measures to prevent displacement, it does not provide 
a fair balance of housing and jobs, it lacks plans for truly public open space, it lacks 
specifics on safety and street improvements, it treats SoMa as a place to pass through 
as opposed to a neighborhood, and parts of the 2013 Plan Report are confusing. At a 
minimum, these issues should be incorporated into new proposals for the Central SoMa 
Plan moving forward. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Central SoMa Plan. We will have 
additional feedback when we go through and analyze the revised -"Central SoMa Plan 
and Implementation Strategy" that Dept. staff shared to the Commissioners today. 

We look forward to having more in depth discussion with dept. Staff to address these 
concerns and any additional ones that may arise from the presentation. 

Sincerely, 

Organizational Director 
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Exhibit C: 
Links to Videos 



• June 25, 2015 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id=20&clip _id=23166 

• December 10, 2015 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id=20&clip _id=24294 

• August 11, 2016 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php ?view _id=20&clip _id=25 97 6 

• July 27, 2017 at the Planning Commission -

• August 31, 2017 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/ViewPublisher. php?%20%20%20%20view _id=20 

• October 23, 2017 at the Land Use and Transportation Committee -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id= 177 &clip _id=2903 7 

• December 11, 2017 at the Land Use and Transportation Committee -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id= 177 &clipjd=29368 

• February 1, 2018 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=20&clip_id=29695 

• March 1, 2018 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id=20&clip _id=29909 

• March 22, 2018 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id=20&clip _id=30100 

• April 12, 2018 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id=20&clip _id=3 0263 

• May 10, 2018 at the Planning Commission -

http://sanfrancisco.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?view _id=20&cli p _id=3 0502 
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City and County 
of San Francisco 

THURSDAY, MAY 10, 2018 

» san francisco planning commission regular hearing for 

thursday, May 10, 2018. 

I will remind members of the public that the commission does 

not tolerate outbursts of any 

kind and to please silence your mobile devices. And when speaking before the commission, if you care to, 

state your name for the record. 

We will not take up the central SoMa plan matter before 2:00 P.M., so you have a good hour and a half. There May be persons who would 

like to be in the chambers for 

other items before central So Ma. 

Unfortunately, commissioners, I 

tried to arrange for an overflow 

room, but they're occupied. 

We can arrange for the cafeteria 

in an emergency situation, but only as needed basis. 

So again, if the members of the 

public who are standing, could 

you please find a seat? 

The sheriffs will get upset at 

me for causing a fire hazard. 

You cannot block the doorway and 

you need to find a seat. 

Commission, roll? 

Hillis here, melgar here, fang here. Johnson, here. Koppel here. Moore here. 

And richards is expected shortly. 

Item 1, case number 2009-1011 drp. 

1863 mission treat, 

discretionary review, and both 

are continuance to May 17, 2018. 

2014-0014, 275019th street, 

continuance to June 7, 2018. 

Item 3, the mint-mission conservation district for review 

and comment is continued to June 7, 2018. 

6/11/18, 11:04AM 
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is the fail of my business and well-being of my 

family but it's not just me irs 

for them. 

Please do not approve the conditional use so we can work 

and provide a great product to 

our customer. 

»speaker 1: thank you very much. 

» speaker 1: name is victoria 

and we are owners of -- coffee. 

In this situation our coffee 

shop -- from our window we see 

starbucks and pete's coffee. In my opinion it doesn't look 

like competition, it looks like 

killing a small business and now a small business is going to die. 

I want to ask you to don't 

approve phil's coffee because there is a very huge company 

with huge markets and budget and 

for pete's it's 

-- » speaker 1: --

» speaker 1: I am here to share my opinion about this project. 

If you know a block between --

there are six coffee shops and like a star 

starbucks and pete's so 

right now we have a balance and 

I don't understand why another 

growing 

test test. 

»Speaker: good afternoon, 

evening, whatever times the, steve -- department staff. 

This is the 16th hearing for 

the central 

mitigation measure mt465 on the street loading spaces and 

loading zone. 

Finally, evaluate as list of 

recommended and other potential 

changes to the central soma plan. 

Aside from the request to set 

development capacity to see 
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sites based on the key sites guidelines the recommended 

changes to the plan and other 

issues for consideration are evaluate 

ed in the eir should you 

choose to adopt the plan with 

these motion. 

Regarding certification for the 

central soma plan has been revised. 

I was extra copies of the plan 

to my left. This analyze it is plan with the 

exception to the proposed open 

space improvements and street network improvements which are 

analyzed at a project specific level. Tt\e implementation would result 

in the following unavoidable environmental impacts that could 

not be mitigated below a 

significant level. 

Jurisdiction over the project 

with the purpose of mitt mitigating 

an environmental effect. 

Related to changes to street 

which results in greater traffic noise. 

The eir finds this to be a 

significant plan level and 

cumulative plan use impact. 

Plan development would result in 

adverse change in the 

significance of historical 

resources and defined in thified 

lines 15064.5. 

For transportation and 

circulation, central soma plan development including the 

proposed open space it proves results in significant plan 

level and qume ra live plan impact. 

Central soma plan development including the open space improvements and street network 

changes result in cross walk overcrowding. 

Sen tra soma plan development 

results in plan level and 
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commercial and passenger load impact. 

construction activity including 

the proposed open space improvements would result in 

substantial interference with 

pedestrian bicycle or vehicular 

circulation and results in 

potentially hazardous condition. Construction activities including the propose ed street 

network changes and open space 

improvements result in a 

temporary increase in noise level. 

For air quality the operation of subsequent projects in the 

central soma plan area would violate air quality standard, 

contribute to existing or 

projected air quality violation and/or results in a considerable knelt 

net increase of pollutants which 

the project region is not 

attained under federal air quality standard. 

Central soma plan development 

results in operational omissions 

of fine particulate matter and 

toxic air contaminants that 

results in exposure of potential 

receptor. 

The eir finds this -- impact. 

Also could alter wind in a 

manner that affects public areas areas. 

The legislative sponsors and the planning department propose modifications to the plan which 

were transmitted to the 

commission on April 10, 2018 and 

April 3, 2018. 

These modifications are 

addressed in the April 1 Oerrata. 

The staff changes will be incorporated bo 

however, these references are 

in correct, and the B.AR.T. 

Ridership data is from 2012. 

Therefore references to 2012 b.A.R.T. Ridership as used in the baseline analysis will be 

updated to reflect that the 
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data was based on 2015 B.A.R.T. 

Ridership data. 

Second, the comment of oscn 

1.62 is presented in response 

tr-6 when it should be response tr-8. 

These errors will be updated in 

the final eir but do not constitute new information that requires recirculation under 

ceqa guidelines section 10588.5. staff recommends that you certify the contents of the report before you are accurate, 

and the procedures through 

which the final eir was 

prepared comply with ceqa and 

the applicable chapter of the administrative code. That concludes my presentation 

on this matter, and I am happy to answer any questions. If there are no questions, I 

will turn this presentation back over to sieve. 

» thanks, liz. 

» so carrying on, after adoption of the final environmental impact report, the next action for the commission would be the 

adoption of the ceqa findings, 

and the mitigation monitoring 

reporting program. This contains four items. 

The packet report, the draft resolution, and specifies the proposed action, which is the adoption of the ceqa findings 

and mmrp, the ceqa findings, which includes the rational for 

adopting the eir's alternatives 

and the mmrp lists all of the proposed mitigation and 

improvement measures broken out in those to be implemented by 

the city and those to be implemented by project 

sponsors. The third item for you today is adoption of the amendments to 

the affiliated plan and general findings. Your general plan packet includes the following findings. 

First, your packet report, the 

adoption resolution, a draft ordinance, which as initiated 

by the planning commission on 

March 21,2018, including the 

following, the central soma plan. Additionally it includes amendments to the east and western soma area plans and other elements of the general plan 
to recognize the creation of a new central soma plan. 

And fourth your packet contains 

a summary of what has changed 

since the planning commission adopted the ordinance earlier this year. As we discussed at the March 

22nd hearing, this changes the result of the input received from the commission and from organized labor. 

And in in a couple of minutes I'll share with you the 
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proposed commission policy that would help implement this language. The fourth item is adoption of 

the minutes to the planning code and the administrative code and the affiliated findings. First, the case report which briefly summarizes the actions 

to be taken as well as a list of recommended modifications 

which I'll discuss in a moment. Second, the adoption resolution which includes the adoption 

action and related findings, fourth, the ordinance, the document summarizing all of the 

code changes and conveying what code policies. 

A document conveying the changes made by the April 1 O 

legislation, and there's an issues for recommendation document that brings issues to 

our attention that were not brought forth in the April 10 

legislation. [Inaudible] 

» as such, aid -- [Inaudible] » -- largely from input received by community members and stakeholders since the release of our first version of the 

ordinance as well as further deliberation by staff. 

In case report includes most of those modifications as well as 

the rational for implementing them. 

Today I'd like to highlight those and a few additional 

modifications that I'd like to call your attention to that were not in the packet. 

In terms of land use and 

zoning, the project requires 

that there's pdr space. [Inaudible] » in terms of physical character, we have one 

nonsubstantive amendment that I want to call to your attention 

because it wasn't in your packet, and that's a cross-reference in the emu 

table in section 848, the residential lot coverage 

requirements in 249. 78. 

We're also recommending for key sites we tailor some of the proposed receptions. Just for one call out at the tennis club sites, they're adding a lot of 
public benefits, and one thing we're comfortable with them doing is not providing all the pdr sites. 

We would like to start tailoring those, and work with 

the city attorney on how to do 

that, but we want your blessing 

to kind of tighten the key 

sites language. The owners are seeking to place an additions on that site to go 

from 85 feet to 250 feet and to do so would benefit from exceptions around tower 

separation and set backs. In addition they would provide beneficial additional benefits. This is a good opportunity to talk about tower separation, since 
you asked us to share some visuals to help clarify this concept. 

As a reminder, the plan 

proposing a tower separation of 115 feet, which is the width of 

a soma street plus 215 feet set backs. 

This can be reduced under two circumstances, when the 

buildings are allowed are slimmer and have substantial difference in heights, in some 

of our key sites, the second 
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reason is where a reduction task separation can facility 

tale other -- [Inaudible] 

» -- that being said, I want 

to show you three examples of the tower feet created by the different distances. 

Here's a model and example at 

115 feet, here's 85 feet, and here's 30 feet. They're pretty different. I'm sure you could find perfectly good and terrible examples of all three somewhere 
in the city. The key will be in the details as well as the different overall effect on the street. Personally, I think the distance between buildings in 

the midblock condition is less 

important than their set backs. 

If you're in the middle of the 

block it's less important than 

the street view, but to be talked about. One more item on physical character, one of our process 

goals in central soma is to 

increase certainty and clarity. 

One way to do so it take those things to the commission almost always granted as exceptions 

and make them the rules. We're recommending to modify 

the code to codify these concepts in three ways. 

One that units above 85 feet in height need only a 15 foot 

exposure instead of 25 feet since a 15 foot set back on all 

properties would give them a 35 foot buffer. [Inaudible] 

» finally, that the interior 

courtyards are not required to 

expand by 5 feet on every floor because pretty much no project is able to achieve that. 

Moving onto parking, loading, and transportation demand management, the first proposed change is to require a 

passenger loading plan for new large projects along high injury corridors. 

Like elsewhere, we tried to codify relevant mitigation measures because people are more apt to look at the code 

than they are the mmrp. 

The second strategy is to amend the grandfathering clause for 

our transportation demand management program. 

The tdm program was passed in 

2017, and allowed pronls that 

applied before September 4, 2016 to only meet 50% of applicable targets. 

The central soma ordinance would have removed this grarnting provision for 

projects benefiting from the up zoning. Project sponsors were significantly upset about this concept until the release of 

our language in mid-February, 

they had been relying on the 

concept design accordingly. 

Since April 12, we had about a 
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million meetings on this topic 

internally and with 

stakeholders and we think we've 

reached an agreement. 

Should you -- [Inaudible] 

» -- we have a few proposed modifications. Foremost, the project needs to 

include information on the applicability of the proposed language district. First, ones that are 

substantial in size and that they involve 40,000 square feet of new construction or additions, this way we can make sure that minor additions in small 

projects are not captured in the cit. 

Second they need to have a 

substantial up zoning through the plan and finally, the proposed project is bigger than the one you could do today. For example if you co.uld build 

a 65 foot building today in the mixed use office district, and 

you -- if you want to build a 65 foot building in the future, 

you'd be allowed to and be join 

the cfd. That way, we're kind of having 

a fairness clause regarding the benefits of participating in 

the up zoning. It's worth noting that we previously included in our public benefits program that 

the cfd would exist, and the proposed fee rates. Also as a new taxation 

district, adoption of the cfd itself will require multiple actions at the board of supervisors. 

Few more proposals regarding exactions. First is the recommendation to 

add a waiver allows land dedication of space and 

construction for land on a 

block -- [Inaudible] 

» -- but not for these other fees. This waiver of will if a late 

the timely and cost effective construction of the park on that block, and just an aside, the legislative process 

regarding this land swap and 

where this language would be effective is slated to move forward at the board later this month. I know a lot of people are tracking this separate 

legislation. 

It's a swap that facilitates our park and the temporary 

flower mart site, and 

eventually an additional 6.8 

acres of land for the puc. As you know our public benefits 

package is very aggressive, but also responds to the feasibility of projects. Currently there's legislation 

to raise the tsf by $5 persquare foot. while we are all for transit money and honestly increasing fees in downtown where the fee 

burden is lower, I'm fully supportive of but we're 

concerned that the increase in 

central soma would make 

increase of fees infaez [Inaudible] »we think this'll afford 
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better oversight and provides 

opportunities with the soma 

stablization C.A.C. The second recommendation is to create a 

commission policy regarding good jobs. 

For background in the last few months, organized labor has 

become very involved in the plan and has raised issues of job quality. In recognition we amended the proposed central soma plan as I previously 
mentioned. The proposal before you would be one way that the commission could bring this issue to the floor. 

It states that all nonresidential development over 20,000 square feet shall 

provide a community good jobs employment plan for community comment prior to project 

approval by the planning 

commission. [Inaudible] 

» -- with benefits. The plan must detail how the 

strategy would be implemented 

including-- [Inaudible]» the document would be informational only and implementation of jobs program would still be the responsibility of the office of 

economic and workforce development and the office of labor standards enforcement, and in terms of process since this is a commission policy and 

not a change to the code, I believe you would probably want 

to have a separate resolution 

making this action. 

Just a couple more items before 

I turn it over to paolo to talk 

about the housing sustainability district. Your plan packet includes the 

following item. First the case report which 

summarizes the actions to be taken. Second, the draft resolution of adoption that includes the 

adoption actions and related finding. 

Third your packet containing 

the ordinance proposed on April 18, 2018. 

I will be reiterate the information unless there are questions. 

The April 12 hearing I made 

comments about the ordinance 

that replaced the documentation 

made on April 10 .. [Inaudible]» your sixth item for action 

today is adoption of the plan's implementation program and affiliated findings, including the following items. First the case report which briefly 

summarizes the action 

to be taken and summarizes the 

comments of the implementation 

of the plan program. 

Second, the adoption action. 

The implementation program, which shows a strategy for implementing every policy in the plan, the public benefits program which shows we're going 

to collect and expend over $2 billion in public benefits 
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generated by the plan. the key development sites guidelines which go into the 

detail for each of the plan's nine key development sites about design strategies that can improve the project and 

result in additional public benefits and finally the key streets guidance. Fourth, your packet includes a 

document detailing the changes 

made to the implementation packet. There are two changes we didn't discuss at previous hearings. 

The first is that the 

additional of the key development site that I mentioned earlier. 

We also added that 1133 mission 

street could be a candidate for recommendation open space funding should other projects not need their full funding amount. It's 1.5 blocks west of the 

plan area and was identified as 

a potential park site by the d-6 open space task force and 

development of park would benefit the residents of the northwestern part of the plan area. In the public benefits program 

we have a $15 million line item 

for capital for cultural amenities. 

We realize that the packet itself doesn't specify yerba buena gardens, so we'd like to add that language in. Finally there's an issue for consideration 
document that includes the issues brought to the attention of the lengths 

lay tough officers and office that are not included in the proposed implementation program. 

I'm going to turn it over to pauloike ikesoe. » also for your consideration today is not aordinance amending the business and tax regulation codes to 
create the 

central soma housing sustainability district. 

If we can get the slide up. In your packet for this consideration are a case 

report, and a draft for the ordinance under consideration today. I've also handed out some clarifying amendments which 

I'll discuss, as well. 

So I gave an informational presentation last week on ab 73 and its requirements as well as some of the preliminary details 

on our local ordinance, so once again, our local ordinance 

would not change any of the under lying zoning regulations or height limits proposed in the central soma plan. It would simply provide the 

option of a stream lined 

approval process for projects meeting certain eligibility requirements, including 

prevailing wage, labor and on-site affordability requirements. Our local ordinance would ensure that we comply with all the requirements in ab 73, the 

state law, and qualify our city to receive zoning incentive 

payments from the state. 

We'll also create a stricter local eligibility criteria for projects and procedures for 

review and approval of projects within the district. 

So as required by ab 73, the ordinance would require project seeking to participate in the 

central soma hsd to include at 

least 10% of units, affordable 

to lower income households. 

It would also require projects 

to pay skilled wages or used a skilled workforce depending on the size of the project. 
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The ordinance also sets local eligibility requirements for projects, so these are rules 

that we are -- that we have developed. 

So projects over 160 feet in height are not eligible unless 

they are 100% affordable projects. 

Any parcel containing an 

article 10or11 lifted building is not eligible, and finally, any project which proposed to demolish, convert or remove an existing dwelling unit would not be 
eligible to 

participate in our housing sustainability district. What does it actually mean to participate in the central soma hsd? Qualifying projects would be able to 
seek entitlement pursuant to a new planning code section, section 343, which this ordinance would create. 

Projects seeking entitlement under this new code section in meeting all the requirements of 

the hsd as well as the under 

lying zoning would receive ministerial approval of permits within 120 days of the 

department's receipt of a complete application. Section 343 would require 

projects to comply fully with any applicable central soma eir mitigation measures. 

It would require projects to 

undergo design review, like all 

other projects, pursuant to the urban design guidelines and the central soma guide to urban design. 

As required by ab 73, section 

343 would require a public informational hearing on each hsd project, and finally it would introduce a projects requirement to ensure projects 

benefiting from steam lined process actually move to ux skr. We have a few topics of 

potential discussion for today, including a clarifying amendment to the introduced ordinance which is highlighted 

in red in the version that I 

just distributed. So the first topic which I believe was raised at last week's informational hearing is our eligibility requirement 

that projects up to 160 feet in 

height be eligible to participate in the hsd and receive stream lined approval. That is not a requirement of sb 73. It's something we came up with locally 
on the theory that 

larger projects taller towers often require exemptions from 

the code and are more complicated from a design perspective, and they would go 

through our standard entitlement process. This is a map of proposed height limits on the central soma plan to give you an idea 

of how many parcels we're talking about that would potentially be excluded from participation in the hsd if we 

went with the 160 foot height limitation that is included 

currently in the ordinance. The idea of a progress requirement really came out of this commission, so I'd like to take this -- I think it would be good if we 

take this opportunity for the commissioners to weigh in on it. 

As currently proposed an hsd project would have 36 months to obtain a first site permit or building permit from the department of building inspection. If 
that deadline is not met, the director then holds a hearing requiring the project sponsor to report on the status of that project. If the sponsor cannot 

demonstrate a good faith effort to obtain a first site or building permit, then the director must revoke approval for the project. Some of the things that we 

think are are -- for discussion are, you know, after the project receives approvals from the planning department, it moves onto the department of building 
inspection, where we 

have sort of-- we don't really 

know as much what goes on 

there, how long permits take. 
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So to expect a project -- to 

obtain a permit within 36 months, we don't necessarily 

have as much control over it, so maybe consider if someone has applied for a building or 

site permit could be a good threshold. 

The ordinance does not make clear what the director is able 

to do if the sponsor does not 

demonstrate good faith. 

We would suggest specifying a renewal period so at that hearing, the director can say 

your approvals are extended for 12, 24, 36 months; some period of time to ensure that they 

keep moving towards construction. 

And finally, we have a clarifying amendment to the legislation. So perour city charter, the planning commission is required 

to approve all permitted regulated by the planning code but May delegate its authority to the planning department. So these amendments in red would 

clarify that the 

commission is delegating its approval authority for these hsd projects, meeting all 

requirements to the planning department to enable ministerial approval. 

That concludes my presentation, 

but I'm going to invite our 

director, john rahaim, up. 

» thank you, everyone. Commissioners, for the record, 

john rahaim with planning department staff. It was a long presentation. We understand this has been before you a number of times. We are indeed 
asking for your 

approval today of a seven-year process, and the products of that process. I think I won't spend a long time talking about this, but I 

do want to just remind us all 

why we did this to begin with. 

We came to the idea of doing a 

central soma plan during the eastern neighborhoods process when we determined that this corridor was a central subway 

and nearby other transit improvements was a valuable corridor to look at for an expansion of jobs and housing in the city. And we, after a lot of initial 

discussion with the neighborhood, were very careful 

to create a plan that we think 

is not an extension of downtown but is kind of a special district of soma that allows high-rise in a number of key places in the neighborhood, but 

generally maintains the quality and character of the neighborhood that's there today. In addition, we felt it was 

very important to us to make sure that we were maximizing the public benefits to allow 

the impacts of that development and other amenities of the neighborhood to be created as a result of this growth. 

We have learned a lot over the years from the eastern neighborhood, from the rincon hill neighborhood transit center plan, and we think that 

the lessons of those plans, 

both good and bad lessons are incorporated in a way that 

moves us forward in a you new planning area of the city. 

This plan as a reminder creates 
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more housing than the rincon 

hill and transit districts combined. It will be one of the densest residential neighborhoods in the city. It will also create thousands of new jobs and exactly 
where they should be, in our opinion. 

On a transit line, near a 

caltrain station, and within a fairly short walking distance of the transit center terminal. So we believe this is the right plan at the right time, and we 

are asking for your approval of the plan. 

With that, I'd like to turn the 

mic over to moses who introduced the legislation with 

the mayor as well as a representative from supervisor fewer's office who's here to 

make a few comments. 

Thank you so much. »the supervisor would like to thank the staff with the planning department for its 

seven year effort to modernize the zoning surrounding the largest transit investment the 

city has made this century. 

At the top of that list is 

sieve wertheim, thank you, who 

has spent many hard years of collaboration with the 

community -- under whose umbrella under the name, we are soma, who are in a very present tense, shaping the central soma 

plan to be reflective of the needs of the community now and 

for the next 30 years to come. The plan reflects the time in 

which it was devised in which 

we are exiting, and economic --

when we were exiting an economic slump. We are currently engaged with the discussions in the past few months to make a more complete central 

soma plan that incorporates the wisdom of our neighborhood leaders and 

lessons learned in the past few years. We're still -- there are still a multitude of issues that need to be vetted. 

Clearly, we're heard that the 

plan needs additional housing, even though it is providing 

more housing than other areas that are adjacent. 

The type of housing that is affordable to our middle class 

and working people. We concur with statements provided at past hearings by the community partners that the 

city must aggressively seek 

site acquisition for new 

development and acquisition of existing rent controlled buildings for this plan to work. We also concur with statements 

that sieve presented today that make an opportunity for the plan to support job creation in 

a way that benefits local residents. In other words, much of what it 

was stated in the good jobs for 

all plan with jobs for justice. In terms of child care and 

school site, the plan encourages a mixture of two 

bedroom units, and it behooves 

the plan to create more on-site child care. 
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Parking remains equal to that 

of downtown, itself a bill 

outdated in its parking regulations. This transit-rich neighborhood 

of the future, the fUture should be one that has less 

private automobiles as possible. We're deeply concerned about 

the reservation of pdr uses and jobs within the plan, and we want to ensure that the will of 

the voters who pass proposition 

x is respected by this plan. We strongly encourage the 

planning commission to discuss 

the issues presented in written correspondence by our community partners, such as we are soma, 

todd co, the trades, jobs with justice, and we look forward to hearing your considerations and 

the rich dialogue that will 

ensure regarding this plan that 

it will shape our conversations at the board of supervisors. And with that, I'd like to 

bring up my colleague from 

supervisor fewer's office. » good evening, commissioners. 

my name is ian fragosi, a legislative aide with supervisor fewer. Supervisor fewer, she's been briefed on the central soma plan and recognizes that this 
has been in development stages 

for a long time, seven years now. However, the supervisor is very 

concerned about the jobs-housing imbalance, that we recognize that the gap between 

office space and housing has 

been narrowed after recent amendments. Her biggest concern is that 

this plan does not include a 

public school, and this area is already lacking adequate public 

education facilities to serve the current population, let 

alone all the families that will move there. 

She firmly believed that we are 

not only building housing, but 

we are building lively hoods, and that includes public schools. If we're not thinking about where all these families are going to send their kids to school, 

then, we're not 

planning, we're just building. Supervisor fewer urges the planning department to work 

with the school district to 

identify at least one potential 

site for a school in soma and 

that the school fees from this project be dedicated to building schools in the area. 

So thank you so much for your consideration. 

» President Hillis: all right. Thank you. 

Mr. Wertheim, is that all for the presentation? 
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» thanks, everyone. 

» President Hillis: thank you. So we will take -- we'll open 

it up first for public comment. » we did receive a late 

request for organized opposition. 

» President Hillis: so --

from Mr. Drury? [Inaudible] 

» clerk: okay. You get three minutes. 

» President Hillis: we'll 

just call you during public comment, because I know I've got a card for you. 

We'll just call names. 

[Names read] 

» President Hillis: you all can lineup on the screen side 

of the room and speak in any order. » good evening. 

Happy bike to workday, commissioners. 

My name is yee wan. On behalf of the san francisco bicycle coalition and our more than 10,000 members, we support the central soma plan's goals to 

prioritize working, biking, 

and transit in the central soma plan area. We believe this will help 

relieve the traffic in the area 

and make all road users, not 

just people biking, safer. 

At the same time, we are delighted to see there are planny proposed improvements 

for people biking on soma streets. 

As some of you May know, some of the -- [Inaudible] 

» -- 13% of streets accounting 

for 75% of serious for fatal injuries. 

As the city has committed to eliminate traffic fatalities by 

2024 through vision zero, we believe the improvements 

proposed as a part of this plan 

are a huge milestone towards 

achieving that goal. The central soma plan and its 

proposed addition of cycle 

tracks along folsom, brannan, fifth and fourth street will 

bring us towards our goal of a safe, bikable neighborhood. However while we want to see more improvements for people biking in the area, we also 
want to make sure that these 

improvements and the existing infrastructure are built and 

maintained to be of the highest quality. Given the history of serious 

and fatal crashes along the 

folsom street corridor, we know 
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that anything that the cycle 

tracts protected bike lanes are 

sufficient and -- [Inaudible] » the san francisco bicycle coalition has been working closely with the city 

departments and the central soma neighborhood to address safety and local transportation needs over the past few years. 

In the future, we look -- about will look forward to working hand in hand with the community 

to make central soma a more 

life liveable and safe place to live. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

» good evening, honorable members of the commission. 

Richard drury representing the 

central soma neighbors, and we 

represent hundreds of residents of central soma. 

our letters and positions are 

supported by four homeowners associations who collectively represent over 500 residents of central soma. These neighbors are very concerned about 

this really once in a generation 

opportunity to remake a neighborhood of the city. And I want to emphasize that we do not oppose development. We actually support the midrise 

alternative that was supported 

by staff at least until 2013, and until 2016, because it maintains the neighborhood as a 

family friendly livable, walkable neighborhood, and most 

importantly maintains a jobs-housing balance. Everyone knows san franciscans need more housing, and we support that. But this plan doesn't deliver. 

What it delivers is more jobs. 63,000 more jobs, but only 14,000 more housing units. In other words, four times more jobs than housing. 

Therefore, it exacerbates the jobs-housing imbalance that we already suffer. 

There will be even more employees chasing fewer housing 

units in terms of proportion which means it drives up 

housing prices, it -- it drives up displacement, and it increases gentrification, all 

the things that we should be avoiding. We support the midrise option which has a much better balance between jobs and housing. We urge the board 

not to certify the environmental impact report. We've filed two extensive 

comment letters detailing the detective the 

detectives in the eir. I'd like to point some out. 

In the final eir staff proposes 

creating a housing sustainability district under ab 73. 

Ab 73 says you cannot do that 

unless you prepare an eir to analyze the impacts of creating 

the housing sustainability district. That's ceqa 21155.10. 

The eir not only fails to do that, it doesn't mention housing sustainability district at all. The word doesn't appear until 

the final eir, so legally, this 

creates a serious defect in the analysis. Second, the eir concludes that this plan will have zero impacts on traffic. 

Well, that's absurd. You can't add 63,000 jobs and 14,000 residents and have no impact on traffic. 
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The staff relies on sb 7 43 for this conclusion. 

Well, sb 743 only allows a no 

impact analysis if vmt or 

vehicle miles travelled is decreased. 

The final eir agrees with our 

traffic expert that this will trell increase vmt. Therefore, the traffic analysis is legally flawed and makes this document legally vulnerable. I'm out of time. 

I -- the other issues are detailed chapter and verse in 

our letters, but we urge the commission to send this back to 

staff and -- and fix these problems. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank 

you, Mr. Drury. 

» stephen bus again with mission yimby. I'm also speaking an behalf of 

sonia trouss who's running as district six supervisor but she 

can't be here because she's meeting with future constituents. 

So as you know, yimby has been 

against the central soma plan due to the jobs-housing imbalance for well over a year, and we maintain that position 

that we think there's not 

enough housing. 

It's ifs really a displacement time bomb. We know that we're doing this. 

We know that we're going to add 

40 something thousand jobs and 10,000-something -- I forget 

the number -- housing units. Obviously those people have to live somewhere and they're 

going to push somebody out in order to do so. However I would like to express some gratitude that we were able to effectively work together and come 

to a solution 

that while we're not totally 

happy with it, at least we got 

more housing built or rather more housing included in the plan. I'm hopeful that you'll also approve the hst to make that housing get built. 

We've done -- we've put seven years into studying the plan, making eir. We know the impact of what 

this -- of what building the housing will be so there's no 

reason to drag it through more hearings. 

So I urge you to also approve 

the hst. 

and unfortunately, commissioner richards walked out of the room, but I want to point out, when he went to sacramento to 

oppose sb 827, because he says 

he believes in strong local control. Well, I want -- I want you to 

hear that the local control in 

soma is speaking with a united voice to say we need more housing. Everyone who's got a problem with central soma, it's not because of the jobs, ifs 

not 
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because of the up zoning, it's 

because there's not enough housing. 

So hear us, and in the future, local control, if you truly 

want it, means building more housing faster. Thanks. 

» President Hillis: thank you. Next speaker, please, and I'll 

call some additional names. 

[Names read] 

» todd david on behalf of the 

central housing coalition. I'm going to Miss These -- I think it's the 16, as they said. The san francisco housing action coalition is in favor of the central 

soma plan. 

We like -- we particularly like the housing sustainability district. 

We think that's great. We also have clearly expressed concerns about housing, but we 

also strongly believe that --

that housing is a regional --

at least an area -- an area issue and that it cannot be solved in any one particular district or one particular area. I hope that we can always agree on 
whatever our opinions are on 

central soma, that one, a great 

place to add more housing would 

be along the west side of san francisco, along gary boulevard 

and housing -- to bring housing 

for people to work in central soma. 

I was also very pleased to here that supervisor fewer's office is concerned about public schools and us having public schools. As a patient of three 
children in san francisco's public 

schools, and someone who's been paying attention to this issue 

for years and years and years, sfusd topographers have been telling us for years that we're 

going to need more schools. 

I'm kind of curious with 

supervisor fewer because while she was on the board of 

education, she offered a 

resolution to give away excess school district property that could have been used as a school, that it was sold to the city, I believe, for housing. 

So glad to see that now, after her term on the board of education, when she was giving away school district property, 

she now wants developers to return it to the school district. So I just think that that is 

something we're going to be hearing a lot about going 

forward as other projects come forward, the question of where people are going to go to school. I just want to say that as a public school parent, it is an 
issue that has been raised for about 15 years in the school district. 

so any way looking forward to getting central soma moving forward, and thank you for your time. Bye. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, please. » hello. 

I'm with housing committee. We work with thousands of tenants across the city. This plan continues to be a 

disaster waiting to happen for tenants throughout san francisco. 
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If you don't take full 

antidisplacement measures first before construction, building 

this many offices is going to 

lead to mass displacement. 

This plan is going to be known 

for years to come as speeding up and causing mass 

displacement of seniors and 

other people in central soma, finishing the mass displacement 

in the mission, and everywhere 

accessible 'r:Jf bus, chariot or 

scooter is going to be up for 

grabs 'r:Jf developers wanting to push tenants out. 

This plan is a disaster. It is irresponsible to san francisco in your job as planners in what you're doing 

to all of us, to make a plan that is more high-rise offices 

in a case that is in a housing crisis. 

Please take the displacement 

measures early on strongly before construction starts, otherwise, you are just throwing tenants across the city onto the streets. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

» good evening, commissioners. 

My name is scott feeney. I am a volunteer with yimby action. I'm going to refer to some notes that I have on my phone. 

So I just wanted to remind you 

that the members of yimby action have voted to oppose the central soma plan largely because due to the lack of housing that's being added to 

balance out those jobs, we have very similar concerns to what the previous speaker voiced. We've seen some progress 

revising this plan, but it 

remains still a 4:1 ratio of 

jobs to housing without a real answer of where are the rest of those office workers going to live and who are they 

potentially pushing out? Much of what is in the central 

soma plan, unfortunately, is 

emblematic of some serious problems that affect bay area planning. We have relatively low areas of 

five and six stories ostensibly because of the midrise 

character of soma, which to me 

is really code of let's not annoy the luxury condo owners. 

It doesn't plan nearly enough housing for the jobs. It continues a pattern of doing most of our building in former industrial areas with very 

little in-fill in affluent 

mostly residential neighborhoods, and it allows low-income communities of color 

to bear the gentrification caused by the shortage of housing. 
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Because yimby members and other advocates have complained about 

the lack of housing, we've gotten some improvements in the plan. 

It's good to see the 

job-housing ratio was increased 

from 6:1 to 4:1, and we applaud 

the planning department staff 

to propose a housing district, but thafs still not quite enough. 

If the city's going to pass this, we have to commit to 

making significant up zonings 

to increase significant and 

affordable housing both in soma 

and noe valley and along the west side. 

We can't continue to prioritize 

office space while letting housing get delayed and negotiated to death, which is frankly what we saw today with 430 main street. When we do allow 
significant amounts of housing, we can't 

continue to do that only in 

low-income communities, while 

letting exclusionary neighborhoods with homeowners continue to say no to growth. This is a large part of the 

reason we've seen so many he 

vacations, so much gent 

gentrification, so much homelessness, and if we're going to do this, we need a plan to do better. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. Next speaker, please. » hi. 

Laura clark, yimby action. We're all exhausted. Half of the planning commissioners have peaced out because this has gone on and 

on, and that's how all of these 

decisions are made, is after an 

extremely difficult protracted 

process where we are whittled 

down to the last lunaticks, myself included, where we are beating the last drum, and that is this massive program that we're talking about. And it looks 

like it's going to 

be the last area plan for a while. 

The planning department doesn't have another large area plan in the pipeline, and so the last one that we're looking at in quite a while is one that adds 

a lot of jobs without a lot of housing. And we have the capacity to build the amount of housing 

that this plan is calling for, but it does involve deciding 

that we're actually going to 

stop just chattering about upzoning geary and actually do it. It does mean that we're going 

to have to take those gentle in-fill two and four unit 

projects that get proposed and whittled down to death every 

day in especially wealthier communities. 

We're going to have to decide that those projects should be approved as submitted as code compliant. 
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It means that we're going to 

have to up zone places like St. Francis would. 

And we could -- minneapolis is 

examining taking their entire 

city up to rh-4. Every proposal that we have made to say how to address and 

how ta have a compence 

-- compensurate conversation at the table. 

I've had people telling me, laurie, you're being unreasonable for thinking that 

we would ever really deal with 

this, and if up zoning the west side is unreasonable, then, 

building this amount of jobs is unreasonable. Those are our choices. 

We are signing ourselves up for 

growth, and I am all in on growth. 

Jobs should be good. Having a growing economic 

should not cripple a region, but that is what we have done. 

We have allowed growth to 

cripple a region by being 

unwilling to yes, battle with single-family homeowners. 

But that is what we need to do. 

And I know that it's nutty 

yimby saying we need to go and 

say upzone everything to rh-4. I understand how difficult it feels, but it's time. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

» good evening, commissioners. 

My name is chris filipino. 

I am in favor of the kilroy project for the flower mart. I've been in the business for 

35 years, and I love the flower 

market and its history. And when kilroy bought the property, I got so excited of 

the plan that they're going to 

make it like state of the art, 

and then, one of the most beautiful flower market in the world. We had trans-america building 

as one of our landmark, and we 

have also the golden gate 

bridge, and having and giving 

kilroy realty a chance to make 

this -- to design --you know, their design is amazing. 
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market will be really -- it 

will be like the third landmark of san francisco. 

and I'm so excited about this project. 

Actually, I've been here, like, 12:00. I left my flower business. 

It's mother's day, and it's my first time. I'm sleepy. 

I hope you won't hold it 

against me that I'm sleepy. I'm just so excited to be in this project. I was telling -- when I say the kilroy people in the flower market, and they're talking to 

us, I said I'm already 72 years old. 

I hope I can see the unveiling of this new project, and that 

will be the exciting part. 

So I totally support -- I strongly support the flower 

market -- and then, they're 

gracious enough to us to move us to marin. 

And then, everything is a sacrifice. 

I think we can do a sacrifice. 

We florists are able to sacrifice. We can design anywhere, and thank you so much. I hope you will consider. » thank you, Miss Lupia. Next speaker, 

please. » good evening. 

My name is brittany gray, and I am here tonight representing the tuolomne river trust. We are concerned that the commercial development proposed in 

this project will increase 

water demand and accelerate the 

demise of the tuolomne river, 

which is where we get our hetch hetchy water. 

Because of this, the number of 

salmon pawning in the tuolomne has plummeted. The san francisco bay delta is 

also on the brink of ecological collapse. The state resources control board is looking to increase fresh water inflows from central rivers in order to 

address this crisis, but the sfpuc is opposing this plan in part because it feels it needs this water to accommodate this proposed development We need 
to prioritize how we use our limited water resources. 

There's a strong argument that san francisco needs to build 

more housing, but as long as commercial development 

continues to out pace housing, 

the crisis will only get worse. 

The flower market project would 

include 2 million square feet 

of retail, house 2,000 businesses, and create 8,000 

jobs, without expanding housing. [Please stand by for captioner switch] 

» I think that for central soma 

the light would be to guarantee that housing in this project 

would be 50 % available. -- affordable. And when I say affordable, 
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really affordable. Those on an extremely low income and no income. 

Because, you know, this is a lot 

of money, and there is a lot of people who would benefit. 

But we need to make sure that 

the poor people in the city also get something out of it. 

And I don't know if you have 

seen that before, but constantly, we see that corporations make promises and 

then they don't really do what they promised. 

So I don't want, you know, that we approve something with you guys because you guys are responsible for this, if you approve it or not, if you 

approve this tack, you know, and 

there's nothing, then we will enforce that construction of affordable housing, then it will 

be on you. And irs already creating a lot of tension and I think that's 

the best way to deal with that is to continue talking about it 

and make sure that these will be in place before you start 

something that will create more 

problems than solutions. 

» next speaker, please. » for the community that I'm 

from, often times the best laid plans are paved with evictions, displacement and gentrification. And many tourists that are 

calling for more and more 

housing. 

The plan appears, to me, to be 

more for developers and not for 

the central soma community, designed by developers for gentrification and displacement. 

The up zoning alone, and allowing office space and luxury 

housing that were previously bad 

is really a welcoming matt for out-of-control speculation. The plan, of course proposes 

nearly 40,000 jobs and less than 10,000 units. Most of the jobs will be intech in the housing will benefit how 

your income housing at the expense of low income and 

community people like myself. 

The proposed changes in the plan will further facilitate the evictions and displacement. Some of the recommendations from 

our coalition would be to acquire existing rent-controlled buildings. acquire new development sights 

for 100 % affordable housing. 

And a moratorium on the sale of existing rent-controlled buildings and also the sale of 

public land for private or 

for-profit development, and on new newmarket housing construction for projects not included in the 

existing kilroy realty -- central soma plan. 

Thank you. 

» good evening commissioners. 
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On behalf of my family, the 

project sponsors of the 

6,361 st street project, it is 

a 250-foot residential tower. 

Half a block from the transit bait bay terminal on the subway 

station. We've been working with supervisor kim's office to explore means to increase the 

number of units in the project. Within the parameters of a ir 

and in the proposed height limits. At the same time, we've been cognizant of the tower separation issue that this sight shares with the project next door. 
To that end we've been working 

with supervisor kim's office to propose few amendments that I wanted to draw to your 

attention. First, the amendment would reduce the power setback from 

fourth street to both increase the unit count and allow the power to shift to the southeast and to the site. This would increase the distance between our 
tower and the 

property line we share. 

Secondly, the amendment would 

allow a 30,000 square-foot towel floor -- tower fioor pate --

plate and a longer dimension that is currently proposed good by doing that we can provide two 

additional units per floor on 23 floors. Third, the amendment would provide tower separation flexibility when the commission considers approvals for our 
project capture the five '05 

project be entitled first. We believe these amendments will provide significant public benefits and I urge the 

commission to add them to your recommendations to the board of supervisors. They would assure that it can 

move forward and give us over 

300 new rental units including 

54 bmr units to address that housing balance in the central soma plan. That modifications also allow 

units to meet unit exposure with no need for exceptions. And finally, the amendment addresses the !rower -- tower 

separation issue and a matter that works for urban design and a land use perspective. 

Secondly, I would like to address the housing sustainability district. As we said, the current proposal 

is to not allow projects over 160 feet to participate in the district. It seems like an arbitrary cutoff. 

It's not mandated by state law. I would urge you would recommend to the board of supervisors that 

that limit not to be in the 

district but a compliant project 

such as ours which is 250 feet which is not a particularly tall tower. Also have the benefits of the 

sustainability district. I can answer any questions you have. » thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

» good afternoon commissioners. 

As we have said over and over 

again today, this simple ratio 

of jobs to housing will create without strong measures to mitigate and prevent displacement, will create 

massive 
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that is, what kind of housing is it that needs to be built in 

order to prevent displacement? Well, the answer is well-established. 

That is affordable housing. 

I would like to ask you to amend 

this plan in order to include 

the demand that 

there be affordability to 

accommodate those of us who will inevitably be displaced. 

I of course want to say we take strong measures to prevent and 

protect our already affordable housing. This includes all of the things 

that have been mentioned. Aggressive sight acquisition of uncontrolled buildings and first right of refusal and a number of other measures that were 

mentioned. Please send this back to staff for amendment Thank you for your time. » thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

» good evening commissioners. It has been a long day for 

everyone here. I will try to be fast First of all I wanted to say that we support the proposed 

language regarding community and having projects bring community jobs and employment plans for? 

urge you to adopt that and use it When plans are brought back to 

you for approval, and we want to thank those responsible for 

adding it 

I want to call out a few sights within the plan. There is a key site designation and some questions about exactly how much leverage is gained or lost with 
those. There is, yolive heard talk 

about one vassar for example. We remain unconvinced, at least as of right now that the potential benefits would outweigh the impacts of the 

neighbourhood. But we will beat following it closely and urge you to do so as well. But something such as a development agreement would 

typically be included in the sight of this magnitude. 

That is one possible way to deal with some of the concerns. 

As I said, we will be following it closely. A couple of other sights. It is a site that should be 

distinguished for their developer is having proactively 

come to us to find her sign an agreement that would protect and ensure that that hotel will be 

built and we are in good faith in negotiations with another 

project 

On the flip side, a project that we are very concerned about 565 bryant 

The development company does much of the actual construction for their projects. 

And the President Of olson construction is a gentleman, who 

was on the board which is an 

organization, a very 

conservative catholic ceo. 

Please look up the record. We have some serious concerns 

over the cultural district and 

if it is an appropriate location for a development company with ties to an organization with that particular track record. 
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So, we are also part of a 

central soma coalition and we want to echo and amplify the 

concerns about the lack of or the need for proactive steps to be taken to protect tenants before the plan is implemented 

including acquisition of sites, affordable housing, renter protection, antidisplacement protections and other measures 

that should be taken. And we echo concerns about 

weather the plan really does have enough proactive protections in place to mitigate the impacts that will be felt on the community. 

Those continue to be concerns 

and I will be sitting in the 

back as long as I can stand, as 

long as I cannot lose my focus and really listen closely for how the discussion goes on those protected measures as well. Thank you. >>thank you. 

Next speaker, please. » thank you commissioners. I am here on behalf of the organized construction trades. 

First of all I want to echo what cynthia said. We've been working closely with 

her on the hotel project to really ensure that those, as 

well as housing provides employment opportunities both 

for hotel workers, people who know how to operate these things as well as the men and women who 

filled these buildings. similarly I want to echo 

concerns about incorporating antidisplacement measures on the front end and making sure that we take this stuff seriously. We have seen what has 
been happening in this city. 

I did want to speak on a couple of things. First of all, is a question of job housing. 

It is interesting, my attorney 

at the time, back in about 2,008 

we came up with the idea of jobs housing within the context of a 

very large area plan. Where thousands of jobs, millions of square feet of commercial space and thousands 

of jobs and thousands of homes 

that were primarily going to be single-family high high-end operations. 

And in our discussions of a job 

housing, but we always struggled with the scale that you do it at. And one thing I think we generally agreed is a 60 block 

area plan is not the way to look at it. 

If you -- you need to look at it in a broader complex. When you do look at it within the broader context, we have thousands of units that are sitting 
entitled and undeveloped. Sensibly, it will provide greater impetus to ... Lastly, I want to talk about the housing sustainability district. I briefly talked about 

it last week when it was introduced and I only have a minute to sing its 

praises. 

But as we started going down 

this road, the genesis of it was a building trades and doing something that we are pushing 

for and we have been pushing for it for years. How do we take a look at these 

massive creations of value both in the residential and 

commercial side, and how do we make sure that we can incorporate labour standards into it as part of the value 

capture mechanism? It is indeed that mechanism. Part of what, in crafting this thing and advocating for it, part of what we have been doing is really 
trying to echo many of the concerns that we hear from the community and that we have heard from the community throughout our discussions on a 

project by project basis. What have those been? Is it user provisions? Guaranteed on-site inclusionary housing? Real workforce development 
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opportunities? 

And being at the process to get more housing that we need to. 

So we need to do more. 

But as this perceives, I urge 

you to vote and approve it and make whatever improvements you can. » thank you. 

Next speaker, please. » good evening. 

I am a native san franciscan. 

I have lived in san francisco my entire life. 

Lately, in the last five years or so, I've noticed a significant decline in my quality of life. So I think the question should 

be, which do we need more of? Economic development or concern for the environment? 

And I think st. Francis, the 

patron saint of ecology and pope francis himself, would agree 

that it is the environment, okay? And I'll give you some reasons. 

First of all, california is a 

biodiversity hotspot. 

That means we have an abundance 

of naturally occurring species which, many of which are at risk 

of extinction because of human activity. 

Our demand on water, for example was addressed earlier. 

It is threatening entire 

ecosystems all along the system 

going to the bay. 

So I urge you to ensure that the 

demand on water art weighed against what the science is --

what the signs has already told us. Me to 60 % unimpaired below 

along that water system to avoid ecosystem collapses along the 

system. 

Not the 20 or 40 % brought on by 

the pc or the state water board. Okay? Another reason that the 

environment really needs more attention, is that the board of 

supervisors here recently passed a biodiversity resolution. Which I doubt the documents 

before you have addressed or included. So please take that into consideration when you are reviewing the documents for 

approval. Whether the environment and 

biodiversity are actually going to be considered peak thank you. 

» next speaker, please. » good evening commissioners. I am an architectural historian and I have these comments today. 

I just wanted to say that the comment on the commitment of public scholars for the 

restoration of the old meant, 
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first of all, to the commission and to the department. 

Thank you back thank you for ensuring that at least $20 million will be dedicated to 

the future and now a long overdue restoration of the old meant. It is a national landmark, as you know, the long-term vision 

for the mint is being advanced in partnership between the california historical society and the city to realize the 

vibrant and colourful history and art and culture. 

To date, this commission has seen a strong turnout and as we can see from the restoration, 

the city's 20 million-dollar $20 million commitment is a critical part of 

the overall funding strategy and 

the projects capital costs which would be significantly higher. Many members of this commission 

have expressed a desire for 

greater allocation of funds and in addition, on March 21s~ 

the commission voted unanimously 

to request at least $50 million for the meant. The community would welcome any greater amount of funding for the old meant should you see fit to do 
that, that is . That is my comment. Thank you so much. » thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

» good evening. 

I am a land-use attorney in san 

francisco. 

And not much has been said tonight about transfer 

development rights in the middle of helping two clients transfer the development rights to historic buildings to new development. 

I'm very pleased to read in the plan that the tdr program will be extended off the market and 

that new developments will need use of those programs. 

I hope tonight you speak a 

little bit about it during your testimony so that more people 

out there who own older buildings will become aware of this opportunity. 

I was a former board member for a nonprofit that try to turn 

them into a museum. 

I am actually very, very pleased to hear of this new funding through the program. 

Finally, I would like to echo the comment of the speaker before. 

I represent a lot owner who could very much benefit by the new sustainability district and 

its streamlined approach, but I too think the commission should look at exactly why a height 

limit of 160 feet was chosen, 

the pros and cons and what went into that analysis. Thank you very much. » thank you. 

Next speaker, please. 

>> hi, I am a volunteer with 

human action. Staff from the planning department said earlier this is the right plan at the right time. And I cannot think of a more sustained way to see 

what -- say what this plan is. 

This plan would add a lot of counters who have that plan wrong. 

33,000 jobs and lots of housing. 
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That is 24,000, 24,700 units of housing we would have to build elsewhere in the city to break even. 

if this plan is available we should do that. 

We should up some elsewhere in 

the city and upsell him the west side westside and inclusionary neighbourhoods that are close to transit. There's a lot to like about this plan. I like the 
bicycle improvements very much. 

I like the hst ordinance although they should not be an 

arbitrary limit. But this type of planning where 

we plan for 84-1 job housing balance and a housing crisis is extremely irresponsible. 

I encourage you to go back to the drawing board and do the right thing and build more housing than jobs, for once, because all the existent housing 

pipelines are not doing that. They're building more jobs than housing. 

We are not on that. We will build more housing than jobs to get out of this crisis. I have not seen plans for that so far and I would like to see some. 

If it does pass other areas at the city need to be compensated for this. 

And 24,700 is the goal of that is the minimum. 

That is to make sure at this plan doesn't create more jobs than housing and I think that is a very low blow. Thank you. 

» next speaker, please. 

» good evening commissioners. A couple of points on the organization. I know we talked at homebuilders 

-- to homebuilders in the area 

who work for the housing that will get built there. There are residents in 

centrosome a, central soma even those who have signed on in 

opposition to in opposition. There are residents in the building to support the high-rise option. 

They do want the area to grow. I also believe that the 

neighbourhood legislation passed 

would apply in this area. 

So there is a lot of issues certainly that people have raised in one of them specifically is the affordable 

housing. I do believe it is my understanding that part of that is untrue. 

All of the bmr units that are going to be available in this area in the future, 40 % of 

those belong to be set aside for neighbourhood residents. 

I do believe that is one fact. 

Taking my hat off and talking as an individual, I actually really 

want to disagree with the clerk earlier. I don't think we are that far away from the political will to 

change the minimum ... 

I think that politics are going 

to control us in the next 30 days. We are all well aware of that. 

After that we will have a serious conversation because we May have one leader for ten years. And what that city will look like in ten years is likely 

going to be determined by the 

people in this room and by the 

person who will occupy the room. 

We will have perhaps mixed in 
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the board of supervisors. And so in talking with elected officials and talking with folks that are involved in this and 

talking with the people who are making this decision, most people seem to think actually it is a decent idea. 

I was talking to a President Of the neighbourhood association 

and she told me that listen, if there was no height increases 

whatsoever and it was just density being controlled, every neighbourhood association would get on board with that. I looked at her sceptically. 

I did not necessarily believe it at the time, but when the other 

option is eight stories, all of a sudden, four stories really 

seems reasonable. And I think those conversations are going to be can's continued at the state level. 

Locally, what can we do to help the increases that we need to have? I think that there will be details that need to get worked out. I think perhaps looking 

at taking out area plans could be something that May work. 

I also know a director mentioned one time that rates are higher in the richmond than they are in the mission area. 

So there is a complicated aspect and I encourage everybody in front of me and everyone behind me to give that serious thought 

and see if we have the will to get that done. Personally I think we don't. Thank you. » thank you. 

Next speaker, please. » hello I am speaking on behalf 

of the united mission here I see you pretty much every thursday for whatever number of projects. I wanted to just clarify one thing. 

The mission has the highest number of evictions compliant of any other district in the city. 

That information by korey was wrong. 

So I want to say something, I am prodevelopment in pro affordable housing. 

But I'm not pro-market rate housing over affordable housing. Like this plan has been in the works longer than most people have been in the city. Seven 
years. 

I find it insulting that the mbs carrier to speak on and take 

credit for for addressing gentrification and issues of displacement when really you have no understanding of it. I've lived at and done at an been 
displaced. I've been evicted from my home and I am a second generation san franciscan. I want to go into the plant itself. Fifty % of affordable housing 
on all the project should be the mandate requirement. 

Is consistent with the housing 

balance policy passed in 2015. 

30-90 % ami as a sliding scale based on the side of the project 

and the number of units. Let's get into a local higher. 

I'm a tech worker because I have graduated from a workforce development program, mission techies. 

That being said, there is going to be 30-60,000 new jobs that are coming in there. 

We will only have 8,000218000 new housing units. We need to make sure they are available first or 18th for 18 -- local higher. the community has an 
employment plan and that will be a good option for that. We need to take it a step forward and -- further and make sure every company in here does 

that are -- they're part and that means basically we need to have internships and paid programs set up based on the size of the tech company. 

1-25 they should have a minimum internship program. Anything other than that they can afford to hire another employee from a number of 

different nonprofits -- profits. 

I can name on and on. There needs to be a sliding scale so that way we are making sure our community can get into the tech sector to work at a 

company where we have 25 employees and I'm the only latino. I want to see more of my brothers and sisters and community in the room. That being 
said there needs to be intermediate emergency controls that are put in place 

right away and right of first refusal for residential renters and nonprofit and commercial 

renters and rent-controlled buildings within the neighbourhood. Thank you for your time. 

» thank you. Do we have any more speakers at 

this time? 
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» thank you commissioners. 

I am excited to be her after a number of years working on this plan. 

I want to thank steve, my and josh. We have been working with in great detail of a gloss four or five years on these technical 

issues and many times do not rise to levels of this commission. 

I'm here to speak today about issues that have been caught already. We're working with staff to rectify those. There's a handful of other items that are 
outstanding and so I want to keep the conversation moving forward, understanding that we are still heading 

towards the board of supervisors and to have opportunities to make these corrections. 

I will leave this letter that was sent to the commission secretary earlier today. 

I just want to make two points, 

they are actually reflective of 

the ground floor you since. 

There is a required ground floor noncommercial ground floor 

height of 17 feet, which from our perspective, was somewhat surprising when we saw the legislative amendment. 

[Please Standby] 

» President Hillis: next speaker, please. 

» good owning -- evening, commissioners. 

I just want to make a few quick 

comments, and the main one is let's not forget what this plan 

is seeking to do. 

It's seeking to manage growth 

in jobs that is going to happen in the region. We know that growth is going to happen. 

The question is where, and on a 

major transit corridor like the central subway corridor is where that growth needs to happen. In emergency room its of jobs versus housing, of course we 

all support more housing -- in 

terms of jobs versus housing, 

of course we all support more housing, but this is one small 

slice of the city on a major transit corridor that is being 

developed with a huge public investment, and it makes sense to put jobs here. 

And in terms of, as you've 

heard from several speakers, 

preserving the character of the neighborhood, we are absolutely 

supportive of that. The flower narcotic is one aspect of that. We want to support the character and those jobs that are there today. 

I want to just also thank the 

director and the staff for the 

proposal for the compromise on 

the tdm plan. 

75% is a reasonable compromise. Obviously, we had been 

preparing for the 50% level, but 75% is certainly better 
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than the alternative, so thank you for that. Finally, I just want to say thank you to the entire commission and the staff, especially Mr. Wertheim for 

all the work that they've put 

in over seven years. It is true ly an aachievement, and finally, I have a letter for the board. Thank you. 

>> President Hillis: thank you. Next speaker. » commissioners, good afternoon. 

Joseph smock with the south of market community action network. Despite many hours of meetings 

and hours of testimony and public hearings, we in soma 

feel that the plan does fail to 

address the very real and persistent problems and 

pressures that are facing the south of market community. Excuse me. We keep hearing about the 

increase low. We of course would contend that many projects have come before 

you in soma already that have created significant impacts 

that have been far shorter than 

160 feet, and we would argue 

that they're not being ministerial approvals. I think what's more concerning 

that the housing sustainability district seems to be a late but 

significant entry, so we would ask for your consideration of continuing this hearing to fully consider what that means for the whole plan, so thank 

you very much. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

» good evening, commissioners. 

Angelica cavanada. 

I have a letter here for you thars from 17 organizations across the city who expressed significant concerns about the 

impact that the central soma plan has currently written will 

have on housing, displacement and employment creation for 

soma residents and the working class community citywide. 

I know we're all tired, but you know -- I know I'm emotional 

right now, and irs not to belittle the work that your 

staff has done, every time I 

hear seven years, ten years 

work, that really irks me 

because my community, the filipino community has been 

advocating time and time again around don't displace our community. 

Since the ?O's. That's four decades. 

We used to have over 5,000 filipinos in soma. 

Now it dwindled down to 2500, 

and it's still declining. 

Every day, we see filipinos 

thars being evicted that's the 
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south of market, and now you're adding on this new plan that will add onto the stress the declining health of our community, and the 

sustainability of our community. 

It's great that we have a soma 

pilipinas, a cultural district, but when do we say that we really need to plan for the fUture of our communities, that 

will have the people that actually fought and are proud to be in that neighborhood? 

We want a cultural district 

that has filipinos, not an 

after thought, not a plaque that we were here. We want to continue having our 

children growing from bessie carmichael and being able to stay here. 

Our youth is wondering, are they going to be able to stay 

in san francisco, and these are high school youth, these are 

8th graders trying to figure out, are they going to be able 

to stay in san francisco? 

This is our reality every day. 

So when I hear that it's been ten, 15, whatever, look at 

what's going on in san francisco francisco. We're losing our communities. And yes, we heard numerous times that there's some legislation here that you 

might not have the authority to add 

on or put into this plan as 

planning commissions, but you do have the full -- the vote to continue it so we could 

continue working to fix this. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, please, Mr. Wu. 

» hello, commissioners. 

David wu with the south of market community action network. I wanted to continue with some measures that we've been 

proposing that are seriously needed to address displacement and community concerns that are contained in the letter that 

was just submitted to you, 

again, signed on by 17 organizations against the city. We demand strong measures be adopted in the central soma plan to support job creation 

for local residents for development under the central 

soma plan to be accountable and 

equitiable, residents must be employed with fair wages and working conditions. One, for all residential 

development more than ten units and all commercial development over 25,000 square feet require 

the developer to provide a community good jobs employment plan for public review and comment prior to consideration of project approval by the 
planning department that 

details the goals of all the permanent jobs within the 

future development for hiring south of market and central city residents, especially disadvantaged persons at good living wages with benefits and 

that details how those goals 

will be reached. 

Unless the following community 

accountability targets are met, 
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as will be outlined in one second, hotels should be 

excluded from the central soma plan. These targets include targeted 

hiring for end use jobs with employers committing to hiring targets for vulnerable residents of central soma and 

the region, intention in 

promotion with employers committing to prevention and 

promotion targets, workforce 

development where worker fee 

will support workforce programs. And living wages, stable schedules and fair working conditions where employers shall pay living wages, provide 

fair work schedules and respect 

employees rights to form a 

union by signing a card check 

knew electricality agreement 

with the residents and unions. Adopting the above recommendations is a minimum necessary step towards stablizing and protecting the existing 

community in the south of market, especially those who are must vulnerable to displacement. As such, we urge you to adopt 

these recommendations before your final approval of all of the plan. 

All these demanding musting met to address the very real 

displacement pressures that 

will come with this plan. 

These demands must be met to sustain this plan. 

The planning commission, I urge you, should not adopt the plan today and the adoption hearing 

should be continued to allow for more time for this confusing component of the plan and for more time to allow 

understand and impact the displacement and gentrification that will come with it Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, espla. » good evening. 

My name is diane ruiz. 

With the central soma plan, the 

city had the chance to address 

the advanced gentrification of central soma. Instead of plan with its complete lack of strategies to address displacement impac\s 

and its huge imbalance of jobs 

and housing will turn up the gentrification and displacement 

to warp speedment the city has 

a moral impairment -- [Inaudible] » you as planning commissioners need to direct 

the board of supervisors to do so. Yob how many times I've heard this planning commission and the city say we need more 

housing to relieve the pressure of the increased population coming for the jobs. While I don't believe in increasing supply of luxury 

housing to deal with this problem, I do believe in addressing the demand and the 

central soma plan will create unprecedented demand through the whole city. 

Soma is one of the few areas in 

the city where we can build and we should be building there new 
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affordable housing and aggressively acquiring land to do so. We should also be buying as many rent controlled buildings as we can. In order to pay for 
this, we 

should be capturing the billions in added land value given to landowners and developers and taxing the 

corporations who want to locate in 94103, some of which are the most profitable in the history of the world. We should be using the central 

soma plan to address the raise in class and equality in the city and meet the needs of the existing community. Instead of digging us out of the hole we're 
in, the central soma plan will ensure we will never see the light of day. 

streamlining approvals is not the solution, but this was proposed so soon after the board of supervisors rejected 

the state bill sb 827 is crazy. There's already rampant 

building in soma. 

Up zoning small parcels of land 

on the west side where it's already built out means demolition and displacement, so I don't like where that 

conversation is going, but this 

will be a justification to increase gent refication displacement in other areas which are vulnerable and do experience evictions. 

Now is the time to address 

inequality in the city. 

» President Hillis: thank 

you, Miss Ruiz. » sue hester. 

I would like to support what somcan just was talking about. There is a community existing in the south of market, and 

they're being ignored in this plan, in legislation because 

number h, h as in hester is a housing sustainability 

district, and that was just provided a week ago, and this is the first hearing. I'm going to devote all my time 

to talking about this. 

One of the things that is 

missing is the concept of 

notice, n-o-t-1-c-e, notice. That is one of the short 

comings in the eastern 

neighborhoods plan because it 

eliminates all environmental notices. 

Planning gives the best notices 

for two project -- two 

categories: environmental notice, because environmental 

notices go to tenants, t-e-n-a-n-t-s. 

311, 312 notices which don't exist south of market because 

they are designed for our districts. 

So those go to tenants and to 

homeowners, occupants, and 

unless you have supervision in 

this expedited process for housing, there will be no notice for anyone. You have all kinds of timelines and you have no notice requirements in there. 
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This legislation has all kinds of you get this, you get this, you get this. What notice is there to the 

people who live there, 

especially people who live in 

the residential areas that you 

just heard from somcan? 

I asked -- I challenge Mr. 

Wertheim to come up here and 

tell me, tell you, what notice 

is given to anything in the 

south of market when there is 

no environmental view, there is no notice. 

When everything is expedited, there is no notice. 

we're going to have a lot of 

projects that will go through and pardon me, I don't really 

have a lot of faith in the planning department staff to 

understand if there's tenants 

in it a property. 

Too often, I know from reading plans, there are tenants, and 

the planner has no idea there 

would be tenant displacement, and so they're not even asking the questions. 

So until you really understand what notice is given, you don't 

have a plan that's worth approving ever. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you, Miss Hester. 

Next speaker, please. >> good evening. 

Christina lombach. 

I'm just following up on Mr. 

Vetles testimony and just turn in some documentation. 

And also I wanted to say thank you. 

We're a family that's been in san francisco for almost 100 

years, and we're trying to 

build a family residential tower, residential homes, 

rental homes, not luxury condominiums for real people, 

for real families that can live 

in san francisco and use our 

wonderful community facilities, 

be part of san francisco. 

And we wanted to thank Mr. Wertheim, the director, the commissioners. 

This must be a thankless, thankless job to sit here day in and day out. But thank you for your attention, and we hope our 
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project brings joy and hope and happiness to the people and the community of the south of market. Thank you so much for your attention. 

Mr. lonin, jonas, I've known you for God knows how long. We're still looking good, and could you put that on the record, please, and give that to the 

commissioners and director. Thank you so much from our family to you. Thank you. 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Next speaker, please. » good evening, everyone. 

My name is lauren burnham, and you represent the tuolomne river trust. 

The central soma act will early 

exacerbate the acute imbalance we're facing in san francisco and the bay area. 

This will contribute to further 

gentrification of our unique neighborhoods, increase traffic 

on our already congested roads, 

and increase the demand on the 

resources that sustain certain things, namely, the tuolomne river. 

As you May or May not know, the tuolomne is the main source of 

water for san francisco. 

This urban demand has negative 

impacts on the health of the river and the humans like you 

and me that rely on it. 

While san franciscans have 

shown their commitment to 

stewardship of the tuolomne by water conservation in the last drought, the water we use is 

being used to facilitate projects like the central soma project. One as secretary is the flower mart. 

The flower mart's water supply assessment confirms that the 

water supplies for this project 

will come from the water that 

was conserved by you and me, by 

all san franciscans. 

This pushes the bay delta and the tuolomne river ecosystem 

dangerously closer to collapse. No matter your class, no matter your race, no matter your day-to-day schedule, no matter 

your problems, you and I cannot 

survive without water. Well, a river cannot survive without water, either. 

I urge you to consider the long-term implications this 

project will have on our water 

resources and on our community. Thank you. 

» President Hiiiis: thank you very much. 

Next speaker, please. 

»good evening, commissioners. I also have something for everyone, too. Please. My name is andrew and I am with the we are soma coalition. We 

have been filled with 
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numerous soma groups and the demands outlined below are kplekttive community demands. 

These are not new. We have been talking and 

presenting to the planning department for months. 

These must be met in order for we are soma to support the plan. 

We want to see a plan that 

represents the vibrancy and community of soma, and directs funding to the area and goals that are most needed. Schools and child care, to 

require that child care 

facilities and major new developments, facilities should be provided on-site where it is physically possible to do so. Parks and recreation, if there 

must be pope, rather than city parks, establish a community review board to create new design guidelines and a 

mandatory review process where 

the community review board must approve them before they are presented to the planning commission to ensure they are friendly to children, 
neighborhood families, youth 

and seniors. 

There 

there -- complete streets, soma safety control in order to lead 

a community planning process for these changes, alleyways 

must be prioritized in 

improvements and changes. 

Environmental sustainability, 

create a pub participation 

process via the soma C.A. C., 

and lastly require living laws in new developments. Thank you for your consideration. 

» President Hillis: thank you very much. 

Any additional public comment? No? Seeing none, we'll close public comment and thank you all for coming here. 

I know it's been a long day, 

and it's obviously a long time planning this and getting to 

this point, and we do truly 

value the info we get here in 

e-mails and out in the community. It's already considerably 

shaped this plan and we look to it to continue shaping it. 

So we will open it up, if there 

is any commissioner questions 

or comments. Commissioner commissioner 

commissioner koppel? 

» Commissioner Koppel: again, 

I want to thank all the staff, 

director rahaim, the whole environmental review department, as well as supervisor kim's office for all 

the collaboration on this plan. 
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Been supportive of the plan in the past. I'm still supportive. 

Like to see us move forward 

with all seven items today. I'm not supportive of the midrise option. 

I think this is a time to prioritize office development. This is one of the few remaining locations in the entire city of san francisco where we can develop 
office. 

It's right next to the transbay terminal. It's right next to caltrans. lrs right next to the central subway. 

This is the right place for this development. I'm looking at a couple of the 

big developers involved in this 

plan: tischman, kilroy, Ids, all that have been contributing 

to the city and the local tax base. They've hired local contractors, they've hired san 

francisco residents, they've 

hired skilled and trained workforces. All by choice. 

And let me be clear, this is not always the case with all the projects we approve here, so I think this is a very important deal, and it shouldn't be 

overlooked and if anything, should be rewarded. This plan still has a very 

substantial amount of housing in it. there's a number of housing developments that have already been approved in this area that haven't been built. 

We're going to be looking at the hub area pretty soon, which 

is going to have a massive 

amount of housing, as well, so 

I am completely supportive of the housing that's existing in the plan today. 

I do want to recognize the jobs 

with justice request and am looking forward to making this 

a policy of ours and using it down the road when we do see projects like hotels that are 

going to be here for their conditional conditional uses. As far as the housing sustainability district, I'm absolutely thrilled this is happening. 

I want to send my personal thanks to assembly man david chiu. 

I think irs completely ironic 

that his bill is being 

implemented first in his district in san francisco, so 

I'm pleased and others have voiced about the inevitable implications of this 

plan are affordable housing and our vulnerable populations. And I know that again and again, there's been a call to 

see plans to enable aggressively purchasing, stablizing and protecting existing affordable housing. And so one thing, you know, I'm 

new to the commission, and we might have had this conversation before, but I'd really appreciate having a 

hearing with the mayor's office of housing that happens 

potentially before the board of supervisors hearing on this to 

really kind of get into the nitty-gritty of what plans we already have in place to stablize our housing stock, 

acquire new sites and protect our local community organizations from displacement. How that compares to what other 

cities are doing, and ultimately what more can we do 

to really put protections in 

place for the specific corridor, because this is something -- that's something that will not just help the central soma but will help all neighborhoods who 
are going to 
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be going through transition. 

And then, I'd just finally also want to echo that I'd be 

interesting in seeing a -- us developing a policy statement 

around just a continued encouragement of good jobs with 

all of the employment employers 

that are -- players that are 

coming in to work on this plan. 

» President Hillis: thanks. Commissioner fang? 

»Commissioner Fong: I think this is going in the right direction. I think it's impossible to come 

up with a perfect plan after seven, eight years, but I think 

as the needs of the city grows, housing is an important piece, 

but so is workforce, and 

workforce will continue to draw population in san francisco and an economic benefit. 

As commissioner koppel mentioned, this is the right proximity. If we're going to do any kind of major push for office, this is the place. 

I share some concerns about displacement. I thought it was interesting, the one comment to try and get out in front of that a little bit. 

I'm not sure how to do that, but I just want to raise that 

because I think that's a viable point. 

About salmon and water, I don't know if you guys track salmon and water, but ifs a significant water, and it's not down to san francisco's problem, and 
it's not down to 

central soma's problem, but it is california's problem, and 

it's a regional problem, and it's one we should pay attention to. 

It's whales, it's water temperature -- I've witnessed 

it personally change the environment in our local waters. 

So one quick question, and a general one because I don't want to get into details about it, when we roll out a problem like this, steve, when it comes to 
infrastructure and anticipating the growth, 

whether ifs a day use oath growth or evening use growth, school system, fire department, 

sewer lines, how does all that 

coordinate from the planning department back into the various agencies and departments of the city. 

» is that more a ceqa question 

than a -- hmm ... This is a pick up for me because I'm not an environmental expert. I'll let josh take a look at that. »okay. Josh, sorry. 

>> hi, commissioners. 

Joshua switzky, planning staff. 

just to address the schools questions, supervisor fewer 

brought that up earlier, and I 

thought I'd address that add on. I should address todd david and the hack. The school district has not been talking about increasing 

schools in the 15 years. 

School enrollment was declining 

steadilily for about 20 years 

until it bombed out a few years ago. We talked to the school 
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district and asked them about 

schools, and they said no way. Our school district enrollment is declining. 

That has changed since 2009. 

Oler the course of doing this 

plan, school enrollment has been rising. We have been working very 

closely, since times have changed recently and school 

district enrollment is declining, we have been proactive about that. 

We have been meeting almost monthly with the school district during this time to 

talk about school issues and 

grapple with that and have them 

come to terms with schooling in the city. 

They are just starting to grapple with that. That said, they actually have 

two school sites secured in the southeast part of the city, one 

of which is in mission bay and one of which is in capped will -- candlestick. They just hired a facilities manager to build the mission bay school which 

would serve mission bay and central soma, 

so they're well on their way to meeting the demand in this area. There could be more schools needed in the future, and we certainly look forward to 

working with them on an ongoing 

basis to identify the need for 

additional facilities and additional lands. 

So sorry, on the schools, we've been very proactive about that. 

>> you want to add something?» yeah. Beyond the school -- our conversations with the school district has actually been in the context of an effort that 
has been largely invisible to the public to date that we all the southeast framework. We started this on our own volition to deal with the question of 

critical community 

facilities in the context of the robust growth thars happening in the southeast from soma all the way down to the county line where about two thirds of 

the city's growth is 

happening and will continue to happen. 

Because these individual plans, 

central soma, what have you, we thought it was time to start taking a step back and have a broader look and talk to all these individual agencies, 

whether irs the library, dcyf 

and early childhood education, and public health clinics, in 

terms of fire, police, and the school district particularly to 

talk about this issue and to get our heads around it. 

And we've been forwarding this 

conversation, working with the 

city's capital planning department, department of real estate, mayo~s office of housing and workforce development, so we're having 

this robust plan that we've been working on. 

»Commissioner Fong: thank you. 

I know we've been working on the future, and it's hard to 

talk about the future as specific as possible, but what 
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are the planning department's challenges look like in 2026, 

and what about the schools in 

maybe ii ends up being on the 

sixth floor of a building, and 

maybe every kid has an ipat, 

and they never leave their 

house, but I think this is a very good plan, and I'm supportive of it 

» President Hillis: thank you. 

Commissioner richards? 

»Commissioner Richards: I wish you the best, Mr. 

Wertheim in your new residence 

after the end of this month. 

I guess a few things, and I'd 

like lo, you know, the --

the -- let me take a step back. 

I've got four stacks of paper. A lot came in today, and I'm 

trying to read ii as I go through. 

So under the eir, ii says unavoidable impact. 

Historic resources are going to 

be altered and demolished. 

Is that a canned sponsor do we 

know historic resources that 

are slated for destruction? 

I have to vote on a statement of overriding considerations. 

» I worked on the historic resource component for the eir. 

The plan does identify the historic resources that are 

located within the eir and does identify an impact statement that basically acknowledges that historic resources would 

be impacted by the development thars occurring within the eir. So it's not necessarily 

specific or project specific to specific resources, but irs 

basically assuming that on the 

whole, historic resource 

impacts could occur. » Commissioner Richards: sure. 

So when we did mark and 

octavia, we did -- we looked at 

what was historic controls and 

we downsized that so there was no pressure there. 

Is any of that happening there? 

» our strategy around the historic resource has always 
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been to identify the most 

historic ones and then bring them forward as landmarks so they would be secured. 

That's the highest level of security. 

The hpc heard some legislation to designate landmark and 

landmark districts, in central 

soma and closer to downtown we added some conservation districts. 

As well, our strategy's always 

been to take -- [Inaudible] 

» -- we didn't up zone in that 

area, as all, so we've heard comments around lower height 

districts, well, it's around 

the south park and the south of 

market districts. 

>>Commissioner Richards: 

feel much more comfortable. Thank you. 

I think everybody's on board to increase as much housing on 

blocks and lot numbers. I think, the other question I 

had -- after sitting through, I felt a little uncomfortable because after sitting through 

the 430 main, I'm looking here 

in the packet about what the role the department May play in relationship in how it feels 

with developers in terms of extending permits that are acting in good faith, but I don't really understand what 

good faith looks like. 

It's kind of mushy gushy, so I 

cant imagine the department 

would say we're rerevoking 

your -- revoking your permit 

because you're not operating in good faith. I think you need it. I really do. 

It gives you a leg to stand on, director, because you're going 

to be making the decisions and 

it also gives clarity to the 

developer, hey, we've got to do this and perform, rather than 

at the end of 36 months, go oh, no, I didn't know I had to do it, and then be on the spot to force a decision. 

We just had one that hey, it wasn't feasible. I'd like for you to tighten 

that up or at least have some sort of a memorandum that you put forth on what you think 

your decision criteria would be based on. 

The other one, yeah, a question 

for the we are soma folks. 
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Who speaks for we are soma? There's got to be someone, we 

are soma, somcan? » I read your letter, and there's some things that are in the letter. 

There's a we are soma letter, 

and there's a s O mean letter. 

There's someone here that 

looked like they could be accomplished through money from the community benefits package. The question I have is, have 

you identified this with the department on what it would 

cost to acquire sites so when 

the C.A.C. Is formed-- and I 

hope you're a C.A.C. Member, 

and I hope all of you apply because you are soma. 

How much of what's not on your table today do you think you're going to be able to get 

through, the 2.2 billion because you're going to be on the C.B.C. Recommending these things get doled out. »so definitely, we've been 

working with planning staff in 

terms of where we would like to 

see the 70 million go towards. 

What somcan is raising the issue of the impact that's 

going to happen once this plan is passed. Those things are what we're 

raising the needs to be addressed now, not till -- not 

when the money rolls in five, 

ten years after, because within 

just even a year, the land 

value in soma right now, it's 

about two to 3 million to buy a site for small sites. 

That's going to increase, and the city doesn't have all the 

money in the world to -- to buy 

those sites after the fact. That's why we're saying buy is 

now when the land is still lower. 

So lower -- we've been working with the planning staff on the mitigation. We need the mitigation up front, and there's numerous 

ways the city could do that, 

which was laid out by the speaker they had earlier. 

So those are the things we're 

uplifting right now. » Commissioner Richards: okay. 

so the benefit, the 2.2 billion, cover me, I think 

there could be man money in 

there to achieve some of those goals. 

» there could be, but if you read the actual document from staff, it's also money that we don't know that if the developer's going to pay on-site or off

site. 
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It's -- we still don't know 

what they're planning to do.» Commissioner Richards: okay. So having been on a C.A.C. 

Myself, having to sit down and 

work with staff to make this 

more granular, so it's actually kind of the work product of the 

C.A.C. To say yeah, we 

identified this up front -- especially with the ab 73, you're going to have money rolling in right away, I think 

because there's no -- there's no deferment clause. At the scene ae the time of the application and permit being pulled and approval, so I think this is 
going to be something 

good to get out this stuff happening pretty quickly. »yeah, I mean, I actually sat 

in the soma stablization fund. I was in the beginning of that, and it still takes time to actually purchase sites. 

It takes six to eight months, 

and by that, we actually lost 

some sites due to the length of 

time for the city to purchase sites, so those are other 

things to take into consideration. I would hope, maybe -- and I'd qualify what I just say that 

there May be creative ways to 

tie up sites until the money comes in by buying up an option 

to buy the site, rather than buying the site right way. So those are things that I 

think would work with the mayo~s office and planning department. »that's why the right of first refusal is so important to preserve those sites before 

it goes on the market. » Commissioner Richards: that's basically what an option is. 

You have to pay for it, though. Nothing's free. Thank you very much. 

The other couple of things that 

I highlighted here revolved around some of the -- sorry. There's so much up here, some 

of the mitigation measures. 

Let's see here ... Okay. 

So in the implementation plan, 

7.4, page 20. 

It talks about department requiring the development 

have -- it's been a long day, folks, sorry. The urban design guidelines applied to projects as a mitigation measure. 

Having sat through what we sat through with 430 main, developer after back and forth and back and forth and back and forth and back and forth says 
hey, I can't do it. 

It's not feasible or I can't 

meet your -- what do you do? 

I mean, are those required? 

Do these need to be met or 

they're advisory, and if the developer says no oh, it's not 

feasible, are we going to have a hearing screaming back and forth at each other. » 430 main street, if it had 

been done at a later time, they would have been required but 
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they aren't for that project. » Commissioner Richards: absolutely. 

I was drawing a parallel. 

How do you say what you do if a developer says I can't do that? » yeah. I mean, these are -- you know, 

as you spoke with david wins low earlier on that particular project, we're working through 

the design review process and we're constantly in that kind of conversation with developers about what is feasible, what is not feasible, but they still 

have to meet the guidelines. They're open to some interpretation on how they work with individuals. 

»Commissioner Richards: they can't be way off. You can't violate eight of the ten. » no, and midblock open spaces 

is in the urban design 

guidelines under s-2. » Commissioner Richards: 

another ftag I have here is 

7.5.4 on page 21. 

This is designation of historic 

buildings not in ten or 11. 

Here we go again, demonstrative. 

We've been to this rodeo once 

before, and we keep relying on what developers tell us and we don't ask for any documentation. 

So I really want -- I think we 

should have an infeasiblity 

policy that says if you say 

something's not feasible, you 

have to did he monstrably prove 

it -- demonstrably prove it. I think the introduction of the housing sustainability district is an interesting concept. 

I support the 160 foot height. 

I do agree with staff because 

over 160 feet, there's a lot more things to deal with and you might not be able to meet the timeline. 

So lefs try it out, and see if it works. And if you want to raise the 

height later on because it works well, lefs do it. And there's a lot of other stuff that people handed in 

that it's hard to even think 

about ii at this hour, go point 

by point by point, so I'll pass. » President Hillis: commissioner moore? 

»Commissioner Moore: the harder you push a button, the later it gets. Thanks to everybody, staff, all 

and everybody sitting in that first row there. Thank you to the director, 

thank you, ann marie, herculean effort was made. 

Thank you inform May -- to mayor farrell, supervisor kim, for introducing the overlay of 

the housing sustainability district. Thank you to supervisor fewer 

for weighing in with an important, really super 

important comment that I had not heard before -- I May not 

have paid attention to it. 
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There were many things which were said today with you clearly resonate with me. 

I'm going to try to touch on them so they can be heard when this particular large project 

is being heard by the supervisors. It's policy, support, those May 

be areas where certain questions could still be worked on and expanded before it moves onto the next stage. so let me take it from the top, 

and I'll try to put them 

together grouped by where they belong like general plan amendment and our other five areas of consideration. 

However, it gets a little too difficult to sort them exactly into those categories. 

What resonated with me is good jobs for all policy is 

something which we need to 

further explore as we move into 

more detail on the housing sustainability district. The idea of adding requirements 

for on-site child care seems extremely important. 

I think we know onwo committed sites, but there are 

other key sites where that might become something we consider to really ask for, not 

just wait for one voluntary participation. 

That goes hand in hand with the idea for school -- the child care in schools I think go into the same consideration for family. 

It's important of real life 

families living in central soma. The idea of the flower mart comes up again. I'm really pleased to here that this has come a long, long way where it was 

before. Perhaps there could be policy 

of considering that replacement pdr and retail uses in that general area could also be in 

direct support of the flower 

mart because they are 

complementary and synergistic 

uses in both places. 

Those are ideas that I've been thinking of relative to the flower mart will not be in the same surroundings relevant to new development when it comes 

on-line in that new location. 

The community has expressed large concerns about 

displacement and gentrification to consider a policy for preservation of affordable office and other spaces for nonprofits and cultural 

district assets I think is an important element when most of this built trend towards new 

office, how do we protect those 

who traditionally actually have 

lived in this area and May now 

be threatened for displacement? 

We should encourage a discussion we have not just in this district but every where else and other neighborhoods to 

make sure or encourage that 

off-site bmr units will be built within the plan area so if there is indeed displacement, that people find 

replacement within their neighborhoods. Encourage workforce housing, 

something we sometimes touch on 
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but never aggressively pursue 

because there's really not any particular policy -- it is a 

policy, but there's not much 

implementation that speaks to 

that subject. The schools, I talked about 

that -- as you move along, 

everything becomes important, and you want to talk about everything, but you can't. 

I think there is support, and I 

think it's policy, that the 

recently enacted south of 

market the lgbtq community is recognized, and the planning commission strongly supports it. 

I want to call it out because ifs something that recess nates with me. 

i have seen struggles on the 

north of market site where lgbtq was not even properly discussed, and these people were standing in front of us, 

and we were struggling to 

figure out how we could really bring them into this project 

and have them claim their district. 

Reduce parking is an issue that 

we should consider, particularly as a central 

soma -- as the central subway 

is maturing. We just unfortunately heard yesterday, I hate to say it, that there is an additional 

delay as we are pitching the transformation of this district 

to greatly depend on public transportation. 

We May have to look at a gradual further reduction in 

parking ratios in this area. 

I agree with the idea of when commissioner richards mentioned it. 

The 160 foot height seemed to be a well thought out idea, and I would suggest that this 

commission supports it. 

I said that I said that, that 

Not much was talked about, the 

use it or lose it clause to 

prevent land banking, so entitlements automatically expire after certain time. 

We ourselves often are conflicted when projects come in different location thafs 

have already been on the books 

for eight or nine or ten years. This May be an opportunity 

because this is such an 

incredible opportunity that a 
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use it or lose it clause can be successfully utilized. 

I want to speak a little bit more to the specific points 

that came out of the somcan-we 

are soma letter and just briefly call out basic policies 

which I'd just like to mention 

because they are important. That is the eviction and displacement protection. We have •• staff has done a 

tremendous job in mapping sensitive sites and there are two strong tools in place to 

control and protect, but to 

make ourselves aware and shout this out to the board of supervisors I think is extremely important. 

The other one is interim 

emergency controls. There's the attempt, and I think supervisor kim is very 

well aware and supportive of it is the increase to .• the measures to increase affordable 

housing in central soma, 

coupled with the idea to 

support job creation for local residents in central soma. 

This comes obviously out of the housing sustainability •• out 

of the housing sustainability district legislation, and I 

believe the way it's being setup, that targets higher fan end use jobs, workforce development, living wage, 

stable schedules, fair working 

conditions, can be feathered in 

because there is a broad labor policy in that particular overlay already. 

I think it will require perhaps 

more time and more detailed work for the community to continue pushing it, and I hope 

that staff will be receptive to 

work with the community to more 

clearly define and develop the 

specifics of it. Overall, I am supportive of the 

plan, I do believe there has been an incredibly forth right 

and valiant effort to standup and answer all questions. 

I am in that line of work in my 

own profession, and I know how hard it is to be in that line of a cross fire, but I do say with appreciation that I think you have done everything 

possible that you can do that is not to say that you have done everything are, but there's always room for improvement, there's always room for other 

questions, and I believe that you have stood open to receive and work with those questions, so I am in 

support of what you're doing. 

» President Hillis: thanks. Commissioner melgar? » Vice President Melgar: thank you. 

I will try to be brief because the hour's late, and we're all tired. So I will also thank staff for an outstanding job. 

So in the time that I've been 

in a commission for a year and 
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a half, I've seen this plan take shape and be improved. And you Mr. Wertheim in 

particular have been very open 

and responsive to all kinds of people with very different 

agendas, so I appreciate your flexibility and your hard work 

in doing this. 

I am still -- well, so I'm not going to repeat some of the 

other comments of the commissioners. I, too, am very happy to see the good jobs policy and the 

language and all of that stuff. I remember a very worried about 

the potential for displacement. 

We still live in a capitalist society where real estate kind 

of rules the day in san francisco. 

And you know, I wanted to point out one thing, though, in the comment, a lot of the folks 

were talking about the jobs-housing imbalance as if 

were a 1 :1 number, for every job, we need one housing unit, 

and that's not quite the case. 

You know an average household in san francisco is a size of 2.6. It's not like every single 

person needs one unit. Nevertheless, we do need to look at it as bigger than that. 

But the potential for 

displacement, adding, you know, 

a class of jobs tha~ you know, 

is higher is big, and so I have 

been talking a lot to the staff at supervisor kim's office. 

I do believe that they are 

working on stuff, but as I say 

the mayor's office of housing 

representative here, I really 

would like to put you on the 

spot, and if you could come up and talk to specifically if we 

have a strategy for the central soma plan. We know that it's coming, and 

so what are you thinking? » okay. Amy chan from the mayor kazz 

office of housing and community development. So our office currently has a 

few programs or tools to address basically antidisplacement. 

So we have a small sites acquisition program, loan program. We're very proud of this program. 

We basically lend funds to housing developers to purchase, 

acquire and rehab rent controlled units for -- from 5 to 25 units and on the condition that they're deed 

restricted for the life of the property. It's been a successful program. 

We've preserved 25 sites to date and have another 15 sites 

in the pipeline which would 
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bring us to a total of 300 

units that would be preserved. 

Some of these units have active ellis act evictions. Actually we would love to 

expand and have more resources 

to be able to acquire more 

small sites and larger rent controlled properties. We are excited that we do have 

a new source of funding for 

small sites. 

Housing funding candidated have 

made a movement to repurpose 

the only side mistake -- the old seismic resource funding, and we intend as we roll out this program to largely use a 

lot of these funds for small sites. So we are excited about that, 

and we absolutely -- this is, you know, a citywide program, but we would absolutely have a 

focus, a laser focus on soma and central soma. 

In addition, we also fund about $6 million in eviction 

prevention defense and rental 

subsidies annually and we fund nonprofit organizations to 

basically provide these services. And the south of market is one of the most served communities. So we have -- and we also know 

that there's pending 

legislation and a ballot 

measure that would scale up the eviction defense program to a right to counsel program where 

we would be basically serving 

any resident who would be 

served with an -- a non -- no fault eviction. 

So there could be potentially an expansion of our eviction 

defense -- our eviction defense program. 

And again, it would be a citywide program, but the south of market and central soma would be served. 

We would love, again, if with additional resources, we would love to do more both in terms of acquiring the rent controlled properties and in 

terms of making sure that we 

are providing tenants with the eviction prevention and 

services that they need. »Vice President Melgar: thank you, Miss Chan and you're doing good work. So I guess my question was 

more, so it -- you -- it sounds like from your description that 

it's -- the aquesignificance program is more of an opportunity driven, you know, program. 

There's, you know, a site that 

comes up, as, you know, a nonprofit developer, but I'm 

wondering if there's an actual strategy to prioritize central 

soma because we know that, you 
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know, this plan will exacerbate the possibility of eviction. 

So it's not the same, right, in 

central soma that it would be in St. Francis woods. 

So we are in terms of a long-term strategy prioritizing that in any way? »yeah. 

And I think we're very 

committed to working closely with the community members and 

the members of the we are soma 

coalition to identify the sites that we should be targeting and 

looking at both in terms of the acquisition rehab for 

preservation and in terms of sites for new construction of 

affordable housing. » Vice President Melgar: okay. Thank you, Miss Chan. » thank you. 

» so just to add to that to revisit a point we made 

earlier, all of the money that we made from central soma projects has to say in soma, right? So maybe other -- maybe the 

city could prioritize other 

funding sources for soma, as well, but we know this is one of the lynch pins of the 

affordable housing plan, that 

the funding will be in soma. » Vice President Melgar: 

thank you. 

»President Hillis: just a couple questions, Mr. Wertheim, and thank you for all 

of your work on this. 

I don't understand why irs so hot in here. 

'cause they turned off the air conditioning. 

>> about an hour ago. 

» President Hillis: but I mean my two biggest issues as we look through this, and I think they've been adequately 

voiced -- I'm not sure we have 

all the answers for them are one, the jobs-housing balance. 

We've landed in the right place. 

I'm glad we've -- through modification to the legislation 

kind of expanded the number of housing units that can be built 

here and capped out on the eir. 

But I think director rahaim's 

comments have to be getting 

that this is the right place for additional office space as 

well as housing given the fact 

that the city sin vesting in 

intrastructure -- that the city 

is investing in infrastructure. 

I think it is one of the places 
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that we can sensibly build offices. I think this is the right decision for the city, it's the right decision for the region. So I think we've landed in a good place 
on this. On displacement, which I think 

is the other kind of big issue, gentrification and displacement, and obviously this is happening here in soma. It's happening in bernal heights, it's 
happening in the 

inner sunset, ifs happening in 

areas where there aren't plan areas. 

Certainly as there's new jobs being created, it'll -- you 

know, if we don't keep housing 

production at a rapid pace, we'll impact prices and 

displacement as values go up. So there were a couple things that I think came up through this. 

I mean, this issue of kind of maximizing neighborhood preference for every dollar, it 

seems like we're doing that with the fees. And I mean I think it would be good to add to the board of 

supervisors that, you know, we try to prioritize as much as possible. I know there's other neighborhoods that have priorities, too, but 

neighborhoods that are facing increased gentrification pressures, that they get priority for housing dollars, 

and small sites acquisition program which I think is happening, but I don't think 

it -- it can't hurt to state it again here and make sure we do that. 

There was a question about 

public -- publicly owned sites 

and prioritizing those for housing. 

Are there many publicly-owned sites here in the central soma area. » there's basically south 

park, a fire station and bessie carmichael school. In addition to the freeway 

right-of-way, we're putting navigation centers, for example. We're making best use of the 

land, but there is not a highly public land area. So that's basically why we've been asking the large sites that have been privately held. 

They've been great working with us to carve off affordable housing sites. We almost know that land is 

going to be almost more of a challenge here than the money. 

So that's why the tennis club side and fourth and harrison side for example are all large sites that have proposed to 

dedicate part of their land to affordable housing to us. 

» President Hiiiis: that came 

up a couple times here, housing proposals. 

>> right now, in eastern 

neighborhoods only in the urban 

mixed district parcel is there other dedicated used. 

It's one of the many tools we can have. 

You can pay the housing and 

linkage fee, and how, you can have land dedication as well. 

» President Hillis: it's 

worked in places and we've 

encouraged people to do it. 
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But the plan is sort of agnostic, whether you do that or fee out -- skbl that's right 

but we have created incentives to fee out the land. We know that some of the bulk 

controls, etcetera, while ner ae really valuable, a slight amendment to a bulk control can free up a piece of land that I feel is a priority for 

affordable housing versus a 

minor set back or some angle. 

We've been very cognizant of that in all these designs to 

make sure we can create as many affordable housing sites as possible, and those are the projects that would come before you, and the key sites would 

be 

for you to weigh the pros and 

cons, is this affordable housing site worth set backs in the alley and stuff. 

»President Hillis: and questions came up on the C.AC. I know you made the recommendation to split the current C.A.C. Are you recommending 

kind of 

how that's -- how members are 

selected for that C.A.C. Or who are kind of -- » I'm not. 

The notion of having two C.A.C.'s. I think ifs a good idea. 

It's always been an unwieldy stick. 

It's twice as big as market and octavia. That being said, one of the 

most challenging things is to determine the appointments and then what seats individually 

are filled by that. 

so it's not ra-ely my place to 

say in that negotiation, so I'd 

rather we propose there be a C.A. C. And if legislation is 

written as part of this plan, 

it's worked out at the board and mayoral level where that back and forth has to happen. It can certainly be a trailing piece of legislation as well. 

Even though the money isn't 

coming in -- the C.A. C. Is 

going to work with money thafs 

not going to come in until the 

project kicks in. 

» President Hillis: okay. 

And then, I think -- I appreciate that the 

recommendations on kind of, 

again, back to land dedication 

and acquiring city owned 

parcels which I think go beyond 

central soma. My own neighborhood, I couldn't 

buy in now, and I don't think 

my kids -- I fear they probably can't, either, unless they become -- own their own companies or something. I get that, and ifs a big issue, and ifs a big 
issue for us citywide. 
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I think to some extent we make the mistake of addressing it on a project 'r:tf project basis in 

some cases or a plan 'r:tf plan basis. I don't know why we're not 

seeing -- we're creating more 

people in the city, more condominiums, more housing units. I don't know why we're not 

advancing a parcel tax or something that's a regular source of income that we can bond off and provide much more affordable housing that we can kind 
of tinkering around the one-time edges. 

i think we're doing the most we 

can in this plan clue --

inclusionary, but I think you can get something around a tax 

in this city that people will 

keep paying and keep generating 

for more affordable housing. When you were talking about how 

we can acquire more and there's 

limited resources for small 

sites programs, with the values that are being paid for housing around the city and how they keep increasing, I mean, I 

think things like a parcel tax 

should be looked aand 

t and can do much more than these impact fees that we have, although we should do them also. I'm supportive of the housing and sustainability district. 
I think the period of extension should be kind of on a yearly basis, and it would be good to have the director kind of notify the commission, whether 

it's during -- you know, notify the commission during director's report or at a hearing about projects that are getting this approval. 

I like the notion of having 

kind of entitlements lapse but 

I'm worried that we'll hit a 

down area, no housing is built and we'll not terminating everybody's entitlement, which is the wrong thing to do, but 

if there's a mechanism for review by the department every 

year, I think that's appropriate. Commissioner richards? ». 

» Commissioner Richards: just a point of clarification. 

I support the recommended modification but that's for the employer in the building, not 

the construction of the building, correct? » that's specific to the 

permitance employers -- the permit jobs in place. >> Commissioner Richards: okay. The question is for residential buildings, couldn't we extend that to 
the people that actually support the residential building that work 

there, the doorman, the -- » yeah. 

So this -- this was one of the challenges that we had in the conversations with labor I'm 

having for the last week is we're concerned. On one hand we're saying faster housing, etcetera, on the other 

hand we're saying we have to have some kind of hearing on the good, you know, of the permit workers inside. The relative number of workers in a 

housing development is so 

much less than jobs, and with ab 73, you're getting the workers that matter which are the construction workers. 

And so it's just kind of a bit 

of a trade off around the 

value, and that was W'ro/ labor, talking out to the good jobs 
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for all folks, agreed to the proposal we put forward which was to not include residential and to just do it for the businesses, knowing that we're 

solving for labor for the most part with ab 73. » Commissioner Richards: okay. One other point that's kind of dawned on me. 

As the plan gets approved and 

rolled out and things start happening, we have a really good way of collecting live data in terms of all the things we're trying to report. 

You did the math on 5-m. We're going to be doing a 

housing survey or whatever. 

Should prop s pass, we would 

have a rich trove of information on people who are 

getting evicted and have no idea where they're going to live. I think it's going to be good 

to have a plan in real-time. Here's what happened. Let devote some big time data to it. And finally, I know we've been talking about this forever and 

members of the public said this. 

We talk about geary street or else. 

Let's get geary street going, 

like a many geary plan area, so 

we can -- mini geary plan area, 

so we can follow through for many years what we've been talking about. >> President Hillis: commissioner koppel? 

» well, steve, I think it's about time. 

I'm going to move to approve 

all seven items. » Commissioner Richards: second. 

» President Hillis: so we can do them all? 

>> clerk: commissioners, we 

strongly recommend you take the certification of the environmental impact report separately. I think there were several amendments that were included 
by staff if you so choose, so 

maybe we take the eir first. 

Can you make that motion? 

»Commissioner Koppel: yeah. 

I'd like to make a motion to 

approve the final certification of the eir. » second. 

»Commissioner Koppel: with the amendment made by staff. 

» clerk: very good. On that motion to certify the environmental impact report 

with the errata sheet submitted 

by staff, on that motion -- [Roll call] 

>> clerk: so moved, commissioners. That motion passes unanimously. Now we can take up the other matters. 

>> Commissioner Koppel: move 

to approve items two through seven. » second. 

>> clerk: and there were 

amendments to those, too, steve. 

» Commissioner Koppel: yeah. Move that the recommendations to at least the planning code 
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and I'd ask for procedural 

advice on this but whether you have a separate resolution regarding the good jobs, the commission policy for good 

jobs, that's in your packet. 

» President Hillis: thafs in your recommendations or what was separate from your recommendations? 

» Commissioner Koppel: it's a recommendations ---

»it's-- it's 

recommendations -- somehow it's 

better to have it a separate recommendation. 

» clerk: it can be called all together. 

» President Hillis: so we can 

do it as part of the plan. 

» clerk: you can, and if there's individual amendments 

to any of the pieces of the 

puzzle, this would be the time. 

» President Hillis: I think 

you have the good housing -- if the good jobs policy, I think 

we can add that as a policy under the implementation program. Where do you think it best fits? » well, as a commission -- I don't know. It's commission 
policy, so ifs kind of its own stand-alone thing. Certainly, we can -- we would 

add it to the implementation 

matrix, I guess, at that point, but it sounds like it should be 

its own resolution. 

» also, there's our amendments 

to the hsd ordinance, as well. 

» President Hillis: ann marie? » thank you. 

Ann marie rogers. Could you guys maybe clarify for the commissioners, all your recommendations that you would like them to make on each of the 
actions already included in the draft resolution or do they 

need to make motions to add 

things to the draft resolutions that are before them? » you need to make motions to add. 

I have a list in front of you, 

and I spoke today, so there is a complete list that jonas is waving around that would be all the recommendations. 

I think there's 30 in your packet, and there's another four or so in front of you. 

» and is that list of 

recommendations for one ordinance. 

»they're all for the planning code and administrative ordinance except for the last one which is a code policy, and 

that would not be amendment. 

Cht it's the only thing. 

>> clerk: if someone were to make a motion to recommend the 

individual motions including these submitted by staff that 
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would cover it, including the commission policy. 

» President Hillis: correct. You asked the question about 

the good faith, to that extent, 

do you need us to opine on the 12, 24, and 36 months, because you had that as a question in the report, and I'm not sure it was called out. Was your 
recommendation what period? 

» I think it's -- you -- those 

specific ones are not in the 

resolution or drafted, so those would be I think recommendations that you as a 

commission would make to the board. » and my sense of that what might be the most beneficial 

thing to do is since it gives the director that authority is for the director to issue what we call a director's bulletin 

that specifies what constitutes good faith efforts. 

And I -- and you can certainly ask me to do that before this 

thing is implemented. 

» President Hillis: okay. 

>>Commissioner Moore: would 

you copy us on that? » absolutely. 

»Commissioner Koppel: let me try this. 

I'm going to move to approve items two through seven, including amendments to the 

planning code, including all recommendations on this sheet of paper and the amendments 

also to the housing sustainability district and 

then also the policy resolution recommendation or the good jobs for all. 

» President Hillis: second. 

>> clerk: thank you, commissioners. So commissioners, there is a 

motion that has been seconded 

to adopt the ceqa findings for the central soma man, the general plan amendments, planning code, and 

administrative code, and implementation program, and planning code and business tax 

regulation code amendments for the central housing sustainability district with the modifications recommended 

by staff and submitted to you, 

in addition to the modifications independent of 

that to the housing sustainability district proposed by staff. 

On that motion --

[Roll call] 

>> clerk: so moved, commissioners. 

That motion passes unanimously, 7-0. 

» President Hillis: all right. Thank you. 

And Mr. Wertheim, good luck in sacramento. 

It's been a pleasure, and a pleasure in seeing this plan move forward. 
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DA's office, community group release 
~ep~rC!te pedestrian-vel1icle safety 
1n1t1at1ves 

Trending Articles 
Amid heated SF mayor contest, pressure 
mounts to repeal ranked-choice voting 

Breed's lead increases to 1,580 votes in San 
Francisco's mayoral race 

North Beach ~olice shooting tops off bloody 
week for San Francisco 

Breed takes lead in San Francisco's mayoral 
race by 498 votes 

April is Distracted Driving Awareness Month. Prop. F victory in SF could build momentum for 
statewide rent control fight 

By Rob Nagle on April 29, 2014 12:00 am 

In the wake of seven pedestrian deaths this year and April being 
Distracted Driving Awareness Month, a South of Market area 
community group wants to remind drivers to slow down, and the 
San Francisco District Attorney's Office has an ominous warning for 
distracted drivers. 

District Attorney George Gascon said Tuesday that his office's 
vehicles will be equipped with a bumper sticker that says "Do your 
job - or we'll do ours." 

The sticker will also feature the phrase "Share the Road" and will 
emphasize that all drivers, pedestrians and cyclists should obey all 
traffic laws to keep the streets safe. 

"We hope that these bumper stickers serve as a constant reminder 
to everyone, to follow the rules of the road," District Attorney 
Gascon said. "When a case gets to my office, it's already too late." 

In a similar light, the South of Market Community Action Network is 
convening an action Wednesday to raise awareness on pedestrian 
safety in SoMa, the Tenderloin and Mission Bay. 

Dubbed "Day of the Child," SOMCAN wants to draw attention to the 
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children. 

Traffic congestion also makes it difficult for children to navigate 

their way to school, they said. 

The event will be at Bessie Carmichael Elementary School at 375 

7th Street at 4 p.m. 

Last week, the San Francisco Police Department and the California 

Highway Patrol engaged in a joint operation along Van Ness 

Avenue and areas South of Market to ticket and cite distracted 

drivers. The operation resulted in 126 citations. 

Click here or scroll down to comment 

Sign up for our E-Edition & 

San Francisco Examiner 
about an hour ago 

The death marked the 19th homicide 

reported in San Francisco so far this 
year. The City has recorded five 
homicides since June 2 after more than a 

month without a killing reported. 
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